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A game of life 
or death. 

The weirdest house 
on the block! 

chill out:’ 

ia^B 



Why is there a chainsaw in the kitchen? 
And a scalpel-wielding doctor with an attitude? And a 
cheerleader held captive in the basement? 

Just your average day in Maniac Mansion*! Totally weird! Definitely 
wacky! It’s the first game for your Nintendo Entertainment System* that 
combines the challenge of a mystery with the off-the-wall humor Americans love. 

Your goal - rescue the cheerleader and keep the mad doctor from taking over the 
world. There are over 50 rooms to search for clues. A cast of dangerous characters to avoid. 
And five completely different endings. It’s even based on the original from LucasFilm Games. 

You pick three of seven teenagers to go inside to solve the mystery. Who you pick determines 
the course of the game. 

Want to take a break? No problem. Maniac Mansion’s battery back-up always saves your place. 
Maniac Mansion is different every time—sometimes scary... sometimes silly... but always a 

challenge... the kind of a game that will keep you up nights trying to figure it out—or afraid to fall asleep! 

The secret lab. This box is ticking! Listen! 
A nuclear reactor! 

The Tentacle is 
hungry! 

Don’t get Weird Ed’s 
hamster mad. 

Into the dungeon. 
Dog Breath! 

The mystery has just begun. 
Jaleco ™' is a trademark of Jaleco USA Inc. Maniac Mansion * is a 
trademark of LucasArts Entertainment Company. Nintendo' and 
Nintendo Entertainment System' are registered trademarks of Nintendo 
of America Inc. c 1990 Jaleco USA Inc. 

“Nurse Edna, 
you are U-G-L-Y.” 

A chainsaw 
in the kitchen!? 

Look for clues 
on the film. 

Get the official Maniac Mansion 
Hint Book. Call 1-800-STARWARS 

CIRCLE #147 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 
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"H»e future in your face. 

SOFEL takes lift^«^ul^dorllnto the future with the 

release of our newest gaifn^. KlashBalh, for the 

Nintendo Entertaihmfcsu System*. In a stadium 

hundreds pf years from noV, techno-gladiators do 

battle, combining contact with spefed and finesse. 

Two five-man teams go for it, each figging to 

' deliver a three-kilo metallic energy sphere 

® [ into the opponent's goal zone. 

^ |j It isn't pretty. 
i Teams challenge each other in a surreal 

4 p arena' that utilizes devices such as a warp 

tunnel, ball launcher, and magnetically 

>unce domes. is way hectic, charged boi 

The gnarliest teams in the world. 

KlashBall- features a complete league system. There are 

eleven rowdy teams, each with unique skills, strengths 

and weaknesses. After each match the central computer 

analyzes the outcome and records i^jjivnk 

the stats. Play against the computer PSMSHfiSS 

or klash it out with a friend, . s II ^JI I | 

It might be too real. |pljjEj3lllpl| 

If you're ready, take a trip into 

the 23rd century with Klash Ball-. Km,w ymcr compmtion 

A game so real, it’s in your face! TaUKIGHTSI 

/ Get your feet wet. 
Navigate through the ocean depths with the original 

aquatic homeboy, Fish Dude~. The object is to eat as 

many little fish as possible so Fish Dude- can grow to 

*3 fight off his hungry enemies. Big 

r^' ~4* fish, seagulls and a floating feline are 

Ip all after him. LuckilyTish Dude- has 

^ some cool pals like Octo dude to help 

5 Watch out homey! himout oftricky situations. Come on, 

get youf feet wet and explore the high seas with Fish Dude! 

omc 
| 
mm 

GAMEBCtf. 

^ ^ • 
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YOU'LL FLIP OVER IT! 
All across the cosmos, top 

gamers like yourself have 
been flippin' out over Metal- 

Storm’s “Gravity Flip” feature. 
Together with sugh never- 

before-seen game features as 

dual scrolling and "breathing” 

enemies. “Gravity Flip" will 

leave you wondering just 

which way is up. 

. So arm yourself to the teeth 

with state-of-the-art power-ups: 

* Bullet deflecting 

"Shield Force” 
L-aserGun energizing 

“Power Beam” 

* Metamorphising 

"Gravity Fireball ” 

Get ready for the new Irem 

America game that’s catchim 

the l\IES’M world by storm. I 

MetalStorm. 

IREM AMERICA CORP 
8335 154th Avenue N.E. 

Redmond. WA 98052 

FAX: (206)883-8038 

LICENSED BY NINTENDO 
• FOR PUY ON THE 

<01990 Irem America Corp. TM and ® are trademarks of IreVn. Nintendo and Nintendo 
Entertainment System (NES) are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. 



You'll Love 
These Smash Hits! 

Two of Irem's most popular 
i arcade hits are now avail- 
\ able for Game Boy. With 
I the same eye-popping 
i visual punch and exciting 
i action you've come 
. to expect from Irem. 

IREM AMERICA CORP 
Irem America Corporation 

8335 154th Avenue N.E. 

Redmond. WA 98052 

FAX: (206) 883-8038 
LICENSED BY NINTENDO 

FOR PLAY ON THE 

01990 Irem America Corp. ™ and ©are trademarks of Irem. Nintendo, Nintendo 

Entertainment System (NES) and Game Boy are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. 
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THE SHAPE OF GAMES 
TO COME... 

The title of this semi-annual self-appraisal of the state of the video game 
industry and what its future holds for game players everywhere is fairly self- 
explanatory, but may need a bit of clarification following last month's dim 
assessment of the direction we seem to be going. 

While the theme of last month's editorial was one of caution, the one point 
that can never be denied is the relentless need for constant evolution to 
insure an ever-changing and ever-challenging product mix is available at 
both the software and hardware levels. True, this does make the job of the 
manufacturers that much harder (as well as that much riskier), but it doesn't 
mean that the quest for superior gaming is always in vain. On the contrary, 
there are some really wild products in development that should keep the 
blood of this industry pumping for some time to come! 

The most eagerly anticipated new product of 1991 will surely be the next of 
the 16-Bit super systems, the Nintendo SFX. With a tentative release date 
of September, the SFX will hit these shores with no less than two dozen 
solid game titles in tow, including hot arcade properties from leading third- 
party producers like Final Fight, Gradius 3, Ghouls and Ghosts 3 and R-Type 
2. The packaging of the system is still a mystery (how does Nintendo get 
the system, power cords, hook-up cables and pack in game together for 
under 200 bucks when it costs that much for just the basic system and two 
controllers in Japan), but if Nintendo plays their cards right with a Super 
Mario 4 pack-in, we’ll see million-plus sales by the end of next year. 

The strength of hand-held systems will level off next year, with the 
GameBoy continually energized by strong software support that simply isn't 
much fun to play. Several titles will do well and the rest will sit on store 
shelves. Game Gear will make a slight impact, but the quality is a step 
backwards from what Sega fans are now becoming accustomed to on the 
Genesis. Lynx will enjoy more software that will show off the system, but 
price will still be an issue for widespread numbers, something that may or 
may not affect the Turbo Express "extended" console. 

As far as games go, expect to see a whole lot of mediocre on the 
Nintendo, but keep your eyes peeled for the occasional super-hit that WILL 
appear from time to time. The Genesis will remain a powerhouse for some 
time, but more effort needs to be engineered into the games so that new 
types of play mechanics are introduced instead of the tried and true 
scrolling-shooters which will hit in a wave in '91. The Turbo will still enjoy the 
usual mix of good and bad in an effort to bring some hot stuff to the screen. 
It will appear in '91, but NEC has to continue to press third-party support 
from Japan, either under their own label or independents, to make the Turbo 
the super machine it can be. 

The future of the video game industry is filled with bright lights, all we need 
to do is see through the fog of price discounts and poor quality games that 
surrounds them. 

STEVE HARRIS 
Editor 
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■ Hulk Hogan™ is a trademark of the I 
trademarks of TitanSports, Inc. All cl 
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Double-teaming may 
lead to victory — or 

disqualification 

WREyt€MANIA ONLY THE 
STRONGEST SURVIVE.. 
★ HEAD-TO-HEAD SINGLES AND TAG TEAM ACTION 

★ MAYHEM BOTH IN AND OUTSIDE THE RING. 

★ THE 3-0N-3 SURVIVOR SERIES 

★ THE ATOMIC DROP, THE WARRIOR WALLOP, 
THE HULKSTER SPLASH, AND MORE. 

Choose from 8 WWF 
Superstars™ or enter 
the ring as "yourself". 

IT S SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST ON YOUR NES ! 
Unleash a Flying 
Atomic Drop — 
outside the ring 

gttm 
•fry Misery0 

^Nintendo) 



imagine a Giga Drive 
emerging from this 
new System 32. But it 
is probable that 1991 
will be the year of the 
CD-ROM wars. That 
would make 1992 the 
earliest the next gener¬ 
ation of Sega machines 
would appear. That is, 
unless NEC makes the 
32 bit jump first!?...) 

Alright, here's your chance to sound off! Send us your compliments, 
complaints, gripes and overall opinions! We love to get 'em! If the editor 
likes your letter enough he may even print it! Send all letters to: 
lnterface:Letters to the Editor, Sendai Publications, 1920 Highland Avenue, 
Suite 300, Lombard, IL 60148. 

GIGA DRIVE?... 
I called Sega and asked them about 

the Giga Drive. They said there is no 
such thing. And they said that you 
made it up. And there is no 'System 
32' "up and running". They also said 
that if you look real close at the 
picture in issue number 16 of the so 
called Giga Drive, you'd see that it is 
a drawing. So, I would like to know 
what you have to say about this? 

Jimmy Burleson 
Phil Campbell, AL 

(ed. Well Jimmy, these are the kind of 
problems we run into when we either, 
know more than the company does, 
know more than the company wants 
us to know, or know more than the 
company wants you to know. 

With regards to your questions the 
System 32', a code name for Sega's 
new 32 bit arcade machine, is indeed 
up and running. In Japan, that is. Last 
September, at JAMMA, the Japanese 
arcade show, one game - Rad Mobile 

Sega's new 32 bit arcade 
machine - Rad Mobile! 

was quite playable. The photo we ran 
in issue 16 was not an illustration. 
Rather it was an actual B and W 
photo of the motherboard of that 
System 32. And, as the Mega 
Drive/Genesis was born from their 16 
bit arcade system, it is not difficult to 

32BIT NEC??? 
With Nintendo bringing 
out the Super Fam- 
icom; Sega the CD- 

ROM and Giga Drive and Atari the 
baby Lynx and Panther, what is NEC 
doing? They say they're not bringing 
out the SuperGrafx, then what are 
they working on? You guys know 
everything months before the other 
mags do, so what's the scoop? 

Jason Bailey 
Houston, TX 

Issue 16 was your best yet! Your 
Turbo coverage was better than 
anything I've ever seen. It does bring 
up a few new questions. Where is the 
Turbo Express? Is there anything new 
coming out for the Turbo? Like a 32 
bit adapter? Or at least the Super¬ 
Grafx for the U.S.? 

Carl Engstrom 
Phoenix, AZ 

Turbo rules! Nice Turbo coverage 
dudes! The info on the CD-ROM blew 
me away, I immediately went out and 
purchased one. I also bought Last 
Alert. The sound is spectacular! And 
with lots of new games coming out for 
CD I wonder why anybody would 
want a 32 bit system. This one does 
just fine! But, out of curiosity, what is 
NEC working on for the future? 

Wilson Maville 
Reno, NV 

(ed. The Turbo Express came out 
around Thanksgiving, in very limited 
quantities, in only three areas - Los 
Angeles, Chicago and New York. 
And, as one would expect of any hot 
item, they all sold out in a matter of 
days! NEC states that more will be 

10...Electronic Gaming Monthly 

coming in January with national 
distribution shortly thereafter. 

As to new products, NEC of Japan 
has been unusually quiet the last few 
months. One item of interest that has 
just come out is a new 3 button 
controller! for the Japanese PC 

The new 3 button - NEC Avenue 
Pad 3 for the PC Engine ! 

Engine! New software is being 
developed to utilize the extra button 
which will function in a similar manor 
as the C button on the Genesis 
control pad. 

Other than that there aren't even 
any solid rumors of a 32 bit system to 
report on...at least for now. NEC does 
have the technology, they were heavy 
into computers, and it easily is within 
their capabilities to design a system 
around a 68000 series or a 80386 
CPU. The PC Engine is over 3 years 
old and the SuperGrafx just isn't 
getting the software support to make 
it go so, I wouldn't doubt it if things 
would start to get moving in Japan 
later this summer.) 

MORE TURBO REVIEWS! 
I must hand it to you, each issue 

just keeps on getting better and 
better. I thought 16 was your best but 
that was only until I got 17! I have a 
Turbo and your coverage of Super 
Star Soldier was spectacular! But can 
you give us a hint as to what we'll see 
in the future? 

Stan Englehardt 
New York, NY 

(ed. We'll do even better than that! 
It's CES time again and this time we 
are giving you a run-down on the 
NEC games before all of the other 
system reviews! Look inside for an 
exclusive 16 page view of the games 
that were in the NEC booth at CES. 
Also, as you noticed from our cover, 
Bonk is back!! NEC and Hudson have 
been nice enough to loan us an early 
EPROM of this sure-to-be hit and 
we're previewing it this month with a 
full length article coming in March! 



-THFRBOJE- THFKE 

THE HOTTEST TICKET IN TOWN. 
Get ready for the blockbuster of the year. IKARI 

III, THE RESCUE. The hottest ticket in town for 

your Nintendo system. 
It's the end of the 20th century. A worldwide 

economic recession wreaks havoc with the nation 

and the planet. The impending threat of anarchy 

has given rise to a secret vice organization called 
“Crime Ghost” led by the mastermind “Faust”, 
who’s dangerously poised to take over the world 
with his diabolic strategy, 
There is one president who has initiated a plan to 

wipe out the association, and he has summoned 

you, the incredible Ikari Warriors Paul and Vince, to 

penetrate the enemy hideout and rescue his 

daughter Elise. But first, you must fight the Crime 

Ghost and attempt to destroy them all. To do this, 
you will use your undersea scuba tactics and 

guerilla fighting power. Fire machine guns, throw 
grenades and kick some butt using your own brute 
strength. Add to that superior martial arts skills 

using round house and jump kicks, punches and 

more. Only the Ikari Warriors can save the world 
from chaos! 

To be the first one on your block to see the hit of 
the year, call SNK at 1-800-PLAY-SNK and find 
out more. 

SEE SNK AND IKARI III AT THE CES SHOW IN THE 
NINTENDO SECTION, BOOTH 27 & 28. ALSO 
STARRING, CRYSTALIS AND LITTLE LEAGUE BASE¬ 
BALL. PLUS DEXTERITY FOR THE GAMEBOY 

LICENSED BY NINTENDO® FOR PLAY ON THE 

(Nintendo) 
enTERTBinmsnT SSNK 

© 1990 SNK CORP. OF AMERICA 

SNK Corporation of America, 246 Sobrante Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, (408)736-8844 reai 
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THWLLTo... 
Beautiful, Entombed Princesses. 

CHILLTO... 
Psychotic, Death-Dealing Sorcerers. 

fK. . "r 

"Spent hours searching for magical treasures . . . even longer 

trying to use them." —Trey Green, Game Reviewer 

K \ i If 
- ; |fc *!• 

Deranged, Draconian Firedogs. 

WH- 
Hideous, Head-Stomping 

Hopgoblins. 

4 Megabit 
16 Bit Graphics 

"Battled awesome monsters! "—Aaron Van Stavern, Game Tester 

"If you liked 'Ghouls,' 'Stormlord' will blow you away!" 

—Barrett Ryals, Game Tester 

Sega and Genesis are trademarks rj Sega of America, Inc RazorSoft and Stormlord ore Trademarks of RazorSo^ inc. 



WHERE IS FAMITSU? 
In issue 16 you reported on the 

Japanese game magazine Famitsu. I 
would like to know if there is any way 
to get the magazine in Japanese or 
even translated to English? 

David Cable 
St. Augustine FL 

I recently read your article on 
Famitsu magazine. This mag looks 
outrageous!! Over 200 pages...WOW! 
I have definitely got to get this mag. Is 
there any way I can order Famitsu or 
Bi-Weekly as you call it? I mean ANY 
WAY!! Like through you guys or 
straight from Japan or whatever? 
P.S. Don't worry, I'll always buy your 
mag too! 

Pat Coyne 
Los Angeles, CA 

I am writing to find out more 
information about the Japanese 
magazine you wrote about in issue 
16. This magazine seems to be just 
what I have been looking for but can't 
find. I like the idea of a bi-weekly 
magazine with 200 pages but here in 
the U.S. when there is a 200 page 
magazine all we get is 150 pages of 
worthless ads and 50 pages of text. 
You're giving us 50 pages of text in a 
100 page mag. Have you thought of 
going bi-weekly? You could easily 

destroy the other mags! 
Tony Majors 

Winston-Salem, NC 

(ed. This is just a few of the hundreds 
upon hundreds of letters we got in 
asking for more information about 
Japan's best biweekly magazine - 
Famitsu! With over 200 pages of 
great previews and reviews loaded 
with hundreds of screen shots of 
games that are months ahead of any 
U.S. release we can easily 
understand why so many readers are 
interested in this great magazine! 

Fortunately the magazine is 
relatively easy to find. We know of 
two highly reputable Japanese 
bookstores which carry Famitsu. The 
first is Kinokuniya Book Stores of 
America Co., Ltd. located at Japan 
Center Kinokuniya Building, 1581 
Webster Street, San Francisco. CA 

94115-9948. The second store is 
Asahiya Bookstores U.S.A. Inc. They 
are located at 2324 South Elmhurst 
Road, Mt. Prospect, IL 60056. 

A few special notes: When you 
write to ask for a subscription (usually 
either 6 months or 1 year) remember 
to ask for the magazine Fami Com 
Tsushin. Delivery will normally be by 
UPS ground and the issue you get 
will be about 4 to 6 weeks old. Expect 
to pay about $90 for 6 months or 
about $175 for 24 issues (twice a 
year they go monthly). Hmmm...a 
biweekly EGM? We'd have to change 
our name if we would do that. 
Actually we are considering doing 
something but it is just too early to 
talk about it yet.) 

Two more issues of Japan's best 
biweekly game magazine! 

MORE 8 MEG GAMES! 
I just got the Japanese Strider and it 

was the most awesome game I've 
ever played! I have all the Genesis 
games ever made and nothing can 
even come close to the spectacular 
graphics and intense game play. 
When you rated it the 'Game of the 
Year' you were right on the mark! 
What I'm wondering about is this 
game so good because it is 8 meg? If 
so I would gladly pay another $15 for 
more of this type! Will we see more 8 
meg games or is this just an excep¬ 
tion? 

Steve Brachman 
Redmond, WA 

I must compliment you on your 
great coverage of Strider! I just got 
my mail order copy and it is unbe¬ 
lievable! If this is what we can expect 
from an 8 meg game then bring them 
on! Is the Mega Drive Darius 2 going 
to be 8 meg also? 

James Taylor 
North Bay, Ontario 

(ed. We couldn't agree more about 
Strider but it didn't get that good just 
because it is 8 meg. Memory does 
play a very important part but how 
the memory is used and how the 
game plays are more important. One 
should not base their opinion of 
games based on memory alone. We 
will be seeing a lot more 8 meg 
games though. Included in this high 
memory category are Gaiares, 
Darius 2, Shining Darkness, Ambi¬ 
tion of Caeser, Valis 3, Midnight 
Resistance and Advanced Invasion.) 

SFX, TOO GOOD FOR 
TV??... 

Congratulations for your coverage 
on the Super Famicom! I enjoyed it 
tremendously. I only hope you won't 
stop talking about it after your 3 part 
series is over. No other mag seems 
to care about this great new system 
as they are ignoring it! I have a 
question about the specs of the 
system. My computer teacher told 
me that a TV screen was not able to 
handle a 512 x 448 resolution or 256 
colors at the same time. He also told 
me that the TV screen was one of 
the worst screens you can have. Will 
we be forced to buy an expensive 
monitor to really enjoy the graphic 
capabilities of the Super Famicom? 

Phil Kennington 
Fallbrook, CA 

(ed. Your teacher is correct. The TV 
is not the best way to play your 
games. There are actually 4 different 
types of monitors that can be used. 

The first, and the most common, is 
the ordinary TV. It's good, but it's far 
from the best. What makes it only 
average is the tuner. Consider the 
tuner to be like the narrow part of a 
funnel. It can only be a certain width 
because it can't allow one TV chan¬ 
nel to overlap with the next one. 

14...Electronic Gaming Monthly 



LICENSED BY NINTENOO 
FOB PUT ON THE 

Isolated Warrior is a high-speed, uniquely 

developed game based on a 3-D concept that 

features over 40 types of enemy creatures, 

realistic graphics and explosive sound effects! 

Become Max Maverick, alone warrior, who must 

defeat the awesome creatures that attack his 

highly civilized planet! 

Power Mission simulates a realistic sea battle 

against a powerful enemy force. Select and 

deploy one of seven fleets and then destroy the 

enemy using radar, missiles and various weapons. 

Power Mission has 10 stages and the enemy gets 

stronger and stronger. Prepare yourself for this 

challenging, strategic, Game Boy game! 



When you play games on channel 3 
or 4 only a certain amount of video 
data can come through the tuner. The 
term is 'bandwidth' and this converts 
to a maximum resolution of about 350 
lines on the best of TV's. Since the 
Genesis and Turbo spec out under 
this amount everything looks good. 
Most TV's though, fall far short of this 
amount and with other problems like 
ghosts, the game image can, and 
often does, look blurred. 

The next step up is a computer 
monitor or one of the new TV's which 
have 'A/V or audio/video inputs. 
These monitors are essentially TV's 
without tuners and have a wider 
bandwidth and will give a cleaner, 
crisper, more detailed high resolution 
picture. 

The third step up includes some of 
the most recent TV's with a special 
Super VHS or 'Y/C' input. The Super 
Famicom has an optional cable which 
will connect directly to these TV's. 

At the top of the list is the computer 
monitor with an 'RGB' input. This 
special (and expensive) monitor splits 
the signal into the three colors - Red 
Green and Blue and can get you a 
resolution of up to 1000 lines! These 
are the monitors we use at EGM to 
critically evaluate the games we 
review. Special internal modifications 
to the game systems (except the 
Super Famicom) are required to be 
able to get at the RGB signals 
though. 

The game companies know that the 
majority of players will be using 
normal TV's. While the potential is 
there to go to ultra-high resolution, 
companies will not issue a game 
which would only be in the hi-res 
mode as nobody would buy it. Rather, 
like the computer software manufac¬ 
turers do now, the companies would 
build in an option screen where the 
user could select the game resolution 
mode to match his TV.) 

NO SFX IN U.S?... 
I have repeatedly called Nintendo 

asking about their new SFX and when 
it will come out. I've talked to 4 
different counselors and they all say 
the same thing - there are no plans to 
bring out a Super Nintendo in the U.S. 

They say that it is only meant for the 
Japanese market. What they say 
about your magazine is not fit to print 
but essentially they say you are 
making it up. Should I keep my 
money for a SFX or buy a new bike? 

T. Jones 
Chicago, IL 

(ed. While we covered this item in the 
last issue of EGM we had to bring it 
back once more because the issue 
has gone beyond the rumor stage. 
Officials at Nintendo are starting to 
publically talk about a September 
1991 shipping date. An article in a 
recent trade publication confirmed 
what we've been saying for over a 
year! September 1991!) 

NEW KIDS ON NES? 
In one of your past issues you 

mentioned that my favorite music 
group the New Kids on the Block 
might be coming to the Nintendo. 
Have you gotten any new information 
on this game? 

Pamela Fureno 
Dayton, OH 

New Kids Nixed for NES! 
(ed. Parker Brothers was working on 
a game featuring the New Kids but a 
spokesperson has notified us that 
they have had second thoughts on 
such a game and it is highly unlikely 
that it will ever come out. In its place 
Parker Brothers will bring out a NES 
version of their popular board game 
Monopoly. 

NO MORE GAME 
RENTALS?.. 

I recently uncovered a news bit that 
has started to worry me. It is my 
understanding that Nintendo's efforts 
to ban Blockbuster Video from photo¬ 
copying the NES instruction books 
has been successful, thus eliminating 
it's ability to rent NES carts. I was 
wondering if this also applies to just 

Nintendo carts, not third party games. 
Also, will this apply to the Genesis or 
dread I say, the NEO-GEO. I beg all 
of you reading this to write to the 
proper reps, in the government to 
stop such nonsense in the future! 

Adam Query 
Mt. Airy, NC 

(ed. You are right Adam, Nintendo did 
win the court case with Blockbuster. It 
is technically illegal to photocopy any 
copywrited material. But, if you go 
into Blockbuster now you will see that 
you can still rent games. Why? 
Because only photocopying is illegal. 
All video rental stores have to do is 
print up their own instructions , or in¬ 
clude the original book with the game, 
or don't include any instructions at all! 

The big N is trying to prevent game 
rentals but fortunately they have lost 
on every attempt so far. They claim 
that rentals are cutting into their 
sales. And that is probably true. But, 
on the other hand, the great Nintendo 
seal of approval doesn't mean too 
much any more. There are a lot of 
marginal games in the stores and 
with prices approaching $50 and 
stores starting 'no return' policies 
players are forced to rent a game to 
see if it is worth buying. The 
companies who make quality games 
won't suffer as the rental will only 
lead to a sale but those who produce 
less than satisfactory games will lose 
the sales. 

On the side of the software 
companies, there still is a loss. Like in 
the video tape rental business the 
manufacturer only gets a one time 
sale (to the rental establishment) and 
doesn't benefit from the hundreds of 
rentals that game will bring in. It's a 
two edged sword and there isn't any 
easy solution. 

As to the other game system 
companies, they aren't as vocal as 
Nintendo. They don't go out and sue 
everybody. Both Sega and NEC are 
evaluating the issue and SNK Home 
Entertainment Inc. wants rentals as 
does Tengen! 

What do you think, are game 
rentals fair to both the companies and 
the players? Sent in your opinions 
and we'll print them in an upcoming 
issue of EGM. 
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Face The 

New Challenge 

of Ultima! 

No Previous 

Experience 

Necessary. 

FREE! 
84-page full color 
hint book with game. 
A $10 value! 

Licensed by Nintendo 
for play on the 

(Nintendo) 
inTinTflinmsnT 

SVSTEm 

Original version of Ultima ©1985 Origin Systems, Inc. NES version of Ultima 
©1990 FCI/Pony Canyon. Ultima is a registered trademark of Origin Systems. 
Inc. and Richard Garriott. Licensed by FCI for play on the Nintendo 
Entertainment System.* WCW and World Championship Wrestling are service 
marks (SM) of World Championship Wrestling. Inc. Nintendo and Nintendo 
Entertainment System are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. 
FCI is a registered trademark of Fujisankei Communications International. Inc. 
150 East 52 Street. NY. NY 10022. Consumer Information (708) 968 0425 
•Game Players Magazine 1989 

■ Hundreds of characters 

Ultima" Exodus made history as one of the first role playing games for NES 
and won the coveted Role Playing Game of the Year* award. Now face 
a new challenge with the next game in the series, Ultima8 Quest of 
the Avatar. At last, the ruthless Triad of Evil has been vanquished and 
peace reigns in the land. But darkness dwells in hidden places and 
in the hearts and minds of the peoples of the realm. The countryside 
is plagued by ores, dragons, and long-dead wizards. Only an Avatar, 
a shining example of heroism, can destroy the monsters and conquer 
wickedness with his mastery of magic and weapons. Discover your 
personality traits in sophisticated tests of ethics and heroic virtue. Become the Avatar! 
Save Britannia! And master the challenges of the ultimate quest—the search for good within 
yourself. Get Ultima, Quest of the Avatar, the latest real role playing game from FCI. 

■ Dozens of screens 

■ More than 2 megabytes of memory 

FREE World Championship Wrestling T-Shirt 
with the purchase of two FCI games. 

■ Over 100 hours of game time 

■ 5 year lithium battery saves scores 

and play positions FCI© 
Not Just Kid Stuff 
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The Followin' 
Be Too Graph 

Why mow the lawn when you can bomb 
oncoming planes and destroy secret military 
bases in nine action missions with BLUE 
LIGHTNING. 

After dinner, you can always battle maggots, 
blood-flies and drools in the dangerous 8 
player game - SLIME WORLD. 

RYGAR, the 2player arcade hit that pits you 
againstferocious beasts, hideous demons or 
worse, your best friend. 

PAPERBOY. Fling papers at non-subscribers, 
race your bicycle on people’s lawns— in 
other words, the ultimate afterschool job. 

RAMPAGE. Become a 60ft. beast, demolish 
buildings and eat tanks as an army attempts 
to destroy you. Up to 4 players can take part in 
the destruction. 

Encounter loathsome beings. Escape from 
horrible creatures. It’s you against the evil 
empire in the game o/GAUNTLET. 

Warm up the brain cells. Condition 
those fingers. Break out the antacid. 

The new Lynx 
cartridges are here. 

Twelve of the 
roughest, toughest, 
most challenging 
game cartridges in the Cosmos. 

And now you can play them 
on earth. In fact, anywhere on 

earth. Because the 
Lynx is the world’s 
first portable, color 
video game system. 

With its totally 
unique 16 bit graphics engine, 

Blue Lightning, Stone World, Zarior Meroenaiy™ Epyx, Inc. Xenophobe, Rampage™ Baly Manufacturing Co. Khx, Papertwy. Gauntlet, Rood Bbser™ 



{Scenes May 
iic For Adults. 

ROBO SQUASH. The ultimate paddle game. 
The goal is to squash the enemy and line up 
four globes in a row to win. But be careful, 
three splats and you 're out. 

ROAD BLASTER. Drive and avoid mines, 
exploding towers and enemy vehicles for 
points and make it through 50 levels. Great to 
play in the back of the car. 

XENOPHOBE. Trapped in a space station, you 
must destroy the aliens. Side-scrolling 
adventurefor up to 4players. 

It ’s a galactic shoot out between you and 
aliens in the 4 player game ZARLOR 
MERCENARY. Your only hope is to kill them all 
or break for lunch. 

KLAX. Maneuver your platform. Catch the 
falling bricks. Stack ‘em for points. And try to 
do it all before your dad asks to borrow it. 

Help MS. PACMAN escape the marauding 
ghosts by guiding her through multiple mazes 
gobbling up dots, energizers, fruits and 
pretzels. 

the Lynx lets you play arcade 
quality games that really look like 
arcade games. In 4 channel sound. 
Play by yourself. With one opponent. 
Two opponents. Three opponents. 
Or you can even link up with seven 
other players on certain games. 

So if you don’t already own a Lynx, 

you better hurry. Because they’re 
going fast. And so are all these game 
cartridges. 

Visit the videogame section in your 
favorite store now. 

Before they’re wiped out. 

Atari Gaines Corporation Ms. Pac-Man™ Namco, lid Rygar™ Tecmo, ltd Atari, the Atari logo, Robo Squash, Lynx™ of ®™ Atari Corporation, Copyright 1990. 
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The chief has set his 
Super Famicom aside 
to spend a lot of time 
with all the new softs 
from the Winter CES. 
It was a good show as 
the games just keep 
getting better! 

Ed's caught the porta¬ 
ble fever, he's quite 
happy with G-Loc and 
Golf for the Game 
Gear. When he's not 
working on EGM we 
see him with Bonk 2 in 
his PC Engine GT. 

Martin finally has time 
to spend with the SF. 
Unfortunately he's 
beaten all the carts so 
he's tearing into SMB4 
where his world count 
is at 74 with 3 pro¬ 
gramming bugs found. 

Sushi-X vows never to 
eat 6 egg rolls before 
trying out the new rota¬ 
ting arcade games. We 
did see him briefly at 
the CES where he was 

Splaying Sonic the 
Hedgehog. 

Once the whistle blows it's a free- 
for-all! Rough and tumble hoops is 
the game with only one twist - fouls 
are non-existent! Steals are not 
finesse moves anymore, but more 
like a necessity. All it takes is a good 
punch to the jaw of the ball handler. 
It has the look and feel of the coin¬ 
op game from Bally Midway but now 
you don't have to stand in line to 
play. No special technique needed 
as the roughest team will win! 

I was hoping that Arch Rivals for the 

as that is where the game gets fun. 

There are a lot of good basketball 
simulations ii 
one would 
Arch Rivals 
just good 
play out oi 
could be bette 
enough to get by. 

. Another 
ortunately 

be real! It is 
;ets like you 

fund. Control 
fuTit still is good 

One of America's largest and most 
popular toy heroes now has an 
interactive adventure for video game 
players. Headquarters assigns a 
mission and a squad leader. You 
pick two teammates that have the 
best qualifications. Each person has 
various strengths and abilities as 
well as his own custom firepower. 
Your mission is to blow up selective 
Cobra strongholds and get out in 
time. 

^^^oeTcHHe^oscuef^^SHon^ 
awaited gam^^gu^^ood game 
play and coI^H^^^b into a 
exciting action/a^^Mre cart! The 
ability to switd^Hween different 
heroes from tb^^^on show adds a 
new depth t^^motherwise familiar 
story line. 

Taxan is on the right track with this 
game. It has 
and a difficu| 
blow through] 
good variej 
just difficul 
the right team" 

mechanics 
you don't 

Tght away. A 
scenarios, 

ire choosing 
ies the difference 

Arch Rivals is a good NES 

ings the game is sull fun to play, 
especially in the 2-player mode._ 

Rare is the game that follows the 
rother so 

Id, but the 
I. Playing 

OK but it is 
wo people, 

ancf shoot hoops. 
Good instruction screens! 

between success and failure!_ 

Yo Joe! Not content with toy store 
shelves, take on 
the video g^^^^^^vThis game 
features exce^^Hcac kg round 
graphics with p|^Hrscrolling, good 
game play, »Kn bosses. I like 
the special vemcles, but the wea- 
pons should've been more intense. 

Toy turned comic book and TV 
es on the 
id graphic 

irasts. It is 
ight crew to 
Successful 

game play, cnaracier interaction and 
decent music round it out. 
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HAL AMERICA 

The pinball game of 

the '50s meets the technology of the'90s. 

r ‘ Hal America brings pinball to NES with 
Rollerball, and to Game Boy with 

Revenge of the 'Gator. Multi-screen, vertical 
scrolling pinball guaranteed to challenge any player, beginner or 

pinball wizard. The most life-like movement and game play of any video pinball game. 
GamePro magazine says "Revenge of the 'Gator's snazzy little reptiles show off Game Boyat its best".* 

According to Game Players Magazine, "Rollerball is truly a dream pinball machine".* 

• Simulates real flipper action • Head-to-head competition 
• Realistic ball action • Bonus play 

"Gator selected #6 all time best 
Game Boy™ Title by Nintendo 
Power Magazine." 

HAL AMERICA INC. 

The' 
7873 S.W. Grros Drive, Building 25F • Beaverton, Oregon 97005 # Tel 503/6444117 • Fax 503/641 -5119 

Nintendo, Came Boy and the Official Seals are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. 61991 Nintendo of America Inc. 

CIRCLE #110 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 
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Nintendo - Activision 

Rad Gravity 
Type: Action Release: Jan.. 
Levels: 6 Difficulty:Avg. 

£ IOBO tt 

This radical dude looks like he just 
stepped off of an action movie set. 
Well defined facial features and an 
awesome space suit make this hero 
ready for the adventure to unfold. 
Warp down into the planet below 
and take on the robots before they 
take you out. There's a mission to 
complete and you only have so 
much time to get the job done.! Lots 
of action, loads of enemies and 
plenty of adventure. 

wen, Maa uravuy is aermneiy not 
what I would call "rad." The 
animation, graigfl^HRd a blocky 
background^^^^^Bm average 
and combii^^^^^Kontribute to 
this cart'^m^^^Be music 
interesting^un^^Bnough to save 
Rad from falling to the wayside. 

Average games just don't cut it in the 
already overcrowded NES cart 
market any moi^S|^Bnately, Rad 
falls in this^B^^Hth features 
that are inj^^^h^^Lunique, but 
just don't^H^^^B way they 
should. Thebe^Bfket for Radis 
the very young, they'll play anything. 

If this game were released 3 years 
ago it might oHjeer^cceptable but 
the graphicJj^^^HE play are 
substandard^^^^^^rounds look 
pasted on, like all the 
characters I^^^^^Hnimations. If 
you wantBBBHPBceilings try 
Metal Storm or Strider. 

Average comical adventure game 
where our hm^^^ynts mostly 

mindless enj^HH^Rn9 new or 
exciting h^^^^^^but it can 
entertain Music 
interesting^^^^Hfust not rad 
either! 

Nintendo - American Sammy 

Ninja Crusaders 
Type: Action Release: Feb. 
Levels: 7 Difficulty:Avg. 

Two lone ninjas, ancient and 
secretive warriors from a time that 
has been forgotten, have returned 
as mankind's only hope. An invasion 
force has all but destroyed Earth's 
defenses shows no mercy. Defeat 
the enemy Inimicus to preserve the 
human race. Play in either the one 
or two player cooperative mode and 
master four different weapons. In 
the heat of the battle transform 
yourself into different characters. 

Tve^^RougTrfff^^rapffc^^nT 
animation are lesMhanperfect, the 
weapons, pa^^^^^fand level 
bosses are^^^^^^^This game 
does a dec^^Hl^^Bling its own. 
Changing i^^Km^^Biimals adds 
a new twi^^B^Rninja Gaiden 
wanna-be. 

Any ninja game automatically gets 
compared to Gajcto^mcHn this case 
NC comes a^^HHBan many. 
While it do^^^^^^Te mystique 
and exciter^^pWI^^Blen has, the 
game play the animal 
conversion^BP^i option and 

This is sort of a second rate Ninja 
Gaiden combinech/vitf^ltered Beast. 
Nothing groiB^^^Hfn terms of 
game play o^^^^^^^ounds, but 
NC delivers^^R^^Baction with a 
few neat The 'creature 
feature' is BPBlBe bosses are 
^jUG^nch/ej^ough^^^^^^^ 

No awards here for graphics or 
animation, buttl^^yiinjas play a 
good game. Gaiden, 
but not as or two 
can play, not to kill 
each other!^Hit|^^pons, but the 
game is and fairly 
complex. 

Nintendo - HAL America 

Quantum Fighter 
Type: Action Release:Feb. 
Levels: 6 Difficulty:Avg 

A dangerous experiment is being 
conducted in a lab. A test subject is 
being converted into 'binary code' 
and then sent into a computer to 
battle the infecting viruses.Armed 
with the ancient Kabuki move, 
handed down from your ancestors, 
you must battle for your life down at 
the picosecond level. As you defeat 
more and more enemies you get 
extra weapons including a head of 
long red hair that whips out and kills! 

TBanfu^^gR?eMs,,incre9!B!e^TR? 
graphics and music are cool, as well 
as sporting variety of 
weapons Also, the 
acrobatic fl^BM^^Rniques are 
mind-bogglu^^^^^Hma displays 
with amazJ|I^BBnd you've got 
a Gaiden fan's dream. 

Now this is how a game should be 
made! How the^^^cUrff these type 
of graphics ^^H^^Bis amazing 
as is the w^^vpI^^Hew moves, 

not just th^^Bp^^Bn9 with an 
unusual weapons 
bring this to the top °f 
theNintendocrowd^_i^^^^^M 

Get zapped into a computer ala Tron, 
and take on^y^^^limension in 
game play. jj^H^^^teathes new 
life into the^^Rl^^B with great 
graphics, play and 
lots of tecIv^^^^HIr to Gaiden 
but more iBRB^rol bosses and 

Beginning with an interesting story 
line and contu^^scinema-like 
intermissions^^P^^^teally shows 
off just ho\^^Bd^^Rs can play 
games. KaA^^R^^Bne interes¬ 
ting jump au^^^^Rer acrobatic 
moves. and superb 
game play. 
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TurboGrafx - NEC 

Last Alert 
Type: Action Release:Jan. 
Levels: 15 Difficulty:Avg. 

ft=sCl 
——i* *** <s> 

Turbo Grafx - NEC 

TV Sports Football 
Type: Sport Release: Dec 

Levels: NA Difficulty:Avg. 

0 

3 JM 
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NEC is continuing to bring out 
additional software to support its 
CD-ROM player. In this game an 
evil dictator has kidnapped some of 
our diplomats and are using them as 
human shields. A crack force of 
soldiers tried to infiltrate the enemy 
but were eliminated. You must do 
what they couldn't - get into their 
fortress and destroy their dictator. 
Features cinema-type intermissions 
and real voices. 

Too^olc^yncfiSnizalio^n?? 
lazy english souncMracktake away 
some of thj^flH||^it of this 
overhead \d^^^^^^adventure. 
Otherwise, Jhst $fert i&p very good 
CD game wit^Kjo^^Bration. Also, 
the movemBRlBIrower-ups are 
interesting, but need some work. 

The potential for CD technology 
scores anothei^jn^with this good 
shooter. The cinemas aijk long and 
feature real has to 
do is get actors u^^Rhusiasm! The 
game playsand with 15 
levels there^^wore than enough 
length to the game!_ 

After playing the P.C. Engine version 
I looked forwarcUt^^^^one to see 
the cinemas iin English, f hough the 
game remaii^^^^^Bnd it is very 
good, the act^^^^he cinemas 
sound like the^^^ading a script. 
Put some ena^^winto it NEC! Starts 

Similar to other overhead view 
combat epics, bu^jtf^D music and 
voice. The voices are pgorly edited 
causing a lip-sync 
problem. The voice track 
sounds stranc^^Bnmando moves 
are good and^^^r-ups OK. But the 
animation saves the day! 

The smell of blood is in the air and 
gatoraid is on the sidelines. NEC 
has converted the popular computer 
football game for the Turbo and it's 
the clash of the titans! With a wide 
variety of offensive and defensive 
formations to choose from in your 
playbook, TV Sports Football offers 
lots of bash'em and crash'em fun 
especially when you connect the 
turbotap and fill it up with turbo 
pads. It is a 5 player game! 

depth of play as othersdo. It lacks 
control, graphic^fl^Hherous play 
selections fou^H^^Hfen Football. 
The game^^Re^^^Tslow to be 
exciting, have a 
gridiron feeLMoBBRild have been 
built in to make it interesting. 

around a uniqu^^rtD^eature - 5 
player simulta^^^^^Hh! As such 
it's a lot of fj^^^^^moody getting 
into the action. It falls short if you're 
alone, buBrolkJBWas a party 
football gBHBBit deserves 
consideration._ 

Not even close to Madden. Although 
the graphics ar^ood, the game 
plays extrem^R^^Knd never 
really gets^^^^^VThe main 
problem wi^^^^^^VpIays like a 
computer translations 
do. The onethinc^BBthat Madden 

After Madden, it's hard to get excited 
about any otheHootbalUjame. This 
effort demonstrates the problems of 
converting a^^^^game which 
was only best. The 
playbook and your 
player co^BHP^^s fast as it 
should be. Only average. 
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Renovation is ready to launch you 
into a new side scrolling outer space 
adventure. Featuring hypnotizing 
swirling backgrounds and huge alien 
bosses, this shooter casts you as a 
lone fighter who must take on a 
whole fleet of aliens. Equipped in a 
space suit, which can change into a 
fighter ship with a new set of 
slice'em and dice'em weapons, you 
must get to the mother shop to 
prevent an all out invasion. 

iw 
as Thunder Force 3, but the graphics 
and music The main 
problem with^^^^^^wthat it is too 
easy; enei^^Hj^^^ire enough 
and the erw bosses doln't last very 
long. Forto^Sl^R game does 
pick up a little in later rounds. 

spectacular oneeitherAF comes out 
a bit bettej^^^^HKage with 
minuses for i^R^^^Rot enough), 
but big pluses fo^^Kgrounds. The 
'Jupiter' effec^^Hne level is good 
and the wav^Wel is hypnotizing. It 
should have been made harder! 

A slightly above average shooter 
with a few new conceot^lt's hard to 
compete witl^^^H[^R TF3 and 
M.U.S.H.A.,^^^^^^pias enough 
to deservemienfibninjk Power-ups 
are cool, IWI^nc^Rland. Most 
veteran gamBRBRrbe be able to 

Interesting transforming robot 
character shootin^iame! Cartoonish 
look but loadj^^^|^B of special 
weapons in^^^^^^^doomsday' 
arrowflash of the 
backgrour^^Kj^^^V are truly 
sensational ^BBrosic really hard 
rocks. A good shooter. 



tilln JACKIE CHAN'S 
ACTION KUNG FU 

Ready... Set... POW!!! It's a Black Belt Blowout 
with JACKIE CHAN'S ACTION KUNG FU. 

Punch. Kick. Flip. Dive. Hurl fire bolts at legions of demons! 
Who knows? You just might last long enough to face the 
Prince of Sorcerers. 

Battle your way past molten lava pits, creep by the skull 
and crossbones tomb, slay man-eating tigers! 

And NO wimpy graphics. Everything's big, splashy, exploding with 
color through hundreds of levels! 

JACKIE CHAN'S ACTION KUNG FU. Look for it wherever you buy super 
video games. 

Hudson Soft USA, Inc., 400 Oyster Point Blvd. S-515 
South San Francisco, CA 94080 • Tel: 415-495-HINT 

LICENSED BY NINTENDO 
FOR PLAY WITH THE 

IfHBHBBHI 
enTERTRinmenT 

SVSTEm' 

Hudson Soft is a trademark of Hudson Soft t '.o., Ltd. Jackie Chun's Action 
Entertainment System ® are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America 

Kung Fu1'1 is a trademark of Hudson Soft USA, Inc. Nintendo® and Nintendo 
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Genesis - Nuvision 

Bimini Run 
Type: Action Release: Feb. 
Levels: 6 Difficulty:Avg. 

Strap on your life jacket and head 
off into the high seas for some 
open-water adventure. Chase after 
the thugs who have kidnapped your 
sister but watch out as they have 
weapons and boats as well equip¬ 
ped as yours. Save her and find the 
mind altering device being invented 
by Dr. Orca. Features changing 
atmospheric conditions, bad seas, 
bizarre sea creatures and naviga¬ 
tional combat. 

I loved this game! Bimini Run is a 
fresh new addition to the typical 
action/shoot^^^^^^Vie realistic 
3D effects are cool; 
even crashing is^^^nhe game is a 
little easy at lo^^^ttings, but even 
the best gawP|Byers will have a 
difficult time with the “hard" setting! 

While shooters are the main type of 
Genesis game^ha^e're seeing 
these days.B^^^^Bk variety. 
Now, along ^^^^^Koter with a 
whole new idea^^M^eedboat and 
3-D effect well done and 
after a few you will get used 
to the controls. 

Bimini is a unique game and a nice 
change from ajnhMionzontal and 
vertical shocJjjjj^^^^Be. The 3D 
effect of the i^^^^^BFis very well 
done. The garrd^Mrlittle hard to 
control, but on^^Pn get the hang of 
it, navigating^^rcjh enemy territory 
becomes second nature. Too easy. 

James Bond never had this much fun 
in a powerboi 
idea that 
game. Besii 
at you, bring 
2 player garni 

lew, fresh 
a video 
shooting 
as it is a 

control the boat 

Now is your chance to be Magic! 
Choose your favorite NBA team or 
choose an all-star team and prepare 
for nonstop basketball action. 
Become a 'Bird* or Jordan or even 
'89 rookie sensation - Robinson! 
Substitute players at will, and watch 
the sportscasters announce the 
action from their studio. Take the tip 
off and go in for one of the famous 
player's patented shots! All the rules 
are duplicated and the ref sees all! 

Ugn^ATte^Maaae^FootDaT^T 
expected more from EA than this! At 
first, LakenM^^^Kcs looks 
impressive, I^^^^^^Worribly. The 
animation JHRHj^^ittle to be 
desired, bu^^Jj^^Be team stats 
are awesoiBI^^BWack of control 
destroys an otherwise cool game. 

Whgat the Genesis needs is a good 
Genesis basketl^^iame. It still 
needs one. is better 
than the isn't as 
smooth as^^BI^^Bbeen. I like 
the 'specialty'^tbifc^Wthe music is 
entertainin^B^Rffieed precise 
ball control and it just isn't there. 

Lakers is a bit disappointing con¬ 
sidering it come^rorTUhe makers of 
Madden. extremely 
detailed, h^^^^^^from poor 
animation M^^^^Baction very 
choppy. Suj^^^^^Rid music are 
excellent, in execution 

Recent efforts that offer up basket¬ 
ball games hav^^gyiood, but this 
one pushes of the 16 
bitter to thJ^^^^^piing in the 
BEST one teams, al¬ 
ternate d c°pythe 
best move^BH^rosiness! Stun¬ 
ning graphics and precise game play. 

Genesis- Activision 

Mondu's Fight Palace 
TypeKungFu Release: Jan. 
Levels: 16 Difficulty:Avg. 

in- PAUSE= - _ $100 _ 

It's an out of this world kung 
fu/wrestling match. Brought to you 
by Mr. Mondu, the best promoter- 
/fighter in the universe. You're here, 
but not by choice. The only way to 
get out is to take on all the 
opponents and then Mondu himself. 
The other fighters are weird, 
talented and deadly but by winning 
fights you get prize money which 
can be used to buy magic which can 
tip the scales in your favor! 

Out of all the fighting games I've 
seen, Mondu leftm^breathless. I 
felt like tumingJ^jjHBff after one 
match! is virtually 
nonexistenttifl^tjBHsic is boring. 
The graphjfll^^^But watching 
the land shartTgoi^^my character 
was a welcome sight, indeed! 

Mondu seems to be lacking in 
variety. It's not wrestlina but it isn't 
kung-fu eithei^H^^Knents look 
good, and is a nice 
feature, b^^^^^^^jldn't stay 
interested very long 
time. Needsrr^^™ork on the 
controls. 

There are few things that can be said 
in favor of MonduMh^raphics are 
very good andBHn original 
concept behu^l!pru|^aBt's where it 
ends, the c^ByjjfflWjporrendous, 
leaving yoHH^^^pkted after a 
few plays7c<*MKf been an 

Welcome to a place even Jaba the 
Hut would lik^J^^jujrgers are 
greasy, the |^^H^^nble but the 
nightly fight ^^Kea^Pfirst-rate! A 
difficult gan^SPj^^Lft/hat fighting 
games arrall about. Great graphics 
and aweso^BBU^yson, beware! 
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BACK TO 

Our cute and mighty warrior must battle h 
mutant guards to the top of the tower. Tra 
8 challenging worlds as you help Boomer s 
keys to defeat the evil Zoozoon! 

Burner's fldmtm N& (OcrM 

^dsmiK 
Corporation of America 

► 100 challenging 

mazes 

* Build your own 

mazes with Asmik's 

unique EDIT Mode 

* Rewind function 

allows you to 

travel backwards 

in time 

* 2 player capability 

with GAME LINK™ 

cable 

looking for great game clues, tips 
and secrets? Be a charter member of 
the Asm* Klue Klub. The first 2,500 
members wil receive a FREE GIFT! 
It's easy - just purchase any Asm* 
game and fin out the enclosed 
reply card or send m 

^tsmiK 
KIU€ KLUB 

50 North La Cienega Blvd. 

Suite 214, Beverly Hills, CA 90211 

2 player capability 

with GAME LINK'; 

cable 

• Screen moves as 

Boomer does 

More than just a game of mind-bending intrigue and action, 
Catrap lets you be the architect of the underground labyrinth 
and make your own game of intricate mazes. With 100 
challenging puzzles to solve, only you can help Catboy and 
Catgirl land on their feet. 

CIRCLE #160 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 



GameBoy - Konami 

Double Dribble 5 on 5 
Type:Sport Release: Jan. 
Levels: NA Difficulty:Avg. 

Double Dribble for the GameBoy. 
It's as intense as the NES version 
only now it's portable and in black 
and white. You have the full five 
men on the screen and game play is 
about as fast as the tiny screen will 
allow. Pick your team from a whole 
league and either play against the 
machine or go head-to-head with a 
friend by linking up two games for 
the type of sports action the Game¬ 
Boy needs. 

Somehow, this game doesn't work on 
the little blacj^ncHwhite GameBoy 
screen. The^^^BHEiickly takes 
advantage c^^^^^rannihilates the 
novice pla^^^^^nnemas are 
good, becomes 
frustrating^^Bl^r 5-on-5 could 
use more control too. 

This is one sport that doesn't work 
well on the tin^creen^t's hard to 
see what's going on andS's pure luck 
if you make^^^^^Tmere should 
have beerAM^^^settings as 
playing ag^^y^^Hchine is too 
frustrating. ^BB^ild dol an Arch 
Rivals move, and punch opponents... 

An OK basketball game for the 
Gameboy. Th^raohics are aver¬ 
age, its a little hard to Edge depth 
when shootij^^^^^^hough. The 
game play i^^^^^Wie computer 
is way tot^y^^^Vand always 
manages t^BBIKall at just the 

Not what I expected from King 
Konami! Over^^y^^kp computer 
opponent do^^^|H^layer much 
of a chancJ^^EJto the game 
before non^^^^^B take place. 
Control is jj^^^^Hter men run 
faster, ar^^^^^niss a shot! 
Cinema action is very good! 

The newest action adventure 
game from the people who brought 
us Contra and Super-C. With new 
levels and action this GameBoy 
version is more than a rehash of the 
previous NES games.Take the 
machine gun toting mercenaries out 
in the jungle for some fun and grab 
a few familiar power-ups in order to 
blow away some of the new bosses. 
With stereo sound and graphics as 
we would expect from Ultra. 

^wa^e^^urpnse^wRenTplayeJ 
this game, boeration C on the 
GameBoy? Impossible7 Wrong! 
This versioi^^Be^^Me smash is 
better than i^^Bp^^Berpart! The 
music, ne^^^^^Brend intense 
graphics iBI^MlWhis excellent 
sure-fire hit. Outstanding! 

The ultimate GameBoy game! While 
similar to the NE^ersion it has new 
features th^^^P^^^esh. Every¬ 
thing is pe^^Bc^^B weapons, 
power-ups, |^^|^^Bsounds! GB 
games jus^^^^^^ any better. 

It's finally here, Contra for Gameboy! 
Operation C i^^juoerb translation, 
combining both the 
previous NES FarS pljs original 
weaponry and rounds, wjperb grap¬ 
hics and su^^y^Verfect game 
play bring^WB^^ut of the GB. 
^^onl^omglainH^^o^hor^^ 

Fun from the moment go! The 
previous NE^^^ygswere good, 

gan^H^^^fereat game 

Exceptionl^^pi^^Bfects. The 
control is my opinion 
this is the t^^^^^oy game ever! 
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GameBoy - Ultra 

Operation-C 
Type: Action Release: Jan. 
Levels:4 Difficulty:Avg. 

■UUUU I" 

Lynx - Atari 

Zarlor Mercenary 
Type: Action Release: Dec. 
Levels: 6 Difficulty:Avg. 

There are benefits in being a 
mercenary. You do get to travel to 
exotic places but you probably will 
get killed. So if it moves shoot it! 
Zarlor is a vertical scrolling 6 level 
game which can, and should, be 
ComLynxed. Earn Zarbits for 
shooting things and use this money 
at the end of each level to buy more 
equipment, especially the Back 
Stabber which can be used to hurt 
the other players. Keeps em honest! 

The intensity that we ve come to 
expect in Lym^ame^ust doesn't 
happen in Z^flH^BRe graphics 
are great, interesting, 
and the poJBi^^BlI designed, 
the game nrave^^^Bow. When 4 
players aA^^^HBd the game 
really gets fun, but not so solo. 

moving gamesandthatvwhy I have 
a Lynx but tJHHjjHh can't get 
out of first ^^^^^^^ling else is 
perfect andH^BB^Byer option is 
cool. I just chances to 
get other jBQIH^oin in so this 
feature has limited value. 

Zarlor is just an average shooter for 
the Lynx. It ha^^e^cool power- 
ups, but the JB^^^Hle too slow 
keeping the^^^^^remg intense. 
Poor color hard to see 
enemy sho^Ju^^B itself moves 
too slow aiWBPWise the special 
features of the Lynx hardware. 

How do I turn off the slow motion? 
After playing th^jame 
batteries 
changed th< 
game has 
features e 
Atari's besl 



GAME BOY. 

Rod ofRolimBis L 
ife evil m jjjppi’.. **. 

Battie some of the strangest 
beasts this side of fantasy-land! 

in arsenal 

American Sammy Corporation 
2421 205th St., Suite D-104, Torrance, CA 90501 

Phone: (213) 320-7167 • Game Tips: (213) 320-7362 
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GAMING GOSSIP 
Super Fami handheld being developed...NEO-GEO home units to be discontinued in Japan... Star Wars to 

come to NES...New Star Wars movies to start in '97...Natsume preparing U.S. SFX games... 

...It's confirmed! Van Damme on Rick Dees late night talk show stated his "next" movie would have him playing 
twins. As one twin he must rescue his kidnapped girlfriend, and in the end he must fight himself as the other 
twin. Sound familiar? A Double Dragon movie sure sounds like a BIG box office to this movie mogul!... Speaking 
of fighting, looks like there's definitely going to be a 16 Bit war in 1991! With Genesis having whet our appetites 
for true 16 bit, Nintendo and Atari Corp. look primed to introduce their high performance machines by mid¬ 
year...Will NEC also have one to show? Considering Atari Corp's history of a lot of machine for the buck, the 
Panther is eagerly awaited here! How about a killer version of Rygar? 

...Speaking of fighting - part three, Tengen has a Genesis version of "PIT FIGHTER ready to do battle directly 
with SFX's FINAL FIGHT from Capcom. Watch out! Capcom certainly can't miss lately! Next Disney soft for NES 
is TALESPIN wit GameBoy MEGAMAN- DR. WILEY'S REVENGE. Can’t wait...BONK 3 for 16 Bit NEC?...just 
kidding!!... American Technos will have a sequel to their most recent smash hit coin-op video WWF SUPER 
STARS, called WWF WRESTLE FEST and it features something called the royal rumble? 

Word from Sushi-X in the orient is that the consumer version of SNK's Neo-Geo is being discontinued! Most 
stores only carried one unit and one of each soft title anyway! Sales on these shores appear to be brisk! Don't 
worry though, 30 games are under development right now because the coin-op version is doing just fine. I can't 
wait to play BLUE’S JOURNEY. I hope it's not just another blue-movie like their 
Japanese version Mahjongg game! Strictly X-rated. 

...All your favorite Star Wars movies are now coming to the big N! Seems that Lucasfilm Games has designed 
the game that Beam will develop, and then JVC will distribute, and Taxan will handle sales. Whew! The new trio 
of Star Wars movies will debut summer of '97, followed by episodes 2 and 3 in '98 and '99. I'm making the 
popcorn now...Will STAR WARS appear on the SFX?? It appears on the secret release page of up-coming 
Super Famicom games from our spy in Japan! Along with Capcom's AREA 88 (UN SQUADRON here) and 
DRAGONQUEST 5. Natsume intends to have a SFX soft for release here when it arrives, but they're not waiting 
for that to happen before bringing out some hot NES games. Their second title is a two player game called 
S.C.A.T. and the third one is another hot sci-fi action game from the team which brought you SHADOW OF THE 
NIINJA. 

...Alien III, the next organic organism "bug hunt" movie in the series, should begin production by the time you 
read this. I certainly hope they finally venture to the home of alien this time, not back to LV 426, also known as 
Acheron. Biotech, also known as the corporation, wants this new weapon system at all cost! Sounds like 
opening Pandora's box! Guess who's coming to dinner? A whole space load of obnoxious marines. Bon 
Appetite! ...HAL Labs., in Japan recently released a new famicom space shooter called "S D F," which uses the 
new MMC5 chip! ...Cheese Burga' -Cheese Burga' -chips -chips! How to order a hamburger? Cheese Burga' - 
NO cheese! 

...Tokyo informants, Terry Akki and Sam Mooryi, report that a rumor circulating around downtown Tokyo claiming 
that Nintendo intends to market a hand-held version of the Super Famicom!!! What's next, a back pack Neo 
Geo?...The big 'Q' says hello to Lex, Frenchie, and Pokey ...Lolo is back! Lolo 3 is soon to appear with a whole 
new assortment of mind provoking puzzles! ...GameBoy, looks like a good chance for expanding it's capabilities 
beyond just games! Look for a foreign language translator accessory to be introduced this year! ...Sorry Jennie, 
it's your loss! ...Rumor has it that the big 'N' will be having closed press conferences at the Winter CES in Las 
Vegas...SFX on the way? maybe...Super Mario World is HOT, I wonder if there's a SMB5 in the works?...Where 
are the Goombas?...Are they extinct or something?...The U.S Armed Forces are still in the Mid-East! How about 
sending everyone home and we settle this thing out on Nintendo, instead!!! 

- QUARTER MANN 
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Create one of over 9 billion differ¬ 
ent confiscations to trap QIX. 

390. Taito,® QIX® Sparx,'" SpriU,'“ and Vour Min 
Taito ©1990. All rishts reserved. Nintendo® 

ido of America Inc. ©1990 Nintendo of America 
ado Entertainmer 

for sure. 

Neutralize QIX and its mutant 
offspring of Sparx™ and Spritz™ or 
suffer the ultimate mental anguish: 

Total breakdown! / / 
qrig\^aL 

t Countless levels of escalating 
intensity to shatter your nerves 

t Stunning sound effects* to rattle 
your brain 

▼ Practice mode to sharpen your 
mental dexterity 

CJ1 

▼ Sophisticated actionfor 1 or 
players 

TAiTO 
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JOE MONTAN 
INTRODUCING THE ULTIMATE 

HOME VIDEO FOOTBALL GAME. 



(DOES 
A FOOTBALL 

I. Get your scouting info direct from 
Joe. All the inside information on all the 
teams. Go for the win! 

2. Play select screen Try a draw play, 

flare pass or maybe go for a bomb. 
Joe Montana even gives 
you his favorite play! 

3. Check out your receivers through 

the face mask view at the top of the 
screen and find the open man If the 
defenders are playing back, hit your 
receiver on a short slant for a big play. 

4. Make the catch! Stiff arm 
defenders as you sprint downfield for 
the touchdown. 

Who better to design the ultimate football video game than the Pro Quarterback of the 
Decade, Joe Montana. And Joe chose Sega™ Genesis™ because only its 16-bit power could 
create the lifelike animation of real passing, running, receiving and blocking. After months 
of working closely with our programmers in the development stages, Joe Montana Football™ 
is here. 

You select from 16 teams, each with their own strengths, weaknesses and unique style 
of play. You can be Joe Montana and control San Francisco’s devastating^ accurate passing 
attack or quarterback another team that fits your style. Set your own strategy or use Joe’s 
recommendation for the winning play. 

Call audibles at the line of scrimmage. As you take the snap, you see your receivers run 
their patterns from a quarterback’s perspective looking through his face mask. You decide 
whether the pass is a bullet or a long bomb going for the endzone. You can even throw the 
ball away. And you also control the receiver as he dives 
for the ball, or runs downfield and straightarms 
defenders. As the game clock runs down, 
dive for first down yardage. There’s i 
also halftime and end-of-game stats, 
delivered by Joe. Or, play the “two minute 
drill” and see if you can score a touchdown 
in just two minutes—in true Joe Montana 
style. Football couldn’t get more real. What 
else would you expect from Joe Montana 
Football!" You can’t do this on Nintendo! 

Sega and Genesis are registered trademarks of Sega of America, In 
Nintendo is a registered trademark of Nintendo of America, Inc 

Joe Montana Football” © 1991, Sega of America. Inc © 1990 Sega of America. Inc PO Box 2167 South San Francisco. CA 94080. 



GENESIS DOES IT ALL. 
ARCADE GAMES: 

Altered Beast Ghouls ’n Ghosts The Revenge of Shinobi“ Rambo III’ Truxton Forgotten Worlds 

MUSIC VIDEO: ADVENTURE GAMES: 

SPORTS GAMES: 

Super Monaco GP E-S.W.A.T. 
City Under Siege 

Afterburner IT Michael Jackson’s Phantasy Star II 

Altered Beast. " the Sega arcade hit, comes with the Genesis system. Other games sold separately. Sega and Genesis are registered trademarks of Sega of America, Inc. Ghouls n Ghosts. Strider and Forgotten Worlds are licensed 
trademarks of Capcom. Inc. Rambo III is a registered trademark of Caroko International N. V. Thunder Force II is a trademark of Techno Soft. Zoom! is a trademark of Discovery Software International. Inc Truxton is a copyright 

rights reserved. Dick Tracy and Mickey Mouse are copyrights of The Walt Disney Company. Michael Jacksons Moonwalker is a trademark^ UWmate Productions. Dynamite Duke is a trademark of Seibu & Kaihatsu. Inc. All other 
game titles are trademarks of Sega of America. 'Anticipated game availability Winter/1991, ''Summer/1991. 
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MISAIPLAY SUBSCRIBE TO THE ULTIMATE ALL-SEGA MAGAZINE! 

Miupunr 
Only $14.95 For Six issues - Save Over 25% 

Mega Play, from the editors of EGM, is your ultimate guide to the 
world of Sega video games. Whether it's 8-Bit or 16-Bit, Mega 
Play delivers with the latest info from America and Japan, honest 
multi-player reviews and previews months games months ahead 
of the competition! Power-up NOW and save BIG with Mega Play! 
(Make Checks Payable to: Sendai Publications, Inc.) 

Name—-- 

Address_ 

City_ 
-ease wait 4-6 weeks for your first issue to arrive. 

. State. Zip- 
Expires March 31,1991 

YOUR ILIP. TICKET TO SUPER FAMICOM, MEGA DRIVE & PC ENGINE GAMING! 
Super Gaming takes you where 
no other magazine can, showing 
the latest developments from 
around the world and photos of 
games that won't be seen here 
for years - if ever! Each full-color 
issue uses tons of photos and 
maps to show you the mega-hits 
of tomorrow, today! Super Gam¬ 
ing also gives you tips and tricks, 
release dates, and the most com¬ 
prehensive international cover¬ 
age you can get! 

coming 

Four Great issues 
For Only $9.95 
Vake Checks Payable to Sendai Publications, Inc.) 

Name 

' /Av 

//f* '/, A S V Y* Wf/// 

A 

// 



Please place in an envelope, 
with $9.95 payment and mail Co: 



ELECTRONIC GAMING EXPRESS. 

ATARI SET TO ROAR WITH HEW 
"PANTHER" 16-BIT MACHINE 

Leading up to the January 
Consumer Electronics Show in 
Las Vegas, there appears to be 
more than enough activity stirring 
about in the area of new video 
game systems and consoles. 
Sega will be introducing their mid¬ 
range Game Gear hand-held with 
a library of titles that is rumored to 
include over twenty different 
games. While at the same time 
Nintendo is arming themselves 
with what could prove to be the 
destroyer of all competing 16 bit 
hardware, the SFX for a planned 
fall release. 

Into this fray comes an 
unexpected player in the 16-Bit 
sweepstakes. A company that 
possesses the technical ability to 
create a system capable of taking 
on super-guns Nintendo and 
Sega. While the fact that Atari 
Corporation, who currently mar¬ 
kets the most technologically 
advanced hand-held in the form 
of the Lynx, is planning a major 
push into the 16-Bit console 
area may surprise some, the 
hardware that they've engin¬ 
eered will surprise even more. 

Code-named "Panther" 
(apparently keeping in lines with 
Atari naming all their products 
after the feline family), the 16- 
Bit super system that the 
wizards at Atari have come up 
with is, by all accounts, a quite 
superior piece of gaming tech¬ 
nology. With a main processor 
that's rumored to run at an 
astounding 16 Mhz (compared to 
the 8 Mhz of the Sega Genesis 
and the 12 Mhz of the home 

arcade machine - Neo Geo and 
the rumored 14 Mhz of the 
Nintendo Super Famicom) and 
the built-in brains to scale images 
(a truly powerful ability used quite 
effectively in the Lynx), the 
Panther may just surprise every¬ 
one and find a home in the hearts 
of the game playing public. 

Those who have seen the 
technical specifications of the 
machine are unanimous in their 
praise for a system that they place 
somewhere between the Sega 
Genesis and the Nintendo Super 
Famicom. "The Panther's ability to 
project and scale images is a vast 
improvement over the Sega 
Genesis," one leading developer 
who is considering Panther work 
told EGM, "but other factors, 
specifically the system's audio 
capability, prevent it from eclipsing 

To be able to compete with the 
Super Famicom and Genesis, the 
Panther would have to have eye¬ 

popping, well known software, like 
Stun Runner, Hydra or Race Drivin' 
from the Atari Games Corp. coin-op 

stables. 

the Super Famicom." 
But, as has been said before 

in the pages of EGM, the true 
value of a system is based on 
the softs it can project, and how 
good a job it does in projecting 
them on the screen. Here, the 
Panther is in a corner with both 
the Super Famicom and Sega 
Genesis coming from both 
sides. One skeptic of Atari's new 
foray into the high-end console 
market, who is also considering 
devel-opment for the system, 
sights this competition as the 
Panther's death blow, "With 
Nintendo locking in most of the 
major game developers, and 
Sega lapping up those who 
don't agree with Nintendo's 
policies, there's not much more 
in the way of attractive licenses 
left for another system. This is a 

problem that the TurboGrafx- 
16 has exper-ienced since its 
inception. Atari needs to 
concentrate on developing 
some blockbuster A+ titles for 
the Panther at the start, or the 
machine won't ever get the 
footing it needs to make the 
big impact that the spec¬ 
ifications say it can make." 

Whatever the outcome of 
the many software licensing 
deals is, there's no denying 

the fact that the Panther could 
become the predominant entry 
into the American market by 
offering U.S. manufacturers and 
developers the chance to stake 
a real claim, with a real 
machine, on the video game 
world. 



orcerers recipe for excitement: 

Under a full moon, take a game 

with intense action and killer anima¬ 

tion. Forget the eye of newt stuff. Just 

add full-screen combat that lets you 

dodge, jab, and slash enemies. Drop in 

a lot of nasty ways to go. Like getting 

skewered on a spike, roasted in flames, 

crushed by jaws, devoured by slime. Cast 

spells that let you shrink, fly, and change 

snape. Finally, set it in a plot as twisted 

ana deep as your worst nightmare. 

Now get ready for an action adventure as 

1HE 
real as your heartbeat 

Wits and speed required. Squeamish types and people with heart conditions should proceed with caution 



ELECTRONIC ARTS* 

(Nintendo) 

(Nintendo] 

Licensed by Nintendo5 

for play on tbe 
Visit your retailer or order by phone with 
VISA, MG Call I-800J45-4525 ANYTIME in the USA or Canada. 

Nintendo and Nintendo Entertainment System ate registered trademarks of Nintendo of America lac. 

The Immortal is a trademark of Electronic a\rts. 
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NEW SOFT i 
It's CES time again and for four brief days the game 
companies are letting us look at the product they will be bringing out later in 1991. Sega's new line up will include 
Fantasia, Sonic the Hedgehog, Spiderman, Battle Tank, 688 Attack Sub, Phantasy Star 3, Fatal Labyrinth and a few 
new suprises. NEC has Bonk coming back for a sequel, TV Sports Baseball and Basketball and lots of CD's. 

INDIANA JONES AND THE LAST 
CRUSADE 
Taito/Nintendo 

The third in the series of Indiana Jones movies isd coming to the NES 
as Taito has created an adventure game featuring all of the characters 
from the movie. With lots of digitized photos and boxes of text, this soft 
captures all of the excitement of the movie including Indy's perilous walk 
over the lettered blocks. The Natzis are also after the Holy Grail and not 
only must you decipher the clues to keep you on the correct path, but 
you must stay one step ahead of the dreaded SS! Unlike many other 
quest games which are basically 'linear', that is, there is only one way to 
go to get to the end, Indy has numerous paths including 'wrong ways' 
which lead to dead ends and pitfalls! Coming in March! 

The game contains numerous 
digitized photos from the 

movie, as well as the 
dialogue. 

The game follows the movie! 
Which blocks should Indy 
step on so as not to fall 

through? 
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A unique, action-packed, 
high-seas adventure! 

Experience the awesome 
power of your high speed 
performance boat! Pilot 
her across uncharted 
waters as Kenji Ohara 
pursues the evil "Dr. 
Orca," in search of his 
island hideaway Save 
your kidnapped sister and 
destroy his diabolical plan to 
take over the world! 

is a trademark of Nuvision Entertainment, Inc. 

.-/isei\_ 
[SlllESlg] 

The challenges 
are formidable! 

Evade and destroy his fleet 
of killer boats and choppers. 
Beware of the dreaded Bimini 
Triangle where strange sea 
creatures and wild sea condi¬ 
tions threaten your survival. 

New generation games 
from Nuvision 

Entertainment! 
A breakthrough in realistic 
game experience presents 
new and exciting challenges 
and adventures for hun¬ 
dreds of hours of involving 
game play. A truly unique 
game for the Sega9 
Genesis® System. 

Licensed by Sega Enterprises. Ltd. for play on the SEGA GENESIS SYSTEM. Sega and Genesis are registered trademarks ol Sega Enterprises, Ltd. P. 0. BOX 5064, WeStpOll, CT 06881 
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LOLO 3 
HAL America/Nintendo 

ZOMBIE NATION 
Meldac/Nintendo 

A mysterious energy 
source has been search¬ 

ing the universe for a 
world to occupy. It has 
chosen our planet and 
has invaded our country 
first. You as Namakubi 
must destroy the build¬ 
ings and armies that it has 
taken over. Once done 
hostages appear and 

_ must be rescued. Fight 
'SEM through 7 rounds to get to 

the final stage where you 
take on the boss alien! 

Rescue 5 hostages to 
get double fire and 15 
to get a smart bomb! 
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NOBUNAGA S AMBITION 2 
KOEI/Nintendo 

MMC 5? 

KOEI is working on 
I a sequel to it's original 
I 1989 military simulation. 

In Nobunaga's Ambition 2 
you must embark on a 

I quest to unify Japan in 
the 16th century. Com- 

■ mand armies, attack for- 

■ ITTfc * LuflBj I tresses, negotiate allian- 

IBces and P|an attacks on 
I I the enemy while defen- 

ding yourself from his ■ forces! With two scenar¬ 
ios, 5 game levels and a 
70 page manual Nobu- 
naga 2 promises to be the 
most detailed war sim¬ 
ulation yet for the NES! 

Lolo 3 offers 
improved 
graphics, 
new, and 
smarter 

enemies and 
more variety! 

The cute little Lolo is coming back for a third 
appearance! In this new and enhanced version 
Lolo, or Lala (the first non-sexist game!) is 
back in a 100 room maze and must figure out 
how to get out, one room at a time. With new 
play techniques and characters not found in 
the previous games, Lolo 3 offers even more 
variety than its predecessors. For example, no 
longer are you required to complete the rooms 
in a certain order. You can work on any room in 
groups of levels. Levels 1,2,3 compose one 
group, levels 4,5,6,7 the next group and so 
forth. The enemy are more plentiful and also 
smarter so even the best puzzle experts will 
have their hands full with this game! 

Lolo takes on a whole new 
set of mazes! 



Wbe Crtattb a iUonsterm 
Jfrankenstein is alibe anb fjc’g hcabeb for pour libing room. 
$ush pour Jf)intenbo“ spstem to the limit toith atoesome 
graphics anb minb-melting action that pou toon’t finb in 
orbtnarp games, bating the beautiful Cmilp from the 
clutcfjes of the monster bull put pour gaming skills on the 
line as pou punch, kick, hack, chop, smash, bum, anb 
bomb pour toap through a goulish armp of horrific enemies, 
each betermineb to bring pou to a stickp enb. Rattle pour 
toap through the creep infesteb billage, the treacherous for¬ 
est, the horrible grabeparb, anb the castle of boom, before 
eben thinking of setting foot or stoorb in the ebil bimension 
tohere pour strength anb spirit toill be put to the final test. 
Wt createb the monster... 3t’s up to pou to bestrop him! 

Licensed by Nintendo' for play on the 

(Nintendo) J fom.enli) ] 
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UFOURUX SUPER SPY HUNTER 
Sunsoft/Nintendo Sunsoft/Nintendo 

Ufouria is a challenging, treacherous new 
adventure game featuring four characters, each 
possessing a secret power never before seen in a 
video game!. Maneuver these heroes through 
mazes while avoiding bizarre traps and cunningly 
placed pitfalls. With multiple levels requiring skill, 
agility and quick thinking. Coming in April! 

Maneuver our hero 
through long 

sinuous mazes. 

Over the land and 
across the sea to 
solve the quest. 

Pilot the next generation of supercharged 
pursuit craft in this newly converted arcade 
classic. The action takes place on land, in 
the water and up in the skies as you chase 
the forces of evil all over the country. With 
pseudo-revolving scrolling and multi¬ 
dimensional graphics, Super Spy Hunter is 
light years beyond the original! Coming in 
April. 
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If Voi re Still Playing SEGA, NEC,or 

NINTENDO You're Nothing But a Weenie; 

Tough talk, but think it over. Why fool around with limp, underpowered 16 bit systems when NEOGEO® 

now offers the hottest, most advanced video entertainment system in the world! 

Fact. NEO-GEO simply out-muscles those guys with the big names. NEO-GEO features a huge 330 meg 

hardware setup that delivers robust 15-channel real voice stereo sound. Unmatched graphics with over 

65,000 vivid colors of amazing detail! Not to mention effects with 4-dimensional realism. 

Does NEO-GEO cost more than other video game systems? You bet. Does a Ferrari cost more than a Yugo? 

Does Prime Rib cost more than squirrel burgers? With NEO-GEO you get more than you paid for. 

It’s simple. Would you rather be a cold weenie? 

Or a real hot dog! 

A Quantum Leap Forward In Video Entertainment. 
Call: SNK at (213) 787-0990 or Authorized SNK Dealers 
• Video Express Inc. (800) 253-6665 
• Premier Electronics Group (800) 783-7344 

Anyone else may be a weenie in disguise. 
All other product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holder. The trademark* ot -NEO*GEO"are registered by SNK Home 
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STORMLORD 
Razor Soft/Genesis 

, - 

up I 

Razor Soft's second title - StormLord is an 
action/adventure game where you are 
searching for magical treasures hidden 
throughout many different mystical worlds. 
The goal is to free the princess who is being 
held captive in a prism of light but before you 
can do that you must battle huge birds of 
prey, Draconian Fire Dogs and even a 
mutated moss man. Featuring brilliant, 
detailed graphics and smoothly animated 
characters, StormLord will provide the 
adventure lover with a quest they won't be 
able to walk away from! 

Huge man-eating birds swoop 
down from the skies in search 

of a free meal - you! 
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SWORD OR SODRN 
Electronic Arts/Genesis 

SONIC; SPIDERMAN; BATTLE TANK; 

ATTACK SUB - Sega/Genesis 

An evil wizard has cast a once peaceful land 
into one riddled with demons, zombies and 
waves of murderous soldiers. You have the 
sword of Sodan, the most powerful weapon on 
the planet but can you compete with the count¬ 
less enemy that you will 
encounter? Grab health 
potions and the flaming 
sword as you battle 
through 7 grueling levels 
of hand-to-hand combat! 

Sega is putting the finishing touches on the 
games they started 6 months ago. First seen in 
issue 13, our Summer CES review, they include: 
Sonic the Hedgehog, Spiderman, Abrams Battle 
Tank, and 688 Attack Sub. The last two will be 
conversions of popular computer war simulation 
games. 

KS 

LJm 
Sonic the Hedgehoog Spiderman 

Abrams Battle Tank 688 Attack Sub 

ks, m 
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YOU'VE TRIED THE REST 

NOIU PMV TH€ OCST! 

• Single player action 
• Superior graphics & music 
• 6 special weapons 
• 4 "Power up" items 
• 9 Cinema displays 
• 20 Different stages 
• Continue option 

• Single player action 

• Fantastic graphics & music 

• 6 special uueapons 

• 5 “Power up" items 

• 10 Cinema displays 

• 20 Different stages 

• Continue option 

• 1 or 2 players 
• Superior graphics 

• Password for continued action 
• Instant close-ups 

• Over 20 different cinema displays 
• 24 Different teams 

• Choose from 18 different pitches 

• 1 or 2 players 
• Superior graphics 
• Coaching mode 
• Password for continued action 
• 12 teams 
• Super action cinema screens 

• 1 or 2 players 
• Superior graphics 
• Animated announcer 
• Outside-the-ring action 
• 34 different killer moves 
• Power meters 
• Training mode for 1 player 

THIS GAME 
IS LICENCED BY NINTENDO 

FOR PLAY ON THE 

(Nintendo) TECfTlO 
18005 S. fldria Maru Lane, Carson, Cfl 90746 • Tel: (213) 329-5880 • Fax: (213) 329-6134 

Nintendo and Nintendo entertainment System '< ore registered trademarks of Nintendo of America, Inc. 



CVRJUD 
Nexoft/GameBoy 

Nexoft's newest 
GameBoy entry - Cy- 
raid has an insane 
professor planning to 
take over the world. 
You must thwart his 
plans, but first you 
have to destroy all the 
robot guards he crea¬ 
ted to prevent anyone 
from entering his multi¬ 
story fortress. 

PO WERBALL 
Namco/Genesis 

Namco has a 
new sports game 
coming for the 
Genesis. Unlike 
others which try to 
simulate a par¬ 
ticular sport, Pow- 
erball is entirely 
new. The best way 
to describe it is that it's a 
cross between soccer, 
football, and rugby! 
Taking place in a fu¬ 
turistic setting, Powerball 
is a fast moving no-holds- 
bared sport where getting 
the point is all that 
counts! 

AIR BUSTER 
Kaneko/Genesis 

Kaneko's first Genesis game is 
an adaptation of the great arcade 
game of the same name. Set in a 
side view perspective this super 
shooter is one of the few which is 
also playable as a 2 person 
cooperative game. With multi¬ 
dimensional scrolling back¬ 
grounds, huge bosses which take 
up the whole screen, and a wea¬ 
pon which can be powered up 10 
times, this cart has the right com¬ 
bination of necessary ingredients. 

Air Buster has one of the 
widest selection of power-ups 

ever in a video game! 

The end of round bosses are 
full screen and are protected 

by squadrons of fighters. 
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The arcade classic Pac-Man makes his Game Boy,Mdebut in this sensational 

new release from Namco. Relive the adventure as you munch your way 

through twisting mazes filled with power pellets, bonus fruit, and those 

wicked'ghosts! Beware of their touch- they've been known to snack on Pac's. 

Hook up with a friend to double the excitement in this first 2-player Pac-Man? 

Determine the challenge by choosing the number of lives you'll need to defeat 

your opponent. Add fuel to the rivalry by using the handicap feature which 

allows two players to begin in different rounds. Gulp down a ghost and 

shoot'em to your opponent's maze! 

There's Ghosts to gobble so get Pac'n. 

The Game Creator 3255-1 Scott Blvd. Suite 102 Santa Clara, CA 95054-3013 
CIRCLE #140 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 

Nintendo, Game Boy and the Official seals are 
trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. 



R-TVPE 
Irem/GameBoy 
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Irem is converting it's popular arcade classic to the 
GameBoy. Featuring 6 levels of great shooting, the mini 
cart loses very little in the translation. The huge bosses 
are here as are most of the enemy found in its arcade 
cousin. The power-ups and weapons remain pretty 
much the same and the game scrolls smoothly in the 
horizontal direction. 

MEGAMAN 
Capcom/GameBoy 

The original Megaman 
is making a comeback, 
this time on the small 
screen, and in glorious 
black and white! All of 
the action from the first 
version of the game is 
here as are the mazes, 
and the end of round 
bosses. The game 
wouldn't be complete 
without the evil Dr. Wiley 
and he does drop in to 
foil Megaman's plans! 

Megaman 

RAC MAN 
Namco/GameBoy 

Pac man is coming to 
the GameBoy! The 
ghost gobbler runs 
through the familiar 
mazes eating the dots, 
grabbing an occas¬ 
ional fruit for points, 
while avoiding Clyde 
and crew. This time 
there is a 2 player co¬ 
operative game, so 
when you link up two 
GameBoys the game 
turns into twice the fun! 
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SMASH 
INTO THE FUTURE 

In a futuristic sports arena, you're 

runnins upfield, free and clear, when 

WHAM! your opponent slams into 

you with a bone-jarrins tackle knock- 

ins the ball loose. On defense, 

switch control to your nearest player, 

then devastate the ball handler with a 

lightning spin kick, forcins another 

fumble. Now pick it up and sprint 

upfield. Then cut back to evade 

tacklers, fake the soalie, and bust 

throush for a touchdown! 

This is PowerballJMthe sports same 

where teams of armored athletes 

hammer each other in a furious slus- 

fest. Powerball combines skills from 

martial arts, football, and rusby. Each 

of the twelve teams boasts a unique 

level of skills. Whether you compete 

asainst the computer or a friend, 

you'll thrill to the action of Powerball, 

the smash sport of the future. 

For more information write: 

Namco, Hometek Inc. 3255-1 Scott 

Blvd. Suite 102 Santa Clara, CA 

95054-3013. 
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SOLSTICE 
(CSG Imagesoft/Nintendo) 

Unlimited Wizards - To get unlimited wizards in this 
challenging game, at any time, press Select to get 
to the subscreen. Then press button B, Start, Start, 
B,B, Start, Start, B, B, Start, Start, Start, B, Start, B, 
B, B, Start, Start, Start, B, Start, B, Start, Start, B, 
Start, Start, B, B, Start, B, Start. 

J. Lee 
Armory, MS 

Press Select to get to 
the subscreen. 

Enter the code to get 
unlimited wizards. 

Start the trick when Stop at 99 as the coun- 
your last man dies. ter rolls over to 1 again. 

LEGENDARY AXE 2 
(NEC/TurboGrafx) 

99 Continues - There is a way which you will be able 
to continue 99 times in this sequel. When your last 
man dies, hold Button 2 and the Run Button down 
and push repeatedly to the Left on the control pad. 

Paul Lind 
Denver, CO 

NEW GAME 

CONTINUE 

Choose Continue You will be rewarded 
when you first start! with one of everything! 

LAST ALERT 
(NEC/TurboGrafx) 

Get all Weapons - There is a way to start the game 
with one of everything. When you first start the game 
go to the start/continue screen. Even though this is 
your first game, choose the Continue Option. By 
doing this you will have all power-ups, weapons and 
options! 

GAUNTLET 2 
(Software Toolworks/Nintendo) 

Easy Exit - If you want to leave a room the easy way 
there is a trick you can use. If you don't move, and 
stand in the same spot for about 2 1/2 minutes, you 
will see that all the walls turn into useable exits! 

Tom Davis 
Springfield, IL Stand in one spot for ...and all the walls are 

2 1/2 minutes. now useable exits. 
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You are about to be transported 100 years in 

the future, where the latest wave in warfare is the 

New Age Power-Suit, or NAP - a robotic combat 

machine which gives the wearer unheard-of fighting 

ability. Your NAP can be equipped with up to 15 

weapon, speed, and maneuverability options, out of 

100 available - including flame throwers, land mines, 

and both hand-held and body-mounted firing 

equipment. With this kind of firepower to command, 

your only limitation will be your own strategic sense 

and combat savvy. The ultimate battlefield - the 

FINAL ZONE - awaits you! 

The Strategic Defense Initiative of the 1990's 

banned ICBMs and nuclear warheads. Now, in 2016, 

weapons are limited to super strategic mobile 

weapons. Enter Granada. Hypertek-Cannon Tank 

(HTC). Granada uses shields and radar to create its 

defense mechanism. Offensive firepower is provided 

by the most awesome array of weaponry ever 

assembled on a battlefield. These include multi¬ 

directional interceptors, long-range homing missiles, 

and a device designed to totally obliterate all oppos¬ 

ing forces. You will command Granada through the 

streets of Tobora, to battle the giant flying batteship 

Astarsha, and Valsic, another HTC. 

In the 22nd century, Earth Defense Head¬ 

quarters detected a huge unidentified object ap¬ 

proaching our system. A probe revealed three of our 

own Alpha-type robot spaceshops at its core. In the 

hands of a hostile alien intelligence, the ships had 

been transformed into a gigantic, heavily-armed, 

flying fortress - bent on destroying Earth! The 

defenses of Earth have all failed to halt the jugger¬ 

naut. In a final desperate bid for survival, all re¬ 

sources have been expended to create one mighty jet 

fighter: Whip Rush You must pilot Whip Rush on a 

noble mission to deliver mankind from certain doom! 

PRODUCTS 

Arrow Flash »r>d Whip Rush © 1990 Sega Enterprises Lid. Final Zone and Granada 01990 Renovation Products, Inc. Renovation Products, Inc. is a subsidiary of Telenet Japan Ud. 
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SHADOW BLASTERS 
(Sage's Creation/Genesis) 

Invincible Player - Two players must be playing the game for 
the trick to work. When one of the players runs out of energy, 
both players must push their Start buttons simultaneously. 
Push the Start button at least two or three times to see if it will 
work. If everything is done correctly, you will be invincible 
throughout the rest of the game. One bit of warning, do not 
collect any of the energy pills! 

Vibol Kong 
Richfield, MN 

Perform the trick when 
you run out of energy! 

Do it correctly and 
you will be invincible! 

BIMINI RUN 
(Nuvision/Genesis) 

Level Select - There is a way to select the starting level in this 
new action game from Nuvision. Unfortunately, unlike all of 
our other tips where we spell out exactly how to do it, this time 
you're on your own. Well, not completely. We can say that you 
will have to hold down (one, some, or all) of the buttons and 
hold the control pad in one of the directions. But where? 
You'll have to pick the right screen! 

Make sure you choose 
the right screen. 

All you have left to do 
is find the right buttons. 

VALIS 2 
(NEC/TurboGrafx 16) 

Select any Weapon - If you want 
to have any particular weapon 
all you have to do is: Press and 
Hold Button 2, then press Run 
during regular play to pause the 
game. Next press Select, 1,2,1, 
and Run. Now whenever you 
want, you can pause the game 
and select whatever item you 
want by pressing button 1 or 
whatever weapon with button2. 

Oscar Sauga 
St. Catharins, Ont. 

Select item with button 1, 
and weapon with button 2. 

OPERATION C 
(Konami/GameBoy) 

Stage Select and Sound Test- 
To select any stage in this 
excellent GameBoy game just 
press U, U, D, D, L, R, L, R, B, 
A, B, A, Start at the title screen. 
To listen to the sounds press 
U, D, L, R, A, B, Start. 

TOMMY LASORDA BASEBALL 
(Sega/Genesis) 

Special Color Distortion - To mess up the color palette and play 
in a very weird environment all you have to do is enter the 
password: VU9lrstpomXcZTiebrHWyW. 

■BBB 
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THIS TINY GAME HAS 
1,253 ENEMY SOLDIERS, 
392 TIME DELAY BOMBS, 

140 LASER CANNONS, 
28 SINKHOLES, AND 

ONE KICKBUTT 
ATTITUDE, 

BUT IT STILL HAS ROOM FOR YOU. 
Give or take a few enemies, time 

delay bombs, laser cannons, and sinkholes, 
but who's counting. Because you'll need all 
your skills, good judgement, and quick 
reflexes to crack this game. 

In Crack Down, you 
must accept a top-secret 
mission to re-take control of 
a heavily auarded facility 
where artificial life systems 
are created. The only 
problem is that their evil 
leader wants to use them to 
take over the world. And they 
don't appreciate well-armea, 
visitors, spoiling their plans. sroieoiiriKi 

Once inside, you'll have a limited 
amount of time to set off time delay bombs at 
key locations inside the compound and get 
past the patrolling guards. 

If you need help, use 
the two-player split-screen 
mode. This special option 
allows you and a friend to 
blast away with your 
weapons as two separate 
teams within the facility. 

So if you want a 
game that has an attitude, 

make a reservation to play 
Crack Down. We have just 
enough room to fit you in. 

CIRCLE #112 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 
12062 Valley View, Suite 250/ Garden Grave, CA 92645/ (714) 893-0309 

©1990 SEGA • Distributed by SAGE’S CREATION, Inc. • Licensed by Sega Enterprises Ltd. for play on the Sega Genesis System • Sega and Genesis ai i trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd. 



JOHN MADDEN FOOTBALL 
(Electronic Arts/Genesis) 

Play in snow- If you want to practice under adverse 
weather conditions enter one of the codes with the 
corresponding teams. 

TEAMS CODES 

Cinn. at Pitt - 2722500 
Atl. at Wash. - 0741000 
N.Y. at Wash. - 0700100 
Mia. at New E. - 7102300 
New E. at Buff. - 0600100 
S.F. at Wash. - 4302300 
Buff, at New E. - 0176000 
Atl. at Chi. - 5002300 
Minn at Chi -6002300 
K.C. at Cinn - 0200100 
Cinn. at Buff. - 5504500 
L.A. at Chi. - 6504500 
K.C. at Buff. - 5722500 
Mia. at Buff. -1112300 

s 

Play on a grass field 

* 
& & * % 
* ® £ 

* . # 
...or take on your 

opponents in snow! 
Dennis Bonomini 

Woodridge, II 

BUSTER DOUGLAS 
BOXING 
(Sega/Genesis) 

Sound Test - To listen to the sounds in 
the game, press Start on the second 
player controller at the game select 
screen. Press and hold Down on the 
controller and press the A button to play 
the music. Move to the sound effects and 
after the first one press Right for more. 

Kevin Schaefer 
Grand Rapids, Ml 

Listen to the music and 
sounds in the game. 

LAKERS US CELTICS 
(Electronic Arts/Genesis) 

Play in the World Championship Match - 
Going into the championships, you will be the 
Chicago Bulls with a 9 - 0 record. You will play 
against the Phoenix Suns. Enter the code: 296 
ROS. 

Jeff Hodges 
Chicago, IL 

E-SWAT 
(Sega/Genesis) 

Level Select - If you are just having so much 
fun with E-SWAT that after beating it once 
you want to go through it again, at the ending 
scene, hold down diagonally left and down 
on the controller, and all three buttons. And, 
until the music comes on repeatedly push 
start. This brings up the round select screen. 

mA "west "east3" 
* 

X «... 

B 8 t-t&? 

WORLD „ ■ - 
CHAMPION 

Enter the password... ...and play Phoenix. Do the trick at the end..to select your level. 

WIN A FREE GAME FROM EGMH 
We want you to play like a winner, and we're ready to pay! Give us your tips and clues, 
your secret continues, level selects, power-ups, passwords and codes! If we print your 
tip, we'll give you credit in these pages as well as a free game of our choice (you can 
pick the system)! Get the best tips anywhere and get a great game as well from the 
magazine that's first with the best secrets on all the game systems - EGM! 

Sendai Publications, Inc is not responsible for the submission of similar or identical tips, and is not obligated to award the game carts to those people 

who submit information that has already been printed or was previously located by the staff of the magazine or any affiliated publication or media 

source. In the case of two identical tips being submitted, the first tip received will be chosen as the winner. Final selection of games is up to us. Void 

where prohibited by law. 
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mazes and booby 

traps protect Faryan. i 

your way to Faryan's hideout. 

every turn. 

Live this 

chilling 

story- 

from the 

source of 

Werewolf's 

mighty powers to the 

history of Faryan's evil - 

in the 

first- 

edition 

Werewolf 

comic 

book. It's a 

hot collector's 

item - and it's 

s FREE inside 

Werewolf, The Last 

Warrior from Data East. 

MORE ACTION THAN A CARTRIDGE CAN HOLD! 
The world's been destroyed by Dr. Faryan, a possessed and twisted madman. 

But one buff warrior's been granted magical powers of the wolf. 
And when he finds Faryan, the fur and fangs will fly. 

Werewolf, The Last Warrior. 
Slammin' action for your Nintendo Entertainment System. 

LICENSED BY NINTENDO* 
FOR PLAY ON THE 

(Nintendo) 
enTERTPinmeriT 

SVSTEm* 

Data East USA, Inc., 1850 Little Orchard St., San Jose, CA 95125 (408) 286-7074 

© Data East USA, Inc. Werewolf, The Last Warrior is a registered trademark of Data East USA, Inc. 
Nintendo® and Nintendo Entertainment System® are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America, Inc. 
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SHOOTER 

altering experience ii\high-tech 

Power up your brain with over 120 perplexing puzzles 

TRICKY KICK ™ I ND SINISTRON ™ ARE TRADEMARKS OF IGsV 
_ICS™ IS A TRA >EMARK OF INFORMATION GLOBAL SERVICE! 

CYBERCORE™ AND TUR OGRAFIX™ ARE TRADEMARKS OF NEC TECH! 
Information Global Services, lac BO Sooth lake Ave, Suite 526, Pasadena, CA 9 
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1990 WAS THE BEST YEAR YET FOR THE 

TIIRBOGRAFX-16, WITH DOZEHS OF GREAT GAMES 
POWERING THE NEC SUPER SYSTEM FURTHER THAN 

EVER BEFORE! BETWEEN THE INCREDIBLE CD-ROM 

TITLES, SPORTS SIMULATIONS AND ARCADE 

FAVORITES, THE TURBOGRAFX-1G HAS COME FAR IN 
A SHORT TIME! HERE ARE OUR FAVORITES FOR THE 

YEAR...SEE HOW THEY STACK UP TO YOURS! 

Y'S BOOKS ONE & TWO 

While there were all types of adventure, quest and 
role-playing games introduced in 1990 for all the major 
systems, none of them came close to NEC's monu¬ 
mental CD-ROM entry, Y's Books One and Two, in 
terms of graphics, sound, challenge or magnitude. 
This game not only received the Electronic Gaming 
Monthly magazine award for "Best RPG of 1990", it has 
also been rated the "Best TurboGrafx-16 Game of 
1990" by the editors of Turbo Champ! 

From the involving storyline to the intense pace of ac¬ 
tion, Y's scores big in all departments with the perfect 
blend of mystery and adventure. All of this is packaged 
into a CD-ROM disc that enables the Turbo to boost 
the appeal of the game even more with vivid intermis¬ 
sions, voices and what has to be the most incredible 
musical score ever in a video game (another honor the 
disc knabbed from Electronic Gaming Monthly was 

"Best Audio In a 
Game For 1990"). 

From the opening 
sequence to the final 
ending, Y's is a tour- 
de-force not only in 
role-playing, but for 
video games as a 
whole! 

The quest in Y's is broken up 
into two different games! 

The intermissions in Y's are 
some of the best ever seen! 



BONK'S ADVENTURE 

Sporting one of the most unusual 
play techniques in a video game, 
Bonk became an instant hit (no pun 
intended), giving NEC the identity they 
needed to become a force in video 
gaming. With multiple attack options, 
great scrolling graphics and a person¬ 
ality that has transformed him into a 
star, Bonk was a favorite of everyone! 

NINJA SPIRIT 

Packing some of the most intense 
action you can find, including full¬ 
screen Bosses and special power-up 
options, Ninja Spirit delivered in a big 
way in 1990. NEC, wisely snapping 
up the rights to this arcade cult 
classic, found a winner with all-out 
martial arts mayhem that is unequaled 
for play value! Thumbs up! 

4 MILITARY MADNESS 

Although it was one of the earlier 
releases in the year, Military Madness 
still manages to bring out the General 
in all of us! Commanding forces on 
the surface of the moon, Military 
Madness lets you call the shots in a 
futuristic war where strategy is the 
determining factor between victory 
and defeat! A superb alternative to 
action games and space shoot-outs! 

SPLATTERHOUSE 

Despite its gory premise, Splatter- 
house stood out as one of the most 
original and most addictive action ad¬ 
venture titles of the year. Controlling 
the muscle-bound hero and the 
various knives and clubs he wields is 
the easy part. Taking on the seven 
levels of oozing monsters, ghouls and 
crea-tures is another matter entirely! 
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r FACT-FILE 
Manufacturer: NEC 
Machine: TurboGrafx-16 
Cart Size: 4 Meg 
Number of Levels: 9 
Theme: Action 
Difficulty: Average 
Number of Players: 1 
Available: June '91 J 

BONK IS BACK!! 

Without a doubt one of the most 
interesting new games to appear on 
the TurboGrafx-16 during the 
course of 1990 was the adventure 
title led by his prehistoric badness, 
Bonk the Caveman! NEC scored a 
direct hit by taking the concept of a 
scrolling action game and doing 
what few other developers have 
been able to do by packing the soft 
full of new play techniques. Instead 
of a super cool cave dude who sim¬ 
ply ran and jumped through his ad¬ 
versaries, brains behind Bonk came 
up with a variety of new and exci¬ 
ting ways to attack, added to the 
jumping maneuvers by giving quick¬ 
fingered gamers the ability to keep 
our hero airborne and through this 
wunder-being into a fantasy world 
of pastel colors, huge Bosses and 
more than enough danger. 

The success of Bonk as both a 
genuinely fun game and recogniz¬ 
able character was one of the pri¬ 
mary forces that drew more and 
more attention to the TurboGrafx, 
and for good reason. 

and a whole new slew of bad guys 
from a dozen new worlds! 

While Bonk's Second Adventure 
has yet to be officially titled, the 
folks from NEC have given Elec¬ 
tronic Gaming Monthly and Turbo 
Champ an exclusive preview copy 
of the game for this special preview! 
While some portions of the game 
play may be altered before the soft 
reaches the market in the middle of 
the year, the basic look and feel of 
the game's colorful adventure, as 
well as the high-speed action, are 
sure to be retained as pure Bonk at 
his very best! 

Going Up! Hitch a ride on 
an elevator to escape! 

Hop aboard the Time Train to 
pass on to the next round! 

Inspired by the overwhelming 
praise for their 16-Bit Super Hero, 
NEC has constructed an all-new 
Adventure for Bonk that is 
guaranteed to not only delight 
fans of the original game, but also 
create a following for itself, with a 
new look, a 
new Bonk, 

4 - Turbo Champ 

Bonk must face all-new enemies 
like this dino-riding flame thrower! 



■s NEW SECRET WEAPONS!! 

BONK THE 

Eat the Meat! 

Bonk's Second Adventure is 
filled with colorful backgrounds 

and lots of nasty enemies! 

Fire-Breathing Bonk! 

This sequel features a new and 
improved Bonk character with more 
than a few special tricks up his 
sleeve! In addition to devouring his 
meat snacks for total or partial in¬ 
vincibility, Bonk can now acquire 
new power-ups that allow him to 
breath fire on opponents and 
freeze the bad guys! Besides 
sporting some new forms of 
attack, Bonk also 
changes his ap¬ 
pearance when 
enhancements are 
acquired. 

While the most 
common foe of 
Bonk's Second Ad¬ 
venture are the egg¬ 
headed dinosaurs 
that roam about, there are also a 
number of other weird creatures 
that will try to put a stop to Bonk's 
exploits! Toss in the obligatory 
Bosses and tricky landscapes filled 
with dangerous falls and the end 
result is a new Bonk Adventure that 
not only matches the appeal of its 
predecessor, but offers up more 
than enough new variety to be a 
mega-hit in its own right! 
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TV SPORTS BASKETBALL 
Cinemaware has once again adapted one of their 

famous TV Sports lineup of games for the Turbo! 
Using the same style of play that highlights game 
play and graphics presentation, TV Sports Basketball 
brings all the action of full-court basketball to life. 
Complete with full teams of players in both practice 
and league settings, TV Sports Basketball features 
slam-dunks, three point shots and plenty of fast 
breaking basketball thrills for up to five players! 

With graphic intermissions and animations that 
really bring the game to life, TV Sports Basketball 
stands out as one of the most eagerly anticipated 
sports titles to yet appear on the Turbo! 

SUPER STAR SOLDIER 
Exploding from the stars comes this intense 

shooter sequel that shares a bit more in common 
with Blazing Lazers than its namesake. 

Super Star Soldier pits you against an armada of 
attacking alien vessels in a multi-mission blast-a- 
thon! During your mission you can acquire several 
different types of weaponry upgrades which 
themselves can be enhanced to create more 
powerful attacks. You'll need every bit of this 
firepower as you take on dozens of invading 
opponents as well as the enormous Boss creations 
that are behind the attack. All the booming and 
blasting a joystick jockey needs in life! 
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BATTLE ROYALE 
Video wrestling has nev¬ 

er been like this! In Battle 
Royale you command a 
wrestling superstar who's 
up against the biggest and 
baddest opponents of the 
"sport"! Manage a winner 
against the computer or 
hook up for a five-player 
brawl against your friends. 
Any way you look at it, it's 
a Battle Royale! 

AERO 
BLASTER 

Turbo shooters just got 
hotter! Aero Blaster, adap¬ 
ted from the coin-op Air 
Buster, ushers you through 
a fantasy world filled with 
high-tech alien hardware! 
One or two players can 
participate at the same 
time, with explosive results 
guaranteed! 

V J \_ 
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TAILSPIN 

NEC has captured the li¬ 
cense to the popular Dis¬ 
ney animated creations 
featured in this new game. 
Lead the heroes of the 
show on a mission to take 
out the bad guys and put 
an end to their dastardly 
deeds. Super graphics 
boost the appeal of this 
action title even higher! 

LORDS OP THE 
RISING SUN 

Another hot Cinemaware 
product is coming this 
spring. It's the constant 
battle between the Sam¬ 
urais and the lords in this 
Shogun-like saga. Featur¬ 
ing high resolution digitized 
graphics, high fidelity 
sound and real voices in 
this new CD. 
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TV SPORTS BASKETBALL 
Cinemaware has once again adapted one of their 

famous TV Sports lineup of games for the Turbo! 
Using the same style of play that highlights game 
play and graphics presentation, TV Sports Basketball 
brings all the action of full-court basketball to life. 
Complete with full teams of players in both practice 
and league settings, TV Sports Basketball features 
slam-dunks, three point shots and plenty of fast 
breaking basketball thrills for up to five players! 

With graphic intermissions and animations that 
really bring the game to life, TV Sports Basketball 
stands out as one of the most eagerly anticipated 
sports titles to yet appear on the Turbo! 

SUPER STAR SOLDIER 
Exploding from the stars comes this intense 

shooter sequel that shares a bit more in common 
with Blazing Lazers than its namesake. 

Super Star Soldier pits you against an armada of 
attacking alien vessels in a multi-mission blast-a- 
thon! During your mission you can acquire several 
different types of weaponry upgrades which 
themselves can be enhanced to create more 
powerful attacks. You'll need every bit of this 
firepower as you take on dozens of invading 
opponents as well as the enormous Boss creations 
that are behind the attack. All the booming and 
blasting a joystick jockey needs in life! 

BATTLE ROYALE 
Video wrestling has nev¬ 

er been like this! In Battle 
Royale you command a 
wrestling superstar who's 
up against the biggest and 
baddest opponents of the 
"sport"! Manage a winner 
against the computer or 
hook up for a five-player 
brawl against your friends. 
Any way you look at it, it's 
a Battle Royale! 

AERO 
BLASTER 

Turbo shooters just got 
hotter! Aero Blaster, adap¬ 
ted from the coin-op Air 
Buster, ushers you through 
a fantasy world filled with 
high-tech alien hardware! 
One or two players can 
participate at the same 
time, with explosive results 
guaranteed! 

BOMBER MAN 
Part puzzle, part strategy 

and part action, Bomber 
Man takes a conventional 
theme that was first 
attempted on the NES and 
super-charges it on the 
Turbo! Add five-player 
combo play and you things 
get even more hectic with 
you and your friends fight¬ 
ing to get the goods 
against each other! 
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TAILSPIN 

NEC has captured the li¬ 
cense to the popular Dis¬ 
ney animated creations 
featured in this new game. 
Lead the heroes of the 
show on a mission to take 
out the bad guys and put 
an end to their dastardly 
deeds. Super graphics 
boost the appeal of this 
action title even higher! 

LORDS OP THE 
RISING SUN 

Another hot Cinemaware 
product is coming this 
spring. It's the constant 
battle between the Sam¬ 
urais and the lords in this 
Shogun-like saga. Featur¬ 
ing high resolution digitized 
graphics, high fidelity 
sound and real voices in 
this new CD. 

CAMP 
CALIFORNIA 
Camp California is the 

setting for this animated 
adventure starring the 
Beach Boys mascot! Both 
the card and CD versions 
feature rippin' music from 
beginning to end, and 
enough action to challenge 
ever the most proficient 
pros! A great place to visit! 



IT CAME FROM THE DESERT 
SHERLOCI 

Line-up the sights as you 
stare down giant ants that are 
on the attack in Cinemaware's 
new CD-ROM extravaganza! 

Currently being developed by Cinemaware, one 
of the leading producers of softs for the computer 
field, is their translation of the classic keyboard 
action/adventure, It Came From the Desert. 
Combining one of the most ambitious incorporations of 
live-action digitized graphics with conventional game 
mechanics, It Came From the Desert represents one of 
the first Turbo CD-ROM titles to be prepared and 
programmed in the U.S. Although the game is still 

several months away, the early looks that we have had 
all indicate that this is a very special project, with legions 
of mutated, giant ants serving as 1 
the target in both the overhead 
and first-person encounters. A « 
movie-come-to-life for your ^ IS. 

Turbo CD-ROM! * T' 

That 
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abilities to put the finger on 
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ROM is suited for, featu 
music and voices! Thre 

one disc! 

WANDERS 
OF Y'S 

Following hot on the heels of the critical success of 
Y's - Books One and Two, NEC is currently working 
on an even hotter sequel, tentatively titled Wanders of 
Y's. Using many of the same play mechanics that 
made the original Y's one of the first CD-ROM mega¬ 
hits, garnering it Electronic Gaming Monthly's "Best 
RPG of 1990" award, NEC appears to have once 
again delivered! Wanders of Y's is a quest unlike any 
other, and while the Turbo version is still a few 
months away, it is shaping up to be one of the most 
remarkable quest games ever made. With tons of 
intermissions, music and voice, the second jour¬ 
ney to Y's looks even better! 

The lands of Y's are in 
trouble once again! 

FINAL ZONE II 

Another overhead shooting contest that pits your hero against a seemingly unstoppable foe, 
Final Zone II juices up the standard video game shoot-out with all the incredible sights and 

sounds that only the Turbo CD-ROM can deliver. 
Using the CD's outstanding ability to paint storylines 

across the screen with unmatched graphics and 
sound, you're thrust into the middle of an intergalactic 
conflict when the enemy engages during a surprise 
attack. Separated, you must locate your fallen com¬ 
rades and join together for an organized assault 
against the alien opponents. 

Although Final Zone II isn't the first game to use 
the overhead perspective for combat, it is the 
only one with the power of CD-ROM to give it a 
more lively, colorful and realistic plot. The Tur¬ 
bo CD-ROM enables Final Zone II to explode 
on the screen! 

TURBOCI 
CD-ROM SUP 

The fate of the universe is in 
the hands of a small band of 

survivors armed with 
armored suits and a variety of 

high-tech weapons! 

As you may know by now 
only mega-machine on the 
play advanced games tha 

graphics and sound value, t 
Turbo CD game can hold as 
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MAGICAL DINOSAUR TOUR 

ZD adventure! Take control of 
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::t the clues that each of the 
while using your deductive 
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, the TurboGrafx-16 is the 
market with the power to 

: boast not only superior 
ut challenge as well. One 
much information as 4,000 

The first video game that truly educates while it 
entertains, the Magical Dinosaur Tour showcases 

the Turbo CD-ROM's fantastic power! Using a 
menu of different options, you can learn about the 

history of the dinosaurs, their habits and possible 
reasons for their extinction. Each of these "plays" is 

done with high-resolution graphics and the superb 
audio quality that the CD affords. 

While there is no real game to be found in the Magical 
Dinosaur Tour, the disc does mark the introduction of the 

Turbo as the first real game system that can be used for 
learning - in a very interaction 
way. So sit back and watch as 
the Turbo creates a world of 
dinosaurs just for you! 

Learn about the history of the 
dinosaurs and possible 

theories on their extinction in 
The Magical Dinosaur Tour! 

VALIS II 
Valis II is an action/adventure title that uses the abilities of 

the CD-ROM interface to expand the scope of the game play and utilize voice 
and picture graphics for intermissions that are unlike 
anything you've ever seen before! 

The game play in Valis II introduces you to multiple 
worlds of action and adventure through a variety of 
scrolling scenes. Conventional round definition is em¬ 
ployed that places the heroine of the story against 
some of the biggest and baddest Bosses you'll face! In 
between the fighting, however, the game unfolds in a 
whole new direction by presenting a series of animated 
story frames that are coupled with real voices. 

For a solid CD-ROM contest with plenty of thrill and 
lots of flair, Valis II should accommodate almost 

almost any player, from the beginner 
to laser-firing veteran. 

One of the many 
intermissions that are 

featured in Valis 2! 

LAST ALERT 

however, is that NEC has 
nent of CD-ROM titles that will 
blast-em-ups like Last Alert and 
jres such as Sherlock Holmes, It 
I, the power of the TurboGrafx-16 
if discs for the CD-ROM player, 
can play not only your audio CDs, 
discs as well! The Turbo CD-ROM 

'stem! 

Like Final Zone II, Last Alert uses a combination of animated intermissions and top-perspec¬ 
tive game play to create a super-Commando style of action. As the only mercenary who can 
stop a world-wide terrorist conglomerate from taking over 
the world, you must fight your way through more than a 
dozen different rounds of intense battlefield warfare. 

While the odds may appear impossible, you're not alone 
in your quest. Throughout each of the challenging mis¬ 
sions, you have a specific goal to reach or task to over¬ 
come. Located in these war zones are more powerful 
weaponry that can spell the difference between life and 
death behind enemy lines. 

The CD-ROM unit on the TurboGrafx-16 once again 
provides a heightened level of realism and interact¬ 
ivity that can't be found anywhere else. Full-screen 
animations, realistic sound effects and real voices 
are used throughout to bring the game to life! 

The battlefield action takes 
you around the globe in an 

effort to stop the advances of 
a brutal terrorist army! 
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IT CAME PROM THE DESERT 

Line-up the sights as you 
stare down giant ants that are 
on the attack in Cinemaware's 
new CD-ROM extravaganza! 

Currently being developed by Cinemaware, one 
of the leading producers of softs for the computer 
field, is their translation of the classic keyboard 
action/adventure, It Came From the Desert. 
Combining one of the most ambitious incorporations of 
live-action digitized graphics with conventional game 
mechanics, It Came From the Desert represents one of 
the first Turbo CD-ROM titles to be prepared and 
programmed in the U.S. Although the game is still 

several months away, the early looks that we have had 
all indicate that this is a very special project, with legions 
of mutated, giant ants serving as 
the target in both the overhead 1 
and first-person encounters. A 
movie-come-to-life for your 

Turbo CD-ROM! 

WANDERS 

SHERLOCK HOLMES 

OP Y'S 

Following hot on the heels of the critical success of 
Y's - Books One and Two, NEC is currently working 
on an even hotter sequel, tentatively titled Wanders of 
Y's. Using many of the same play mechanics that 
made the original Y's one of the first CD-ROM mega¬ 
hits, garnering it Electronic Gaming Monthly's "Best 
RPG of 1990" award, NEC appears to have once 
again delivered! Wanders of Y's is a quest unlike any 
other, and while the Turbo version is still a few 
months away, it is shaping up to be one of the most 
remarkable quest games ever made. With tons of 
intermissions, music and voice, the second jour¬ 
ney to Y's looks even better! 

The lands of Y's are in 
trouble once again! 

FINAL ZONE II 

Another overhead shooting contest that pits your hero against a seemingly unstoppable foe, 
Final Zone II juices up the standard video game shoot-out with all the incredible sights and 

sounds that only the Turbo CD-ROM can deliver. 
Using the CD's outstanding ability to paint storylines 

across the screen with unmatched graphics and 
sound, you're thrust into the middle of an intergalactic 
conflict when the enemy engages during a surprise 
attack. Separated, you must locate your fallen com¬ 
rades and join together for an organized assault 
against the alien opponents. 

Although Final Zone II isn't the first game to use 
the overhead perspective for combat, it is the 
only one with the power of CD-ROM to give it a 
more lively, colorful and realistic plot. The Tur¬ 
bo CD-ROM enables Final Zone II to explode 
on the screen! 

That super 
sleuth from 
Baker Street 
makes his first 
appear-ance 
on the video 

game screen in this incredible CD adventure! Take control of 
a mysterious murder case, with your trusty apprentice, 
Watson, at your side. Collect the clues that each of the 
video game "actors" has left, while using your deductive 
abilities to put the finger on the real culprit! Sherlock 
Holmes is just the type of quest game that the CD- 
ROM is suited for, featuring digitized graphics, 
music and voices! Three com-plete games on 

one disc! 

MAGICAL DINOSAUR TOUR 

TURBOGRAFX-16 
CD-ROM SUPER POWER!! 

The first video game that truly educates while it 
entertains, the Magical Dinosaur Tour showcases 

the Turbo CD-ROM's fantastic power! Using a 
menu of different options, you can learn about the 

history of the dinosaurs, their habits and possible 
reasons for their extinction. Each of these "plays" is 

done with high-resolution graphics and the superb 
audio quality that the CD affords. 

While there is no real game to be found in the Magical 
Dinosaur Tour, the disc does mark the introduction of the 

Turbo as the first real game system that can be used for 
I L L | , j/M, I learning - in a very interaction 

way. So sit back and watch as 
I the Turbo creates a world of 

dinosaurs just for you! 

Learn about the history of the 
dinosaurs and possible 

theories on their extinction in 
The Magical Dinosaur Tour! 

VALIS II 
Valis II is an action/adventure title that uses the abilities of 

the CD-ROM interface to expand the scope of the game play and utilize voice 
and picture graphics for intermissions that are unlike 
anything you've ever seen before! 

The game play in Valis II introduces you to multiple 
worlds of action and adventure through a variety of 
scrolling scenes. Conventional round definition is em¬ 
ployed that places the heroine of the story against 
some of the biggest and baddest Bosses you'll face! In 
between the fighting, however, the game unfolds in a 
whole new direction by presenting a series of animated 
story frames that are coupled with real voices. 

For a solid CD-ROM contest with plenty of thrill and 
lots of flair, Valis II should accommodate almost 

almost any player, from the beginner 
to laser-firing veteran. 

One of the many 
intermissions that are 

featured in Valis 2! 

LAST ALERT 

Like Final Zone II, Last Alert uses a combination of animated intermissions and top-perspec- 

The fate of the universe is in 
the hands of a small band of 

survivors armed with 
armored suits and a variety of 

high-tech weapons! 
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As you may know by now, the TurboGrafx-16 is the 
only mega-machine on the market with the power to 

play advanced games that boast not only superior 
graphics and sound value, but challenge as well. One 

Turbo CD game can hold as much information as 4,000 
regular game cards! 

What you may not know, however, is that NEC has 
assembled a whole new assortment of CD-ROM titles that will 

blow you away! From fast-action blast-em-ups like Last Alert and 
Final Zone II, to enhanced adventures such as Sherlock Holmes, It 

Came From the Desert and Valis II, the power of the TurboGrafx-16 
shines through with this new library of discs for the CD-ROM player. 

Plus the TurboGrafx-16 CD-ROM can play not only your audio CDs, 
but the new CD+G music and graphic discs as well! The Turbo CD-ROM 

is much more than just a great game system! 

tive game play to create a super-Commando style of action, 
stop a world-wide terrorist conglomerate from taking over 
the world, you must fight your way through more than a 
dozen different rounds of intense battlefield warfare. 

While the odds may appear impossible, you're not alone 
in your quest. Throughout each of the challenging mis¬ 
sions, you have a specific goal to reach or task to over¬ 
come. Located in these war zones are more powerful 
weaponry that can spell the difference between life and 
death behind enemy lines. 

The CD-ROM unit on the TurboGrafx-16 once again 
provides a heightened level of realism and interact¬ 
ivity that can't be found anywhere else. Full-screen 
animations, realistic sound effects and real voices 
are used throughout to bring the game to life! 

As the only mercenary who can 

The battlefield action takes 
you around the globe in an 

effort to stop the advances of 
a brutal terrorist army! 
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TURBOGRAFX-16 
MULTI-PLAYER GAMES! 

Turbo-rap Action Por up To Piue-Piayer interaction!! 

FOOTBALL 
TV Sports Football, like the rest of 

the TurboGrafx-16 sports series, 
takes full advantage of the Turbo- 
Tap accessory to expand the scope 
of this gridiron fight and get up to 
five people in on the action! 

Whether you're aligned against 
human opponents or the computer, 
the extra realism afforded by 
the unique Turbo Tap peri¬ 
pheral is especially notice¬ 
able in this detailed and in¬ 
teractive rendition of Amer¬ 
ica's favorite Sunday after¬ 
noon athletic event. While 
the game is a standout sports 
entry for the Turbo in its solo 
mode, featuring all of the lively 
intermissions and superbly 
drawn settings that made the 
TV Sports line-up of games a 
winner on home computers, the 
options for team play add so 
much more to the strategic and 
overall content of the game. 

TV Sports Football repro¬ 
duces all of 
the familiar 
elements of the 
real game faith¬ 
fully. From the 
opening that in¬ 
troducing the 

teams to the statistical wrap-ups, 
to the slick appearance of the 
game, TV Sports 
Football delivers 
touchdown action 
from the opening 
kickoff to the final 
seconds of the 
game! 

VOLLEYBALL 
The Turbo-Tap is used for 

direct head-to-head competition 
in this simulation of champion¬ 
ship volleyball! Select tourna¬ 
ment settings and go for the 
world title against increasingly 
aggressive com- 

the Turbo- 
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levels ot head-1 

puter opponents, or open 
up the challenge by serving 
against a friend head-on! 

Don't plan on a picnic 
when you pick up Super 

Volleyball. The casual pace of 
real volleyball has been replaced 
by intense action featuring play 
techniques and maneuvers that 
bring together a tremendous 
amount of strategy and timing! A 
highly involving entry that re¬ 
quires some patience, but deliv¬ 
ers a nice payoff! 

Supplementing the Turbo- 
Grafx selection of action-adven¬ 
ture titles comes this virtual car¬ 
bon copy of the arcade quarter- 
sucker of the same name. 

Unlike most other side-scrol¬ 
ling character contests, how¬ 
ever, Tiger Road uses the pow¬ 
er of NEC's Turbo Tap to 
enable multiple-player interac¬ 
tion within the game's mixture 

TIGER 
ROAD 

of running, jumping and attack¬ 
ing. Throw in a few good warps 
and other bonus rooms and 
you've got the makings of a 

solid adventure game. 
While the Turbo Tap doesn't 

change the content of play as 
dramatically in other games, the 
options is a welcome addition to 
this coin-op conversion. 

10 - Turbo Champ 



TURBOGRAFX-16 
THIRD-PARTY GAMES! 
The Best Turbo Games Prom the Hottest Game Companies!! 

Get set for 

jj\ the intergalac- 

|?c- }Sji?! tic shoot-out of 
Mll W&iMl your life! Sini- 

stron will take 
r" = you to the lim¬ 

its of total destruction with fantastic 
graphics and a special play mech¬ 
anic that enables you to super¬ 
charge your space fighter and take 
out the invading hordes of alien 
enemies with extending bay doors 
at the front, shield blasts, wave 

Sinistron is filled with seven 
levels of combat action drawn 
against some very colorful and 
highly detailed backgrounds. As 
you progress further into the game, 
you must advance against alien 
positions deep within the core of 
the planet. It is here that you'll face 
the ultimate alien evil and be tested 
by one of the few shoot-em-up 

Sinistron from IGS is the latest 
intergalactic shoot-out to join 

the Turbo ranks, complete with 
a wide selection of power-ups 

and incredible Bosses! 

Kfex.iS one*of the rap'garpe*. 
that falls into the enviable cate-gory 
of easy to learn, difficult to master 
and totally addictive! Klax, based 
on Atari Games' ar-cade answer to 
Tetris and similar puzzle games 
that require fast thinking and quick 
hands, is based around a very 
simple premise. As tiles of various 
colors descend down a grid five 
squares in width, you must 
.manipulate a special box that can 
capture the tiles and de-posit them 
into anyone of 25 posi^tkJTfi"within 
the game^rea'below'fne gricf>- 

Collecting the tiles is only part of 
the challenge in Klax, however. 
Once the tiles are on the platform-, 
you must then align the tiles, pylet- 
tisoning them off of your sqpare, in¬ 
to different patterns such as verti¬ 
cal and horizontal rows as well as 
more complex arrangementslsuch 
as diagonals, crosses and more. 

The ^addictive natujeof Klax is 
■enhanced e^erTrrftJrewith the Tur¬ 
bo's great graphic^^ true classic! 

The coin-op reflex-puzzle game 

blows away all other home 
versions on the Turbo! 

Although it's one of the first turbo 
entries, Side Arms has yet to show 
any real signs of age. Explosive 
confrontations with Bosses and in¬ 
credible weaponry combine to 

TurboGrafx-16 with 
a great arcade con- 
ooter Side Arms, 
loss of a two-player 
Arms still succeeds 

at retaining the 
visual and in- 
teractive ap- 
peal of its coin- 
op counterpart. 

I With tons of 
I enemy forgers 

H and plenty of 

firepower, Side Arms still retains a 
valued crown as one of the best 
Turbo shooters yet introduced. 

Side Arms combines 
straightforward blast- I 
away exchanges be- 
tween our robotic hero *B * 
and a variety of alien 
agents, with simply Ut 
magnificent scrolling 

remains a classic Turbo shooter! 
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OFFICIAL TURBO GEAR 
1-800-368-8726 

The Stack Rack 
organizer from Safe 
Care Products pro¬ 
vides an easy way 
to store your Turbo- 
Grafx-16 cards in a 
manner that lets 
you choose your 
game at a glance! Whether they're dis¬ 
played horizontally or vertically, the in¬ 
terlocking Stack Racks are sure to 
keep your games safe and always easy 
to find! 

From Safe Care Products, Inc. 

The Official Turbo- 
Graf x-16 Game En¬ 
cyclopedia includ¬ 
es complete des¬ 
criptions and lots 
of winning strate¬ 
gies for nearly 
every game on 
the market and 
previews of up¬ 
coming titles! 

From Bantam 

TURBO 
ACCESSORIES 

For the ultimate in game control 
comes the Ultimate Super Stick! 
This sturdy joystick sports a wide 
base and includes options such as 
selectable auto-fire dials and a life¬ 
saving slow motion feature. 

From Beeshu, Inc. 

The Game Card Soft Pak is 
the accessory you need to take 
your Turbo cards on the go! 
Durable, padded case holds 12 
games and cases! 
From Nuby Manufacturing, Inc. 

12 - Turbo Champ 



TU
RB

O 
EXPRESS 

NEC has done their homework! 
While other game companies are 
touting portable machines that 
come in with specs that are inferior 
to their consoles and don't share 
the same softs, the brains behind 
the Turbo have cloned the mach¬ 
ine and put it into a package that 
anyone can carry, the new Turbo 
Express hand-held! 

Blast your way through mazes 
laying bombs in the first head- 
to-head game on the Express! 

With screen resolution and clarity 
that are unmatched by any rival 
portable system (which may ex¬ 
plain why the unit recently won 
Electronic Gaming Monthly's cov¬ 
eted "Best New System of the 

Year" award), the Turbo Express 
delivers video game thrills! And 
what's more, the Turbo Express 
doesn't require the purchase of 
different softs! Any Turbo game in 
your library will instantly work on 

the Express! Now you 
can Bonk your way to 
Grandmother's house 
and blow bad guys 
away on the bus! 

While the big bang 
that the Express deliv¬ 
ers does come at a 
higher price, the inter¬ 
changeable softs, as 
well as additional fun¬ 
ctions such as the 
Turbo Vision TV tuner 
and special head-to- 
head games for action 
between two Turbos, 
the appeal of NEC’s 
latest hardware is 
tough to match! 

r HAND- HELD GAME SYSTEM SPECS! 
NEC GAMEBOY LYNX GAME GEAR 

Dimensions 4.3 x 7.3 x 1.8 3.5 x 5.8 x 1.3 4.5x10.25x1.25 4.05x8.27x1.5 
Weight 15.7 Oz. 8.4 Oz. 16 Oz. 20 Oz. 
Batteries 6 AA 4 AA 6 AA 6 AAA 

Play Time 3-5 Hours 15 Hours 4-6 Hours 3 Hours 
Screen Size 2.6 Inches 2.5 Inches 3.5 Inches 3.2 Inches 
Resolution 238x312 144x160 160x102 160x142 

Colors 512 B&W 4096 4096 
Colors Displayed 512 4 Shades 16 32 
Backlight Yes No Yes Yes 
Sound Channels 6 4 3 PSG, 1 Noise 
Processor HuC6280 Custom 6502 65C02 Z-80A 
Speed 7.16 MHz 1.8 MHz 3.58 MHz 3.58 MHz 
System Ram 8K 16K 64K 8K 
Video Ram 64K 16K 
TV Tuner Yes No No Yes 
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IT'S EASY TO BEAT THE COMPETITION 

AEROBLASTER FINAL LAP TWIN 

9 

SUPER VOLLEYBALL TAKIN' IT TO THE HOOP 

BRAVOMAN CHINA WARRIOR 

NINJA SPIRIT TIGER ROAD BLAZING LAZERS 

VIGILANTE 

TV SPORTS FOOTBALL 

CRATERMAZE 

AH game tides are trademarks or registered trademarks of NEC Technologies. Inc. except those noted here. TV Spons Football is a trademark of Cinemaware Corporation; Bloody Wolf is a trademark of Data East USA. Inc; Takin' It to the Hoop and Fighting Street are trademarks of Hudson 
Soft; Vigilante and R-Type ate trademarks of IREM Corporation; Bravoman. Dragon Spirit. Galaga '90. Final Lap Twin, Pac-Land. Splarterhouse. World Court Tennis and Ordyne are trademarks of NAMCO Ltd.; Space Harner and Fantasy Zone are trademarks of SEGA of America. Inc; 



WHEN YOU'VE GOT THEM OUTNUMBERED. 

( * 

LEGENDARY AXE II 

59 
JACK NICKLAUS TURBO GOLF-CD LASTALERT-CD MAGICAL DINOSAUR TOUR-CD 

The TurboGrafx-16 system has more 
amazing 16-bit video games to choose from 
than anyone else. You can count on it. SEC 

Last Alert and Valis II are trademarks of Sin Nihon Laser Soft & Telenet Japan Co.. Ltd.; Final Zone II is a trademark of Telenet Japan Co.. Ltd; Super Volleyball is a trademark of Video System; Jack Nicklaus Turbo Golf and Jack Nicklaus Turbo Golf CD are trademarks ol Golden 
Bear International, Klax is a trademark of Tengen: Sonic Spike. Sinistron. and Tricky Kick are trademarks of IGS; Sidearms is a trademark of Radiance. Tiger Road is a trademark of CAPCOM Co.. Ltd. Boxyboy is a trademark of Yugen Kaishe Thinking Rabbit Corp. "Available Feb.. 1991. 
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Starting January 15th, 1991 at participating retailers. Offer good while supplies last. 
Offer not available in Canada. 

BRING BONK 
HOME FREE! 
The TurboGrafx-16 Video Game 

System packs some of the most 
powerful gaming action around, with 
16-bit graphics, stereo sound and game play 
good enough to be straight from the arcades! 

Now, for a limited time, when you buy 
a specially marked TurboGrafx-16 
System we'll give you the award¬ 
winning game, Bonk's Adventure ab¬ 
solutely FREE! Along with Keith Courage 
in Alpha Zones, 
you've got all the 
firepower you need 
to start your Turbo- 
filled adventures! 



(Nintendo) 

ARCADIA SYSTEMS, INC. 

18001 Cowan Street, Suite A 

Irvine, CA 92714 

Tel: (714) 833-8710 
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"FROM THE GUY IN THE BACK". 

Qbillion Club members receive the special 
Puzzle Solving Language manual(PSL) that 

allows them to share tips and pattern 
layouts. PSL is also used to receive solutions 

and compete in QBILLION Club contests! 
Make a pattern with the built-in Editor 

and send it to a friend. 

Qbillion is played in 4 layers on 
a 10 by 9 field. The cheese 
crates are bigger than Ned is, 
he can only move one at a 
time. So if a crate has 
another on top, or in front of 
it, it can't be moved. To 
push a block on the 3rd 
level Ned must stand on 
the 2nd level. 

In the 2-PLAYER mode you can 
be either Ned Zoomie or his 

little brother Burton(A.K.A. Burt 
The Brat) in a race to win tic-tac- 
toe squares by cleaning up 
Burt's little messes. 

• Get Monthly Newsletters on Up Coming Games. 

• FREE Prizes 

• Tips on How To Play 

• Discount Prices on Exciting Items. 

• PSL Manual 

Mail to: SETA U.S.A., Inc. 

105 E. Reno, Suite #22 

Las Vegas^NV 89119 

JOIN THE HOTTEST GAME 
PLAYER CLUB IN THE 

COUNTRY...ABSOLUTELY FREE.1 
Name_ 

Address_ 

City_ 

Age M 

State Zip 

Do you own a GAMEBOY?_ 

GAMEBOY_NES_ 

read ?_ 

_How many games do you own? 

_What was the last magazine you 

Others_ 
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JflA 
SETA U.S.A., INC. 

"FROM THE GUY IN THE BACK". 

Push blocks to smash bugs, or destroy them using your specially equipped weapons. You 
collect the gold by destroying bugs — bash a bug, bag the bullion. The indicator shows the 
number of bugs that must be terminated in order to clear a level. 

TOTAL OF 48 LEVELS 

GAME 

STRUT E0I > 

1 U P 

*8 

UUMP 

£ 

HEWPOH 

ft 

You may obtain special 
equipment for your 
Battle Bull by using the 
gold you collect. But 
make sure you have 
enough gold to afford 
extra power features! 

Install jumpers to 
catapult over bugs or 
attach special weapons 
to destroy bugs where 
they stand. But you 
can't use both at the 
same time! Installing 
one moves the other 
back into storage. 

Enter PASSWORDS to 
allow you to restart the 
game exactly where 
you last finished 

TOTAL OF 48 LEVELS WITH 
ULTRA SHARP 

AND CRISP GRAPHICS 
BASH A BUG... BAG THE BULLION/ 

GAME BOY 

LICENSED BY 

BATTLE 18 OUER ! I 

VOU ARE THE CHAMPION 

(Nintendo) 

©1990 SETA U.S.A..INC. QBILLION™ and 
BATTLE BULL™ are licensed trademarks of 
SETA U.S.A.JNC.Nintendo and GAMEBOY are 
registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. 

In two player mode you select difficulty level, number of sets 
per game, target count and equipment configuration to adjust 
handicap. 

QBILLION MEMBERSHIP CLUB 
Send $5.00 and receive a FREE Jc%m* 
WATCH, WALLET, PIN AND 
STICKER as a new member. Also receive ™ 
every other month a FREE NEWSLETTER with 
the latest information from here and around the 
world, as well as exciting contests. 
(Valid while supplys last. Money orders only.) 

Name_ 

Watch the timer! 
When you run it out, the 
high speed moving 
blocks will attack you. 
Use the missile to 
destroy them. 

Age 

Phone_-_-_ 

Do you own a GAMEBOY_ 

State Zip 

NES 
Mail in this coupon to: 

SETA U.S.A., INC. • 105 E. Reno Ave., Suite 22 • Las Vegas, NV 89119 
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INTERNATIONAL OUTLOOK 
NEWS, Previews anti info Prom Around the Electronic Gaming World 

Third Party Mega Drive Companies End Year With Dozens of New Games 

— 
Technosoft/Mega Drive 
ELEMENTAL MASTER 

It looks like Technosoft has another hit with El¬ 
emental Master. It's a spectacular vertical 
scroller set in an overhead perspective. Con¬ 
taining lots of new weapons which we haven't 
seen before along with huge bosses, all set on 
new planets with markedly different climates. 

WATER WORLD ICE WORLD 

Use the wave 
laser for max 

firepower! 

Get the option 
for double fire! 

EARTH WORLD 

L*fA 

Nameo/Mega Drive 
DANGEROUS SEED 

Namco of Japan is releasing another vertical scrolling shooter, 
much on the same lines as Phelios. In this you can select from 
three different ships, each equipped with unique weapons. Patrol 
the universe and dive down to some of the planets in search of the 
enemy. The aliens are huge and attack with immense firepower. 
Your ship, or formation, can be powered up three times, each time 
you gain an additional weapon like heat seeking missiles, ring 
lasers and ion cannons. 

The P square adds 
another weapon to 

your arsenal! 

Dodge the bosses' 
fire by moving to one 
side and fly back in to 

take a few shots. 
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A 
Little 

Light 

Goes 

A 

Long 

Way 

LightBoy; there’ 
no better way 
to see the 
light. 

Magnifies image 1 1/2 times 
Batteries included! 

VIC TOKAI INC. 
22904 Lockness Ave., 
Torrance, California 90501 
TEL: (213) 326-8880 
Nintendo,®Game Boy™ and Nintendo Entertainment System 
are trademarks of NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC. 
LightBoyrM is a trademark of Nintendo licensed exclusively 
to VIC TOKAI INC. 

CIRCLE #125 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 
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Climax/Mega Drive 

SHINING DARKNESS 
From the developers who did Dragonquest 3 and 4 for Enix, comes a new super-RPG for the Mega 

Drive. Containing seemingly endless dungeons set in a first person perspective, this 8 meg wonder will 
be coming out in Japan in March. The above ground quest is equally as extensive, containing 
numerous cities and a world of immense proportions. The battle scenes are like Phantasy Star 2 and 3 
with highly detailed graphics and spectacular character animation. Coming to the U.S. later in 1991. 

V J 

f \ 
Sega of Japan/Mega 

Drive 

'4 IN ONE CART' 
It is rumored that Sega of Japan is planning to 

bring out a 'multi-game' cart. While no specific 
name has been decided on yet, the games will 
probably include Hang On, Shinobi, Zaxxon and a 
yet another great title. 

The word is that 
Sega of Japan 

may try bringing 
out a cart with 4 

games on it! 

At least 3 of the 
games would be 
Sega classics: 

Shinobi, Hang On, 
and Zaxxon! 

V J 

r \ 
Telenet/PC Engine 

AVENGER 
From the masters at Telenet of Japan comes a 

new shooter for the CD-ROM. Your futuristic car 
can turn into a helicopter to fly away from trouble. 
Lots of weapons and power-ups, all of which will 
be needed for the constant action. It's an 
overhead view with great cinema intermissions 

and dialogue. 

Explosive 
battle 

scenes! 
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DONTTURN THAT PAGE 
WE KRIONS HAVE YOUR P 

a predator planet, and your only hope 

against the Krion Empire is a witch that 

vanished generations ago. Francesca, we 

need you! 

Earth's skies are raining metallic men from 

The good witch Francesca, who 
has come to save the planet from 
The Krion Empire, has infiltrated 
the ice base! Before she can do 
battle with Yukimaru, the Snow 
Monster, she must get by this 
Krion Menace! 

"Gasp...Choke!!!" Francesca 
had better find an air pocket 
fast or risk drowning! 

■ Among the clouds Francesca 
searches for Sky Hawk's base. 
Beware of the robo bees and 
deadly spikes! 

■ Thousands of miles above the 
earth Francesca continues her 
quest to end the Krion reign! 

The Krion Conquest 
THIS GAME 

IS LICENSED BY NINTENDO • 
FOR PLAY ON THE 

(Nintendo) 
cnTEF imenT 

SVSTEm® 

VIC TOKAI INC. 
22904 Lockness Ave., Torrance, California 90501 / TEL: (213) 326-8880 

Official 

(Nintendo) 

Seal of Quality ^ 

Nintendo ® and Nintendo Entertainment System ® are trademarks of NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC. The Krion Conquest is a trademark of VIC TOKAI, INC. 
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FACT-FILE 
Manufacturer: Nintendo 
Machine: Super Famicom 
Cartridge Size: 4 Meg 
Number of Levels: 70+ 
Theme: Adventure 
Difficulty: Easy 
Number of Players: 2 
Available: Nov 1990 (Japan) 

MMRMO IS BACKI 
Super Mario World, one of the first releases for the Nintendol 6-Bit in Japan, is 

a phenomenal game, featuring the best from the creative minds at the big 'N.' 
This time Mario must face 8 new worlds divided into more than 70 different levels of play! Incredible game play and a 
new cast combined with the enhanced graphic and sound quality of the SFX, makes SMB4 an instant classic! 

CHEESE 
BRIDGE 

VANILLA 
DOME 

DONUT 
WORLD 

? ooooa 

STAR WORLD DINO 
ISLAND 

SODA 
DAM 

CHOCOLATE 
ISLAND 

Find the hidden keys 
in each world. 

Use the key to open 
the warp zone and 
discover many new 

worlds. 

12...Electronic Gaming Monthly 

At the end of each 
level earn stars by 
jumping into the 

moving bar. 

Collect 100 stars and 

Mario will go to the 
bonus round where he 
can get up to 8 1-ups! 



POWER IIP 

MARIO! 

SUPER 
MARIO 

FIERY CAPE 
MARIO MARIO 

FLIP 

The 
classic 
SMB. 
1-up 
trick! DiVEBOMB 

PflJRRSIO INI .ACTION:! 

More moves, attacks and ways to 

RUN JUMP FLY 

DUCK STOP FLOAT 

HOLD SPIN PARACHUTE 

RIDE IN WALK SWIM 
CLOUD UP WALL 

TEAMS IIP WITH DINO! 

RED YELLOW BLUE GREEN 

IMARIO 

. s 

When an egg hatches, and a little 
dino appears, pick him up and feed 

him 5 turtles to make him grow. 
Eat a red 
turtle... 

and Dino 
spits fire! 

Eat a blue Eat a yellow one 
turtle and and Dino has 

Dino can fly! Super Stomp! 
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COIN 

POWER-UPS HMD ITEMS 
There are many new items and power-ups in Super Mario World 

that Mario can find and use in his quest to save the princess. A new 
feature in this game is the power-up storage at the top of the screen. 
You can now carry more than one item at a time and use them when 
you need it the most. Here are a few of the things that you'll find. 

DRAGON COIN SUPER MUSHROOM FIRE FLOWER 

Collect 
100 

coins to 
receive a 
free man. 

the same 

Get this 
and turn 

into 
Super 

Mario. 

This 
flower 

turns you 
into Fiery 

Mario. 

CAPE FEATHER 1-UP MUSHROOM 3-UP MOON EGG 

Catch it 
and you 

can fly as 
Cape 

Mario. 

Find the 
gives moon 

Mario or and 

Luigi one receive 3 
extra life. free men. 

Find a 
Dino 

inside or 
other 

surprises. 

ACORN SUPER STAR DINO WINGS SPRING BOARD 

Feed 10 of 
these to 
Dino and 
he lays 
an egg 

Makes 
you 

^53 / invincible 
for a 
while. 

While on 
Dino, get 
these and 
go to the 

Cloud Zone. 

Use it to 
jump high¬ 

er, it can 
be taken 
with you. 

POWER BALLOON JUMP BLOCK STAR BLOCK SURPRISE BLOCK 

Blows 
Mario up 
so he can 

float 
around. 

Like the 
Spring 

Board, but 
some hold 

items. 

S Hit it with 
30 or more 
coins and 

a 1-up 
appears. 

Hit the 
switch and 
all dotted 
lines turn 

into blocks. 

MESSAGE BLOCK SPINNING BLOCK SWITCH BLOCK QUESTION BLOCK 

Gives 
you hints 
and tips 

along the 
way. 

If you hit it, 
it spins 

around and 
you can't 

stand on it. 

Hit it and 
blocks 

turn into 
coins and 
vice versa. 

Holds 
coins, 
items, 

and bean 
stalks. 

FLYING BLOCK MULTI BLOCK ON/OFF BLOCK HALFWAY MARK 

Same as 
Question 
Block but 
this one 

has wings. 

The item 
inside 
flashes 

from one 
to another. 

Does 
many 

things, 
turns off 

traps. 

Starts your 
next life 

halfway in 
the level 

you died in. 
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WORLD 1: DING ISLAND 

Yellow 
switch 

On Dino Island you'll encounter a variety of new 
enemies, so now is the time to get acquainted with Dino. 
After finishing 1-1 you can go to the room with the yellow 
surprise switch, be sure to get it. Hitting the switch will 
make things easier later on in the game. 

WORLD 2: DONUT WORLD 

GHOSTHOUSE 1 

Donut World is filled with mysteries and secrets. It's a good thing Mario can get 
the feather here, he'll need it to discover the warp keys. You'll also get to explore 
your first Ghosthouse here! The key to open the path to the green surprise switch 
is hidden somewhere on this world, so look carefully in the eerie caverns. 

WORLD 3: VANILLA DOME BMW [illCASTLE 

2\GHOSTHOUSE2 

Vanilla Dome brings you to 
the mysterious land of under¬ 
ground lakes and lava rivers. 
The red surprise switch can 
be found here. Watch out for 
the Atomic Telesa haunting 
the 2nd Ghosthouse! 

*W.. «0 as attrae 

- & 

2 hi 

Super Mario World, Super Mario Bros. 4 and Mario characters are TM & © 1990 by Nintendo Co., Ltd of Japan. 
Electronic Gaming 
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, Time of Day 
Ball Lie 
Wind Speed and 
Direction. 
Sand traps 
Trees 

The information screen shows 
the layout of the hole plus other 

factors which affect how you 
should play the next shot! 

Dva/hasid 
vl y w of 

The Super Fami, with its large 
color palate, can show shadi¬ 
ngs that give the illusion of 3-D. 

T and E is anew name to the SF market but their first 

product already brings new programming technology 
to the infant SF system. Called Polysis, this software 
algorithm allows for extremely high resolution scaling 
and it is being incorporated in a golf game! With this, 
the scaling of the view of the hole is performed in very 
small steps and not as coarse as in Pilotwings. Also, 
small objects like the ball and flowers are scaled 
realistically, in addition, it s a great golf game! 

Rather than 
creating a whole 
new game from 

scratch T and E is 
converting an FM 

Towns game! 

As you approach the 
hole, the view scales 
forward to where your 

ball lies. 

In a similar fashion. if your 
shot goes past the hole the 

view scrolls, scales and 
rotates to the new position. 

Super Fami owners will be blessed with not just one 
but two golf games in another month. Hal’s game 
offers spectacular color shadings which give a very 
real impression of 3-0 images. With hills and valleys 
on the course plus sandtraps that have actual depth to 
them, this version of golf is the most realistic to date! 



Capcom 

ti. mmm&\ 

»to the Super Famicom 

market head first with at least 4 great titles in the 
next 6 months. UN Squadron is the newest 
announcement and it will be Capcoms first shooter 
for the SF. Sporting elaborate, multi layered 
backgrounds, this side view shooter takes place 
over jungles, deserts, forests and up in the sky high 
above the clouds. With a wide variety of weapons 
like Phoenix heat seeking missiles, bombs and 
cannons UN Squadron ought to be an instant hit! 

The third in the series of Y's 
quests will be coming out on both, 
CD for the PC Engine and cart fro 
the SF. While the SF version will be 
a large cart in its own right, it just 
doesn't have the memory to have 
the rockin tunes and great cinema 
intermissions that the gigabit CD 
can produce. On the other hand, 
the main quest will be there, and 
the game will be spruced up with 
new and enhanced graphics and 
game play that the SF can deliver. 

WANDERERS FROM Y'S 
ise 8 megabit First Half 1991 

Seta 8 megabit February 1991 

Seta's first SF game is going to be a huge 

8 megabit RPG. As the photos show, 
Gdleen is quite similar in layout to a 
Phantasy Star 2. That is, the quest is set in 
an overhead perspective with pull down 
windows. The battle scenes will zoom into a 
PS2 type head-on view with your options for 
battle sho^vn below. With 8 meg though, the 
enemy are highly detailed and fully ani¬ 
mated. The mazes are, again, like PS2 set in 
a 3/4 overhead view and consisting of 
screen after screen of intertwining 
corridors, all loaded with huge enemies. 



EGM VISITS - TAITO 
OF AMERICA 

It is no mystery where the 
roots of the current video game 
craze were planted. The 
Nintendo Entertainment Sys¬ 
tem, Sega Genesis and NEC 
TurboGrafx all started out as 
quite different machines in 
Japan, where the cosmetic 
differences in their name and 
shell are about the only thing 
that disguises them. When it gets 
right down to it, the vast majority of 
the games that the aforemen¬ 
tioned systems play all got their start 
on the Japanese predecessors- the 
Nintendo Famicom, Sega Mega 
Drive and the NEC PC Engine. 

Like these systems and the games 
they play, nearly all of the Nintendo 
third-party licensees and many of 
the sponsor companies for the Sega 
Genesis all have their origins back 
on the island of Japan. 
The distance between the Japanese 
and the American subsidiaries is 
quite great and due to this fact, a lot 
of the heritage in many of these 
companies is lost to the game 
playing public on these shores. 

There is one company, however, 
that has made a huge impact on the 
way we all play games, with a 
number of various companies that 
all share video games in common. 
With an empire that extends from 
game development to coin-op 
production to arcades to consumer 
products for nearly every system on 

the market, Taito has been a major 
force in shaping the trends of the 
past and delivering new types of 
sights and sounds on a continuous 
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Taito has just set up their new corporate 
headquarters in Wheeling Illinois. 

basis. 
The humble beginnings of Taito 

can be traced back to 1953 when 
Mr. Michael Kogan established the 
Taito Trading Co. At that time he 
was manufacturing jukeboxes for 
the Japanese market. He later 
expanded into the pinball machine 
business and this evolved, through 
his research and development staff, 
to the arcade video games as we 
know now. In 1973, Taito estab- 

The President of Taito of Japan 
Keisuke "Kasey" Hasegawa 

lished an office in the U.S. 
The real impact that Taito 

was to make on video games 
was not made until 1979, 
when the first arcade mega-hit 
was born. The concept was 
simple enough, arrange six 
rows of aliens into formation. 
Give the player a horizontally 
mobile cannon that can fire 
one shot at a time to take out 
the invaders. To make things 

a bit more difficult, have the space 
creatures move side to side and 
descend whenever they reach the 

left or right boundaries of the screen. 

Taito's newest version of their 

original Space Invaders theme 
x- Majestic Twelve! 

Throw in a roaming UFO for bonus 

points and give the opponents 
missiles of their own to drop on the 
player and you get Space Invaders. 

Much more than just Space 
Invaders, which was later subli¬ 
censed to Bally/Midway for 
distribution in the U.S., was born 
when Taito introduced this game to 
an unsuspecting public. Space 
Invaders pointed the infant video 
game industry in the right direction 
by showing that imaginative ideas, 



Jungle Hunt had the player 
swinging on vines. 

with highly addictive play themes, 
could work on video screens and 
prove to be very profitable. After 
Space Invaders, we saw Galaxian, 
Galaga and countless other space 
shooters make a lasting impact in 
the arcades of America. Indeed, 
some could say, that when Space 
Invaders descended upon the world, 
so did the first video game revolu¬ 
tion. 

Taito didn't stop with Space 
Invaders either. After this monu¬ 
mental game, Taito offered up 
Space Invaders Deluxe as an 
enhanced version of the original 

title. 
The company continued its string 

of coin-op hits by introducing 
games that relied on new and 
unusual play themes to grab 
attention and sustain player interest 
Although many companies took the 
safe path and continued to imitate 
the pulse-pounding action of Space 
Invaders and its ilk ad nauseum, 
Taito always took risks needed to 
bring something original to the game 
players. Their attention to creativity 
and development continually paid off 
with the introduction of the first 

Another new game concept 
was tried in the game Qix. 

successful side scrolling action 
game, Jungle King (which was later 
renamed Jungle Hunt) and the first 
puzzle-action game, Qix. 

While Taito's contributions to the 
development of so many gaming 
genres would continue throughout 
the eighties, the success of these 
games was not entirely a surprise to 
the company. Using its extensive 
network of arcades throughout 
Japan, where Taito owns and 
operates more than 100,000 coin¬ 
op games, Taito was afforded the 
luxury of developing more original 
titles and gauging within their own 
arcades whether or not a particular 
game would have the strength to 

In Japan Taito has a large 
network of arcade s. 

attract even larger followings. If they 
wanted to, Taito could even develop 
and manufacture games exclusively 
for the popular arcade 
chains. This combination 
of successful arcade hits 
and profitable develop¬ 
ment allowed Taito to 
seize an opportunity that 
no other companies have 
been able to enjoy,to fund 
groups of developers,both inside 
and outside of the company, 
knowing that even the less 
appealing games would still enjoy 
a profitable life within the Taito 
arcade chain. 

The extra impact of this 
development power was felt immed¬ 
iately as even more Taito games 
began to score big with players. 
Some of them, like Twin Cobra, 
were licensed to other companies 
such as Romstar for distribution 
here in the United States. That didn't 
detract from the appeal of these 
games, it simply provided an even 

wider marketing arm for the parent 
company. Not only was Twin Cobra 
able to revitalize the slide and shoot 
genre 
(which began with Space invaders), 
but they also introduced the first 
wrestling game, Mat Mania, through 
Chicago manufacturer Memetron. 

In addition to actually giving many 
fledgling game companies the ability 
to compete with strong product, 
Taito was still further making an 
impact on the future of gaming by 
building up many of the leading 
developers from Japan. Toaplan, 
now a well known name in both 
arcade and consumer manufac¬ 
turing, was a small but highly 
respected band of developers when 
Taito gave them the go-ahead to 
concentrate on many high profile 
projects. Toaplan's apparent skill at 
creating new twists on the conven¬ 
tional shootem-up themes enabled 
the company to not only prosper 
under Taito's guidance, but also 
bring to the gaming world all-time 
classics such as, you guessed it , 
Twin Cobra. 

Taito was also way ahead of the 
competition when it came to the 
consumer market. While it was true 
that Taito had done a very good job 
of licensing specific titles such as 
Jungle Hunt out to other companies 

Taito has always been known to be at 
the forefront of technology and willing 

to try new ideas, like this double 
monitor arcade game - Darius! 

during the days of the 2600 and 
Intellivision, it wasn't until Mr. Kogan 
noticed that Nintendo was readying 
a new cartridge-based machine that 
Taito finally came into its own. 
Immediately signing on as one of the 
first six licensees gave Taito the 
valuable right to produce their own 
cartridges for the Nintendo Famicom 
in Japan, a right that no future 
developers or producers would ever 
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enjoy. 
With the Nintendo system 

becoming a part of Japanese 
culture, Taito immediately conver¬ 
ted over some of their best coin-op 
titles and worked at giving the new 
console a life of its own with 
original efforts. The combination 
proved successful as Taito had, 
due to the keen insight of its 
founder, conquered yet another 
frontier of electronic gaming. 

The emphasis on consumer 
gaming blossomed even further 

Insector-X is one of Taito's 
newest Famicom games. 

when NEC introduced a new 
system known as the PC Engine. 
Boasting an even more impressive 
ability to splash color and graphics 
across the video game screens, the 
PC Engine allowed the Taito de¬ 
velopers to finally bring the broader 
imagination that the company had 

always shown at the arcade level, 

to the consumer market. Again 
proving to be a wise decision, the 
Taito involvement with PC Engine 
development was a contributing 
factor to the incredible strength the 

Operation Wolf scored a hit as 
an arcade to PC Engine game. 

machine had displayed in Japan. 
Releasing a constant stream of 
quality softs insured that the PC 
Engine would maintain the 
attention of the gamers, and their 
support has paid off. Now, with the 
introduction of the Mega Drive, 

Taito has stepped into a new 
category once again, using the 
enhanced abilities of the Sega 16 Bit 
to bring even more incredible games 
to the screen such as Heavy Unit, 
Twin Cobra, and The Ninja Warriors. 

As Nintendo began to make in¬ 
roads into the American game 
market, Taito followed. As one of the 

in m 
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Elevator Action and The Legend 
of Kage were two of Taito's first 

games for the NES. 

Darius 2 proves to be as 
spectacular on the Mega Drive 

as it was in the arcades! 

first licensees for the system that 
had something to prove, Taito 
entered with four titles led by a 
nearly pixel-perfect rendition of the 
ballbashing Arkanoid, complete with 
special paddle controller. As part of 
taito's commitment to the North 
American launch of Nintendo's 8- 
Bit, Taito established secondary 
marketing, development and sales 
offices in Vancouver, British 

r 
The Front Line of Taito of America! 

"\ 

The driving force behind Taito of America includes: Mr. Yoshiharu Suzuki, Executive Vice President; Mr. 
Tetsuzo (Ted) Kato, Executive Vice President - Consumer Division; Mr. James J. Miskell, General Manager; Mr. 

Larry Stalman, Marketing Coordinator; and Ms. Alison D. Quant, Market Research. 
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Colombia to remain close to 
Nintendo's headquarters and keep 
closer control over the shipping of 
new product. With several years of 
successful operation in both the 

[ acoRE^f^^O si 

As the Game Boy became popular 
Taito was right there with Flipull. 
Soon to come is Bubble Bobble! 

Nintendo and computer software 
fields, capped off by relationships 
with leading developers such as 
Natsume, and licenses such as 
Indiana Jones and the Last Cru- 

Indiana Jones and the Last Cru¬ 
sade will soon be out for the NES. 

sade, Taito is once again making a 
major move to increase their control 
over the future of video games. 

To facilitate this important step, 
Taito has brought the consumer 
division back into the corporate 
headquarters just outside of Ch¬ 
icago. Led with a new team headed 
up by coin-op veteran Lawrence 
Stalman, with continued consultation 
provided by the key executives of 
the Vancouver operation, Taito is 
determined to create a new aware¬ 
ness for the company label and 
make sure that game players know 

Air Inferno offers the state of the art 
in filled polygon 3-D technology! 

that the name Taito is synonymous 
with quality and fun. "It's important to 
us to get out the message that Taito 
will spare no expense to bring the 
same level of creative integrity to our 
consumer products," explained 
Marketing Director Lawrence 
Stalman, "as we have displayed in 
our arcade hits. With the history that 

this company enjoys and the recog¬ 
nition that players have with the Taito 
name, this should be no problem at 
all." 

By bringing the consumer division 
into the existing structure of the 
company, the home gaming market 
will also benefit from the arcade arm 
of the company. With new titles like 
Space Gun and Space Invaders 4 
completing the circle that was started 
over a decade ago with the first Taito 
super-hit, this type of input is sure to 
bring about only a positive influence 
on the games you see for the 
consoles. 

Even though the market for 
Nintendo products is becoming 
brutally competitive, Taito's blueprint 

The ultimate simulation - The 
fully rotating D3-Bos! 

for success calls for a method of 
development and marketing that 
follows the very tradition of what the 
company's all about...new ideas and 
a creative approach. 

r The Evolution of Games At Taito! A 

ARCADE HOME -- 

"V 
THE PAST - 

RENEGADE 

THE PAST - 

JUNGLE 
HUNT. 

THE PRESENT - 

MAJESTIC TWELVE 

V 
THE FUTURE - 

D3-BOS 
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AROUND AND AROUND THEY GO! 

R-360 
And you thought that being 

thrown around in a sitdown 
OutRun was great. Well you 
haven't seen anything yet. 
Sega has a new arcade 
game called the R-360. As in 
fighter, you are thoroughly 
strapped in, with a monitor in 
front of you playing a new 
version of G-LOC. If you want 
to roll your plane the 360 
physically rolls you, quickly 
and simultaneously! If you 
want to do a flip - you 
guessed it, over you go! All 
very forcefully and with very 
little time lag. But keep 
shooting as the action is 
nonstop! There's no doubt 
about it, after trying it out, the 
R-360 is as close to true 
fighter combat we'll ever see. 

D3-BOS 
There I stood, waiting nervously outside the 

1 huge silver sphere. 
The butterflys in my 
stomach were star¬ 
ting to respond. Or 
was it just the egg 
rolls I had for lunch? 
No time to worry as 
it was now my turn. 

The D3- BOS is a solid 

The R-360 uses G- 
LOC and flips you 

around as you play! 

Soon to come to the U.S.! 

sphere! 

The door opened! Inside were two seats! 
After the R-360, the elaborate strapping 
and harnesses didn't bother me but when 

the door was closed it 
got dark as the D3 is 
completely enclosed. 
In front of me was a 
monitor and the soft¬ 
ware was coming from 

a new high tech laser disc. As it went 
through the demo I got twisted, rotated, flip¬ 
ped and rolled in all directions! And fast -1 
rotation per second! Ohhhh, I don't feel good! 

FROM HOME VERSION TO ARCADE l 

THUNDER FORCE Z 

AC 

Level 1 home version. 

It doesn't happen too often 
when a version of a home 
inspires an arcade coin-op 
but, coming soon is an 
arcade adaptation of the 
spectacular Technosoft 
Genesis mega-hit - Thun¬ 
der Force 3! The game has 
remained virtually intact, 
and this says a lot for our 
home version! The graphics are 
nearly identical and the only 
apparent change (other than the 
direct RGB input to the monitor) is 
the movement of the status 
info from the top to the 
bottom of the screen! All 
the different worlds are 
there, especially Gorgon - 
the world of flames! This is 
Technosofts first arcade 
game and it's a good one! Level 1 arcade. 

Level 3 home version. Level 3 arcade. 

BLAST FROM THE PAST! 
NAME THESE GAMES?? 

OK, so you think you know arcade games? Here are a couple 
of oldies. Tell us what their names are. 
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At PLAY IT AGAIN, we 
by mail order since * ~ ' 
Yo 

i' Kiy it iivjvin 

UN, we have been buying and selling used Video Game Cartridges 
1982 (originally as Forest Hills Used Video Game Cartridges Inc.) 

s those Nintendo, Gameboy, Sega, Genesis. Turbografx-16 and Atari 
2600 cartridges you don’t play anymore. We will send payment within 7 to 10 days of 
receipt of your cartridges. We offer a one-year limited wananty on all used video 
game cartridges we sell. We will ship your order with 30 days. If we are unable to com¬ 
pletely fill your order we will refund your money and send you a 10% discount 
coupon good for 1 year on all the products we sell. If you love to play video games 
then you 11 love us. For complete current price list-check list for over 1000 titles, send 
$1.00 (one dollar) no checks, to: PLAY IT AGAIN, P.O. Box 6718-EG. Dept. List, 
Flushing, NY 11365. For lifetime club membership which includes FREE PLAY IT 
AGAIN T-SHIRT, 5% discount on all purchases. We pay members 10% above the 
quoted prices when they sell cartridges, unadvertised specials for members only. Send 
$30.00 to Dept. ESN. State T-shirt sizes S. M, L. XL. 

NINTENDO 
We Sell $19.95 
We Buy $5.00 
□ 10 YARD FIGHT 
□ 1942 
□ALFA MISSION 
□ATHENA 
□BALLOON FIGHT 
□BASEBALL 
□CLU CLU LAND 
□COMMANDO 
□DEADLY TOWERS 
□ELWAY’S QUARTERBACK 
□EXCITE BIKE 
□FRIDAY THE 13TH. 
□GAUNTLET 
□GHOSTS ’N GOBLINS 
□GOLF 
□GOTCHA 
□GRADIUS 
□GUMSHOE 
□ICE CLIMBER 
□ICE HOCKEY 
□IKARI WARRIORS 
□IKARI WARRIORS II 
□IRON TANK 
□JACKAL 
□JAWS 
□KARATE CHAMP 
□KARATE KID 
□KUNG FU 
□LEGENO OF KAGE 
□LIFE FORCE 
□MACH RIDER 
□MAGMAX 
□METAL GEAR 
□METR0ID 
□MUSCLE 
□OPERATION WOLF 
□OTHELLO 
□PLATOON 
□PRO-AM RACING 
□RAID ON BUNGLING BAY 
□RAMBO- 
□RENEGADE 
□RUSH N ATTACK 
□RYGAR 
□SECTION Z 
□SKATE OR DIE 
□SKYKID 
□SPELUNKER 
□SPY HUNTER 
□SPY VS. SPY 1 
□STAR FORCE 
□STAR VOYAGER 
□T&C SURF DESIGN 
□TENNIS 
□TIGER-HELI 
□TOP GUN 
□TRACK AND FIELD 
□TRACK AND FIELD II 
□TROJAN 
□URBAN CHAMPION 
□VOLLEYBALL 
□WILD GUNMAN 
□WINTER GAMES 
□WIZARDS & WARRIORS 
□WORLD RUNNER (3-0) 
□WRECKING CREW 
□XENOPHOBE 
□XEVIOUS 
□ZANAC 

We Sell $24.95 
We Buy $10.00 
□8 EYES 
□ 1943 
□720* 
□ADVENTURE ISLAND 
□ADV. OF BAYOU BILLY 
□ADV. OF DINO RIKI 

SINCE 1982 

□ADV. OF TOM SAWYER 
□ADVENTURES OF LINK 
□ADVENTURES OF LOLO 
□AFTERBURNER 
□AIR FORTRESS 
□AIRWOLF 
□ALIEN SYNDROME 
□AMAGON 
□ANTICIPATION 
□ARCHON 
□ASTYANAX 
□BABY BOOMER 
□BASES LOADED 
□BIONIC COMMANDOS 
□BLADES OF STEEL 
□BLASTER MASTER 
□BOMBER MAN 
□BREAKTHRU 
□BUMP N JUMP 
□BARAI FIGHTER 
□BURGER TIME 
□CAPTAIN COMIC 
□CASTLEQUEST 
□CASTI EVANIA 
□CITY ' EJECTION 
□CLASH AT DEMONHEAD 
□COBRA COMMAND 
□COBRA TRIANGLE 
□COMIC CAPER 
□CONTRA 
□CRYSTAL MINES 
□CYBERNOID 
□DASH GALAXY 
□DEFENDER OF THE CROWN 
□DEFENDER II 
□DEMON SWORD 
□DESSERT COMMANDER 
□DESTINATION EARTH STAR 
□DR. CHAOS 
□DR. JEKYLL & MR. HYDE 
□DONKEY KONG 
□DONKEY KONG CLASSICS 
□DONKEY KONG 3 
nOONKEY KONG JR 
□DONKEY KONG JR MATH 
□DOUBLE DRIBBLE 
□DRAGON POWER 

□DUCKrALES 
□ FAXANADU 
□ FIGHTING GOLF 
□FREEDOM FORCE 
□GALAGA 
□GHOSTBUSTERS 
□GOLGO 13 
□GOONIES II 
□GUERILLA WARS 
□GUNSMOKE 
□GUARDIAN LEGEND 
□GYRUSS 
□HOOPS 
□HYDLIDE 
□I CAN REMEMBER 
□IMPOSSIBLE MISSION 2 
□INFILTRATOR 
□ IRONSWORD 
□JOUST 
□KARNOV 
□KID NIKI 
□KINGS KNIGHT 
□LEGACY OF WIZARD 
□LEGEND OF ZELDA 
□LEGENDARY WINGS 
□LODE RUNNER 
□MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL 
□MAPPY-LAND 
□MICKEY MOUSECAPADE 
□MILLIPEDE 
□MILON'S SECRET CASTLE 
□MONSTER PARTY 
□MYSTERY QUEST 
□NINJA GAIDEN 

□PACMAN 
□PEBBLE BEACH 
□P'RADIKUS 
□PINBALL 
□ PREDATOR 
□PRISONER OF WAR 
□PRO WRESTLING 
□PUNCH OUT 
□QBERT 
□RBI BASEBALL 
□RACKET ATTACK 
□RAD RACER (3-D) 
□RAID 2020 
□RAMPAGE 
□RESCUE 
: ROAD BLASTER 
□ROAD RUNNER 
□ROBO WARRIOR 
□SEICROSS 
□SESAME ST ABC 
□SESAME ST. 123 
□SHOOTING RANGE 
□SIMON'S QUEST 
□SKY SHARK 
□SLALOM 
□STAR SOLDIER 
□STINGER 
□SUPER DODGE BALL 
□TABOO 
□TAG TEAM WRESTLING 
□THUNOERCADE 
□TO THE EARTH 
□TWIN COBRA 
□TWIN EAGLE 
□VINDICATORS 
□WORLD GAMES 
UWRESTLEMANIA 
□XEXYZ 

WE SELL $29.95 
WE BUY $15.00 
CABADOX 
□A BOY ANO HIS BLOB 
□AOVENTURES OF LOLO 2 
□ALL PRO BASKETBALL 
□BACK TO THE FUTURE 
□BAD DUDES 
LJBAD NEWS BASEBALL 
□BASEBALL SIM 1.000 
□BATTLE OF OLYMPUS 
□BLACK BASS 
□BUBBLE BOBBLE 
□BUGS BUNNY 
□CALIFORNIA GAMES 
□CASINO KID 
□CHESSMASTER 
□CHUBBY CHERUB 
□CODE NAME VIPER 
□CYCLE SHOOTING 
□DIG DUG 2 
□DOUBLE DARE 
□DOUBLE DRAGON 
□ DYNOWARZ 
□ELEVATOR ACTION 
□EVERT AND LENDL TENNIS 
□FANTASY ZONE 
□ FAST BREAK 
□FESTERS QUEST 
□FIST OF NORTH STAR 
□FLYING ORAGON 1 
□GALACTIC CRUSADER 
□GHOSTBUSTERS 2 
□GOAL 
□GODZILLA 
□HEAVY BARREL 
□HOLLYWOOD SQUARES 
□INDIANA JONES 
□JEOPARDY 
□JEOPARDY JR. 
□JORDON VS BIRD 
□KID KOOL 
□KID ICARUS 

□KINGS OF THE BEACH 
□KNIGHT RIDER 
□LUNAR POOL 
□MAGIC OF SCHEHERAZADE 
□MARBLE MADNESS 
□MARIO BROS. 
□MARVEL'S XMEN 
□ MEGAMAN 2 
□MIGHTY BOMB JACK 
□MISSION COBRA 
□MS. PACMAN 
□NAT'L FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
□NINJA KID 
□PAPER BOY 
□PERFECT FIT 
□PHANTOM FIGHTER 
□PINBOT 
□POPEYE 
□RING KING 
□RIVER CITY RANSOME 
□ ROBO DEMON 
□ROCK N BALL 
□ROGER RABBIT 
□ROLLING THUNDER 
□ROMANCE 3 KINGDOMS 
□SHADOWGATE 
□SHINOBI 
□SILENT SERVICE 
□SILKWORM 
□SNAKES REVENGE 
□SNOOPY 
□SOCCER 
□SOLOMONS KEY 
□SOLSTICE 
□SQOON 
□STEALTH 
□STRIOER 
□SUPER CONTRA 
□SUPER OFF ROAD 
□SUPERSPIKE V BALL 
□SUPER SPRINT 
□SUPER MARIO BROS. 2 
□SUPERMAN 
□SUPER PITFALL 
□TARGET RENEGADE 
□TECMO BASEBALL 
□TECMO BOWL 
□TERRA CRESTA 
□TETRIS 
□THREE STOOGES 
□TOOBIN 
□TOP GUN II 
□TURBO RACING 
□ULTIMA 
□VEGAS DREAM 
□WILLOW 
□WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
□ACTION KUNG FU 
□ADV IN MAGIC KINGDOM 
□ARKISTAS RING 
□BATTLE CHESS 
□BIGFOOT 
□BOULDER DASH 
□CABAL 
□CAPTAIN SKYHAWK 
□CASTLE OF DRAGON 
I ’CAVEMAN GAMES 
□CHIP N DALE 
□CIRCUS CAPERS 
□CONFLICT 
□DEXTERITY 
□DRAGON SPIRIT 
□DUGEON MAGIC 
□DUSTY DIAMOND 

SOFTBALL 
□FINAL MISSION 
□GALAXY 5000 
□GILLIGANS ISLANO 
□IMAGE FIGHT 
□INDIANA JONES LAST CR. 
□JEOPARDY 25th ANNIV. 
□KIWI KRAZE 

718-229-1435 

□LAST STARFIGHTER 
□LITTLE NEMO 
□LOW-G-MAN 
□MAD MAX 
□MAFAT CONSPIRACY 
□MASTER CHU 
□MECHANIZED ATTACK 
□MENDEL PALACE 
□MISSION COBRA 
□NARC 
□PESTERMINATOR 
□PICTIONARY 
□PIPE DREAM 
□PIRATES 
□PRINCESS TOMATO 
□PUSS N BOOTS 
□RAD RACER II 
□RALLY BIKE 
□REMOTE CONTROL 
□RESCUE RANGERS 
□ROCKET RANGER 
□SHINGEN THE RULER 
□SILENT ASSAULT 
□SKULLS & CROSSBONES 
□STARSHIP HECTOR 
□SWORDS & SERPENTS 
□TAGIN DRAGON 
□TECMO WORLD WRESTLING 
□TIMELORD 
□TOMBS & TREASURES 
□WALL ST. KID 
□WHEEL OF FORTUNE JR. 
□WIZARDRY 
□WORLD CHAMP WRESTLING 
□WORLD GRAND PRIX 
□BAD ST. BRAWLER 
□METAL FIGHTER 
l -SPOT 
□ROLLERBALL 
□WIN LOSE OR DRAW 
□WRATH OF BLACK MANTA 

WE SELL $34.95 
WE BUY $20.00 

: i BASEBALL STARS 
□BASES LOADED II 
□BATMAN 
□CHAMPIONSHIP BOWLING 
□DOUBLE DRAGON II 
□DR. MARIO 
□GENGHIS KHAN 
□JACK NICKLAUS GOLF 
□NINJA GAIDEN II 
□NOBUNGAS AMBITION 
□RBI BASEBALL II 
□ROBOCOP 
□TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA 
□WHEEL OF FORTUNE 

(Family Edition) 
□TOTAL RECALL 
□DICK TRACY 
□FINAL FANTASY 

NEC 
TURBOGRAFX- 16 

WE SELL $29.95 
WE BUY $15.00 
□ALIEN CRUSH 
□BLAZING LAZERS 
□CHINA WARRIOR 
□DEEP BLUE 
□DRAGON SPIRIT 
□DUNGEON EXPLORER 
□FANTASY ZONE 
□FINAL LAP 
□GALAGA 90 
□LEGENDARY AXE 
□MOTO ROADER 
□PAC-LAND 

□POWER GOLF 
□R-TYPE 
□SIDEARMS 
□VICTORY RUN 
□VIGILANTE 
□WORLD CLASS BASEBALL 
□WORLD COURT TENNIS 
□FIGHTING STREET 
□SPACE HARRIER 
□MONSTER LAIR 
□OROYNE 
□TAKIN IT TO THE HOOP 

SEGA GENESIS® 

WE SELL $29.95 
WE BUY $15.00 

□LAST BATTLE 
□RAMBO III 
nQnrrPR 
□SUPER THUNDERBLADE 
□THUNDER FORCE II 
□AIR DIVER 
□ALEX KIDD ENCH. CASTLE 
□FORGOTTEN WORLDS 
□GOLDEN AXE 
□GHOULS AND GHOSTS 
□HERZOG ZWEI 
□MYSTIC DEFENDER 
□REVENGE OF SHINOBI 
□SHOVE IT 
□SPACE HARRIER II 
□SUPER HANG ON 
□SUPER HYDLIDE 
□TOMMY LASORDA BASEBALL 
□TOURNAMENT GOLF 
□TRUXTON 
□ZOOM 

WE SELL $44.95 
WE BUY $25.00 

□PHANTASY STAR II 

MISC. 

WE SELL $44.95 
WE BUY $30.00 

□SUPER MARIO BROS. 3 

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: All orders & memberships of PLAY IT AGAIN to P.O. Box 6718. Flushing. NY 11365 MINIMUM ORDER: $10.00 PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY. U S. 
funds only NO FOREIGN ORDERS. In Canada only, write to: Microplay Video Games. 2555 Dixie Rd , Mississagua, ONT L4Y 4C4 Add $3.50 for shipping and handling on each order; 
$8.50 for Alaska. Hawaii and Puerto Rico. We do not accept credit cards. New York residents must add appropriate sales tax. Personal check will delay shipment up to three weeks. All U S. ship¬ 
ping is by United Parcel Service. If you order three or more Nintendo or Sega cartridges In one order and list alternates for each we will pay the shipping (U.S. only) We reserve the right to 
refuse any order. All used Nintendo cartridges are sold with a one-year limited wananty. We put a (invisible to the eye) numbered code on all cartridges sold. If the cartridge case or chip is 
tampered with, damaged or abused, wananty will not be honored. Order with confidence. 

718-229-1435 
SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS: Send to PLAY IT AGAIN. Dept. IB. 67-25B 186 Lane. Rushing, N Y 11365. Please Print Clearly. Wrap cartridges securely. If you send (5) five or more 
Nintendo or Sega cartridges at one time we will add $2.00 to the total amount due Please ship by UPS or U.S. Mail. We will deduct $1 00 for each missing instruction booklet, 50C for missing slip 
case for Nintendo cartridges and $2.00 for missing 3-D glasses. $3.50 will be deducted for any cartridge we have to ship back to you. If your package is not received by April 30, 1991, we will pay 
you using list *21 effective May 1. 1991. We pay $1.00 for broken Nintendo cartridges. 50C deducted for missing Atari Instructions. 

We are not related to or endorsed by any of the manufacturers of the products contained in this list. We reserve the right to refuse any purchase or sale. Price subject to 
change without notice. Not responsible for typographical errors. All Items subject to availability. ©PLAY IT AGAIN 1991. All Rights Reserved. 
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FACT-FILE 

Manufacturer: NTVIC 
Machine: Nintendo 
Cartridge Size: 2 Meg 
Number of Levels: 7 
Theme: Action 
Difficulty: Moderate 
Number of Players: 1 
Available: March '91 

v J 

The Lone Warrior... 
The planet of Pan has been 

completely taken over by an alien 
enemy. All have fled to safety 
except Max, the captain of the 
army. Assume his job and take on 
the enemy singlehanded. Equipped 
with your laser, take Max through 
the alien defenses picking up 
occasional power-ups they have 
left behind, and hop on a motor¬ 
cycle or hoover-craft and blow by 
the infestation! Avoid getting killed 
and you will be able to enhance 
your weapon up to five times their 
original strength. Look for the 
barrier, which allows you to be hit 5 
times without injury, and find the 
Life Recovery pill, to restore lost 
energy. 

It's a diagonally scrolling action- 
adventure game packed with 6 
difficult levels of alien-bashing fun. 
Finish the 6th level and get ready 
for a special seventh level meant 
only for the very best player! With a 
password feature to allow you to 
continue where you left off, Isolated 
Warrior offers the type of game 
play that will challenge even the 
better players 

Max overlooks the city which he 
must free from the enemy! 

LEVEL 2 
If you can find 

the hoover- 
craft use it, as 

it can make 
getting 

around easier. 

LEVEL 3 
If you pop a 

wheelie when 
on the motor¬ 
cycle you can 

ram the 
enemy! 
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Stay away from Max or 
you'll ‘make his day!' 

MOVE ON 

TO THE 

ADVANCED 

LEVELS! 

LEVEL 5 

LEVEL 6 

Survive through 6 levels 
and get ready for an 
extra special level 7! 

Grab these weapon power-ups to wipe out the 

enemy! 

NORMAL LASER 

NORMAL WIDE SHOT 

The laser is powerful, LEVEL 5 LASER 
but very thin. 

The wide shot is weak LEVELS WIDE SHOT 
until powered up. 

NORMAL BOMBS 
Destructive bombs 

can be shot any 
direction. 

LEVEL 5 BOMBS 

Each of the main weapons can be powered up 5 times. Every time the 
weapon is powered up Max can fire in another direction. When Max dies 

his bomb level decreases by one. 

Grab these icons to add abilities and stamina! 

Life Icon - usually 
found after defeating 
minor bosses and/or 
multiple enemies. 

Speed Icon - Only 
certain types of 
enemies carry this 
handy power up. 

Bomb Icon - This item 
will add to your bomb 
arsenal. You can 
only carry up to ten. 

Bonus Icon - After 
you retrieve enough 
of these, you will 
gain an extra man. 

Shield Icon - The most 
valuable power up. 
This icon is carried by 
two sentries. 

After your shield is 
up, you can with- 
stand many hits or 
one enemy collision. 
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The Adventure 
Continues... 

The evil Witch Doctor is up to 
her old tricks again, and this 
time she's kidnapped the 
Princess Lellani's beloved sister 
Tina. You are Master Higgins, 
the noble explorer who rescued 
the Princess last time, and 
you've determined to save her 
sister. In order for you to 

rescue Tina, you must pass 
through 8 different islands 
having 8 levels on each, a total 
of 64 levels! Fortunately for 
you, you're not alone, along the 
way you'll find many items and 
meet friendly dinosaurs whom 
you will ride. Throughout the 
islands you'll find fruit, be sure 
to eat it because your life meter 
is like a timer, and only by 
keeping it full can you stay alive. 
A new feature in the game is the 
ability to store power-ups and 
choose them when you need 
them most. Each island is 
guarded by a huge boss 
character. On the various 
islands you'll venture through 
forests, lakes, deserts, ice, 
caves, clouds, volcanos, and 
prepare for the final encounter 
with the Evil Witch Doctor on 
Dinosaur Island! Your beloved 
Tina awaits her rescue. 

OUCH! 

THE WORLD MAP 

HOT! 

FACT-FILE 
Manufacturer: Hudson Soft 
Machine: NES 
Cartridge Size: 2 Meg 
Number of Levels: 64 
Theme: Adventure 
Difficulty: Average 
Number of Players: 1 
Available: March 1991 

LEVEL 1: FERN ISLAND 

LEVEL 2: LAKE ISLAND 
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SUBSCRIBE TO THE LAST WORD IN VIDEO GAMES! 

ELECTRONIC 

GAMING 
— MONTHLY 

AND SAVE ALMOST 50% OFF THE COVER PRICE 

Confront the enemy with all the firepower you need and be the 

first to know about the latest developments from within the video 

game world! use this handy order form to get previews of new 

systems and games, playing secrets, contests and reviews that 

tell it like it is delivered to your door every month for only $23.95! 

Name. 

Address. 

City. . State. 
Please wait 4-6 weeks for your first issue to arrive. 

ZiP- 
Offer Expires March 31, 1991 

SURVEY <PLEASE C,RCLE ALL THAT APPLY> FREE INFORMATION! 

1. Your Age Is: A. 10 and Under B. 11 to 17 
C. 18 to 25 D. 26 andOlder 

2. Your Sex Is: A. Male B. Female 
3. Which Game Systems Do You Own: 

B. 6 to 10 
D. 16 or More 

A. Nintendo 
C. Sega Genesis 
E. Lynx 

4. How Many Games Do You Own: 
A. 5 and Under 
C. 11 to 15 

5. On the Average, How Many Games Do You 
Buy Each Year Total: 

A. 1 or 2 B. 3 to 5 
C. 5 to 10 D. 11 or More 

6. Besides Yourself, How Many Other People 
Reade Your Copy of EGM: 

A. 1 B. 2 C. 3 D. 4 or More 
7. What Other Magazines (If Any) Do You Read: 

A. GamePlayers B. Game Pro C. NintendoPower 
D. Video Games and Computer Entertainment 

NAME _ 
ADDRESS 
CITY_ _ STATE _ .ZIP 



Please place in an envelope, with 
$23.95 payment and mail to: 

ELECTRONIC COMING MONTHLY 
1920 HIGHLAND OWE., SUITE 300 
LOMBARD. IL 60103 

PLACE 
STAMP 
HERE 

ELECTRONIC GAMING MONTHLY 
P.O. BOX 396S 
BOULDER. CO B032SS96S 

w 



NEW FEATURE! BONUS ROUNDS 

The Key will take you to 
this special bonus area! 

At the beginning of each level 
you have the option of selecting 

which power-ups you want to use 
from the Item selection screen. 

THE HAMMER IS A 
HANDY WEAPON! 

PICK UP CARD 

ICONS TO RIDE A 

DINOSAURI 

HEART 

THE EGGS HOLD 
MANY 

SURPRISES! 

After each level, try your luck at 
the Bonus Egg Round! 

CRAB THESE ICONS 

POR HEALTHI 

FRUIT MILK 
ADDS HEALTH FULL HEALTH 

FAIRY MEAT 
INVINCIBILITY FULL HEALTH 

THE SKATEBOARD 

ADDS SPEEDI 
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FACT-FILE 

Manufacturer: Acclaim 
System: Nintendo 
Cartridge Size: 2 meg 
Number of Levels: 5 
Theme: Action 
Difficulty: Avg. 
Number of Players: 1 
Available: Feb. '91 

Cowabunga, dude! America's funniest family is coming to the NES! This 2 Meg 
cartridge sends Bart and the rest of his family through five missions to save Earth. 

Spray the scout 
at 200 or 400. 

Paint the alien 
on the sign. 

Spray Moe after 
calling him. 

COOL, DUDE! 
The radical troublemaker Bart 

Simpson has discovered alien 
mutants in Springfield. With only 
his Xray specs, a few coins, and 
street smarts, Bart must thwart 
the alien's plan to take over Earth! 

In Level One, Bart must get rid 
of 24 purple objects in town. He 
must also convince Maggie that 
aliens are in town by collecting 
letter icons from disguised aliens. 
These mutants look normal until 
Bart uses his Xray specs. 

Some purple objects are on 
window ledges. Luckily, trash 
cans act like trampolines and 
catapult Bart high into the air! If a 
can is not nearby, Bart can jump 
onto doors and windows to reach 
the purple items. 

People who wear purple are 
also prime targets for Bart's spray 
paint! Bart can call Moe and 
spray him when he comes out. 
The Cub Scout leaves the theater 
when the timer reaches 200 or 
400. Also, if Bart stands on the 
grass near the statue, a purple 
officer will appear. 

When Bart hides the items and 
convinces Maggie of the alien's 
presence, both Bart and Maggie 
team up to defeat the level boss! 
Soon after, however, Bart learns 
that the aliens are now collecting 
hats in Level Two... 

Don't forget to 
spray the cans! 

Use a coin to call 
Moe. 

Paint the purple 
fountains here. 

Dump the paint 
on the overhang. 

Cherry bomb the 
bird in the cage. 
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Our hero, Bart, has overheard the alien's plan! Bart must stop the aliens from building the doomsday device! In Level One, Bart must 
paint or hide all visible purple objects in the town of Springfield and convince Maggie of the alien's presence. 

Use the wrench on 
the hydrant. 

Grab the clown 
icon for a 1 up! 

Use rocke« 
the windows too. 

Jump on the grass 
to get the officer. 

Use a rocket to hit 
the statue’s bird. 

Beware of Jimbo 
on the sidewalk! 

...and get the 
letter icon. 

Turn on the sign 
with a rocket! 

Jse Xray specs, 
hit the mutants... 
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FACT-PILE 
Manufacturer: Acclaim 
System: Nintendo 
Cartridge Size: 2 meg 
Number of Levels: 5 
Theme: Action 
Difficulty: Avg. 
Number of Players: 1 
Available: Feb. '91 

COOL, DUDE! 
The radical troublemaker Bart 

Simpson has discovered alien 
mutants in Springfield. With only 
his Xray specs, a few coins, and 
street smarts, Bart must thwart 
the alien's plan to take over Earth! 

In Level One, Bart must get rid 
of 24 purple objects in town. He 
must also convince Maggie that 
aliens are in town by collecting 
letter icons from disguised aliens. 
These mutants look normal until 
Bart uses his Xray specs. 

Some purple objects are on 
window ledges. Luckily, trash 
cans act like trampolines and 
catapult Bart high into the air! If a 
can is not nearby, Bart can jump 
onto doors and windows to reach 
the purple items. 

People who wear purple are 
also prime targets for Bart's spray 
paint! Bart can call Moe and 
spray him when he comes out. 
The Cub Scout leaves the theater 
when the timer reaches 200 or 
400. Also, if Bart stands on the 
grass near the statue, a purple 
officer will appear. 

When Bart hides the items and 
convinces Maggie of the alien's 
presence, both Bart and Maggie 
team up to defeat the level boss! 
Soon after, however, Bart learns 
that the aliens are now collecting 
hats in Level Two... 

* % £ 
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Cowabunga, dude! America's funniest family is coming to the NES! This 2 Meg 
cartridge sends Bart and the rest of his family through five missions to save Earth. 

Our hero, Bart, has overheard the alien's plan! Bart must stop the aliens from building the doomsday device! In Level One, Bart must 
paint or hide all visible purple objects in the town of Springfield and convince Maggie of the alien's presence. 

Spray the scout 
at 200 or 400. 

Paint the alien 
on the sign. 

Spray Moe after 
calling him. 

Walk the high 
wire to victory! 

Grab all the paint 
you can! 

Use the wrench on 
the hydrant. 

Grab the clown 
icon for a 1 up! 

Turn on the sign 
with a rocket! 

Beware of Jimbo 
on the sidewalk! 

Jump on the grass 
to get the officer. 

Use a rocket to hit 
the statue's bird. 

Be sure to paint 
the flower pots. 

Use Xray specs, 
hit the mutants... 

Paint the purple 
fountains here. 

Use rockets on 
the windows too. 

LEVEL ONE END BOSS!!! 

This boss throws rocks, but is really easy 
to defeat. Just jump and hit the bowling 

balls that Maggie rolls to hit the boss. 

Dump the paint 
on the overhang. 

Cherry bomb the 
bird in the cage. 

I 1 -‘‘d 
fc -ass-as-l 
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Please enter my four issue sub- 
ASM scription to Super Gaming, the Ulti- 

mate Video Game Preview Maga- 
zine! Enclosed please find my 
check or money order for $9.95 

f WANT TO BE A SUPER GAMER! 

CITY_STATE_ZIP_ 

MAKE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO: 

SENDAI PUBLICATIONS, 1920 HIGHLAND AVE, LOMBARD, IL 60148 

GENESIS • NINTENDO • NEO GEO • PORTABLES 

WHAT MAGAZINE HAS THE BEST INFO ON JAPANESE GAMES AND SYSTEMS? 

introducing... 

Prom the Editors of Electronic Gaming Monthly 

THE MOST COMPLETE 
SOURCE FOR 

INFORMATION, PHOTOS 
AND RELEASE DATES 
OF UPCOMING GAME 

SYSTEMS, CARTS AND 
PERIPHERALS! 

BE THE FIRST TO KNOW 
WITH SUPER GAMING... 

Are you the type of video game 
player who has always wanted to 
know about the latest games and 
systems but could never find a 
magazine devoted entirely to 
what's new and in the future? Not 
just games for the Genesis, Turbo 
and Nintendo, but also previews 
of Japanese titles that won't arrive 
on these shores for years - if ever! 

Now the editors of Electronic 
Gaming Monthly, always the first 
word in video games, has created 
a magazine especially for you! 
Super Gaming will take you where 
no other game magazine has ever 
gone before, with the latest news 
and game previews for your Sega 
16-Bit, NEC or Nintendo systems! 
With Super Gaming you will know 
about the hottest carts of tomor¬ 
row today, as well as new devel¬ 
opments and game systems! 

ORDER JAPANESE 
GAMES DIRECTLY FROM 

THE PAGES OF SUPER 
GAMING! NOW YOU 

CAN PURCHASE EXCIT¬ 
ING FOREIGN GAMES 
THROUGH THE MAIL! 

HOT INPO • SECRET TRICKS & TIPS ON GETTING STARTED 
FIRST LOOKS AT HEW RELEASES • MUCH MORE! 

BECOME A SUPER GAMER! 
Take advantage of this intro¬ 

ductory offer and you can receive 
four full-color issues of Super 
Gaming weeks before it appears 
in the stores for only $9.95! 
Become a Super Player today! 
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It looks like the best year yet tor die hard gamers. With the new FAMICOM, the NEO-GEO, hot new MEGA¬ 
DRIVE titles, and the PC ENGINE getting better and better, it looks like we’ve got a great year ahead! And 
DIE HARD will be there every step ot the way bringing you the games you want when you want them! 
MEGA DRIVE IN STOCK NOW PC ENGINE NEO-GEO 

Atomic Robo Kid. 59.99 Powerdrift. 74.99 Nam 75.179.99 

Dynamite Duke. 52.99 Overide. 74.99 ©olf.189.99 

Granada. 69.99 Avenger(CD). 79.99 Magician Lord . 179.99 

Mickey Mouse. 39.99 Violent Soldier. 74.99 Baseball. 179.99 
Burning Force 54.99 Cyber Combat Police. 74.99 c betll (Dec ). CAll 

°i Boy. 49.99 °^.CD). l% %% Blues Journey (Dec >. CAll 

*rr°W F,ash. ti ll Thunder Blade. 74.99 League Bowling (Dec.). CALL 

New Zealand Story. 72.99 Cacjash y 74.99 Sunshine. CALL 

Insector-X.49.99 Mr He|i. 69.99 Joy Joy Kid. CALL 

Aero Blaster (Jan.). Atomic Robo Kid. 69.99 King Of Monsters. CALL 

Shadow Dancer 78.99 Aero Blaster. 69.99 Basketball. CALL 

Crackdown 74.99 Ninja Spirit. 69.99 Boxing. CALL 

Gain Ground. 74.99 Splatterhouse.  69.99 NEO-GEO system 

Monster Lair. 74.99 Super Darius. 69.99 Wjth Any American Title. 579.99 
Magical Hat. 74.99 Danus+. 69.99 .yeT,M. 

Ka-Ge-Ki . 69.99 Download II (CD). CALL Turbografx.139.99 

Elemenlal Master. 74.99 V*   CALL Supe.grdlx.299.99 

Pinoside Annel 78 99 Bon* II. CALL CD-Rom.399.99 

Wrestle Wo. . 7 *.11 !** *** Wl’VE 60TIU’AUI PC Shuttle 149.99 

Sfownm, 9. lilt . Gome Geo,.159.99 
Heavy Unit. 74.99 Ghou,s & Ghosts. 79.99 k^domc 1^0 00 

Valis III-8MEG 78.99 ,94,. CALL .MyuvT4MfS. 

Dando. 74.99 Galaxy Force II. CALL Rygar. £6.99 
Gynoog. 74.99 SUPER FAMICOM Road Blasters. 36.99 

AMERICAN GENESIS Mario 4 (Dec.). 74.99 Robosquash. 36.99 

Joe Montanna. 39.99 F-Zero (Dec.). 74.99 K,ax. 34.99 

Fireshark. 39.99 Populous (Dec.). 84.99 Rampage. 36.99 

Phelios. 39.99 Bombuzal (Dec.). 69.99 Mrs Pacman. 34.99 

Strider. 59.99 Pilot Wings (Dec.). 79.99 Paperboy. 36.99 

Mickey Mouse. 49.99 Act Razor (Dec.). 7 9.99 Zarlor Mercenary. 36.99 

Techno Cop. 49.99 Final Fi9ht (Dec.). 84.99 GAME GEAR 

E-Swat. 34.99 f’a^!ou* 111 g-loc (Jan.). 39.99 
Buster Douglas. 44.99 S.D. The Great Battle. G^L[- Monaco GP. 34.99 

Final Zone. 39.99 Go|*en CALL Gain Qround.41.99 

With Any American Title. 579.99 

SYSTEMS 

PC Engine Handheld. CALL 

Thunder Force III. 51.' 

+MORE, WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF 

AMERICAN GAMES AT DISCOUNT PRICES 

CALL FOR DETAILS!!! 

Ultra Man (Mar.). 
Arthurs Quest (May). 

New Legend Of Zelda (July).. 
MORE ON THE WAY! 

CALL Columns. 34.99 
CALL Super Golf. 34.99 

CALL P°P Breaker. 39.99 
Wonder Boy. 39.99 

TT7WV- 
ij41>. i,fese 

M. 

RINGSIDE ANGELS - MEGADRIVE 

A 4 » r ■ 

BLUES JOURNEY - NEO-GEO STRIDER - SUPERCRAFX 

,T7J> r>n^'A' 

FINAL FIGHT - SUPER FAMICOM 

For Fast Overnight Delivery Call 1-818-342-4756 (Orders Only Please) DIE HARD 
For Game Availability & Customer Service Call 1-818-342-4657 -s-; 4 0 QR 

Or Visit Our Store At: I Or Buy 4 Games 

19640 Ventura Blvd., Tarzana, CA 91356. Or Fax It 1-818-342-6049 ^ V > 
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FACT-FILE 
Manufacturer: Sega 
Machine: Master System 
Cartridge Size: 2 Meg 
Number of Levels: 7 
Theme: Adventure 
Difficulty: Easy 
Number of Players: 1 
Available:Feb '91 

Welcome to Vera City... 
A couple of months ago Sega brought out 

a spectacular new game for the Genesis. 
One would think that a game centered 
around Mickey Mouse would be aimed at 
the younger audience, but as we all found 
out Sega's Mickey turned out to be a 
programming masterpiece. With some of the 
best animation ever done in a video game, 
plus very challenging game play, Mickey 
quickly got the respect from all players. 

Now, Mickey has been converted to the 8 
bit Master System and, like Ghouls and 
Ghosts and Dick Tracy, Mickey has not 
suffered tremendously from the downsizing 
even though the memory has been cut in 
half! Gone in the process though, are the 
multi-level, finely detailed, backgrounds and 
some of the cute frivolous animation. But, 
the plot remains the same - rescue Minnie 
from the witch's clutches, and, many of the 
levels like the Black Forest and the Toyworld 
still retain the original theme as those in the 
Genesis cousin. The power-ups, like the 
Mickey Mouse ears, and other bonuses are 
here also. The bosses are new and have 
been redesigned to fit the capabilities of the 
8 bit machine. However, most importantly, 
Mickey comes off as a fun, well playing 
game for players of all ages and it also 
shows the dedication that Sega still has in 
the Master System. The cart should please 
the die hard Master System users who 
haven't upgraded to the 16 bitter. 

MINNIE HAS BEEN KIDNAPPED! 

NICE MOVES, MICKEY! 

Throw rocks! Hurdle the enemy! Slide into the trees! 

GET THE BONUS POWER-UP ICONS! 

1 - Up Door Key ??? Chests Coin Cake 

Gem Life Star Chest Small Coin Cake Slice 



HELP MICKEY RESCUE MINNIE FROM THE EVIL WITCH! 

You start Mickey's 
adventure in the 
hallway of the wick¬ 
ed witch's castle. At 
the end of the hall¬ 
way are three doors 
- one for each of the 
first three levels. 
After completing 
these tasks a ladder 
appears in the hall¬ 
way. Climb up to 
find another short 
hall with two doors. 
Beat these levels 
and the final ladder 
appears. This takes 
you to the witch's 
lair and, that is 
where Minnie is 
being held captive! 
Destroy the witch to 
free your girl! 

MISCHIEVOUS 

MICKEY! 

Miniboss!! Level 6 Level 6 Boss!! 

Level 4 

Level S Boss!! 

5 ©_ 

Level 1 

Level 1 Boss!! 

Level Z 

Level z Boss!! 

Level 3 
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turbografx THE ULTIMATE GAME CLUB TO ORDER CALL 1-203-388-6741 
B-shu Ultimate Superstick44J9 ^_ „ _ Aero 8tastef ^ 

Super Volleyball 
Final Zone 
Whip Rush - LJKK.UIO - -- 
Battle Mission (TBA) 49.99 World B^h Volleyball *«»£*»■( 

The Newest Genesis 

Turbo Express' 249^99 Super Hang-On 
Turbo Express TV Tuner 99.99 Super Hyd fide 
Turbo Tap 
Turbo Cable 
Turbo Pad 
Turbo Stick 
Turbo CD-Syst< 
Turbo Booster 
Turbo Booster Plus 

vr.( 

Alien Crush 
Blazing Lazers 
Bloody Wolf 
Bonk’s AdvenH 
China Warrior 
Cratermaze 
Cybercore 
Deep Blue 
Dragon Spirit 
Dungeon Explorer 
Qalaga 90 
Final Lap Twin 
Fighting Street-CD 
cantasy Zone 
I.J. & Jeff 

Legendary Axe 
Microbox (Boxyboy) 
Military Madness 
Monster Lair-CD 
Moto Roader 

35.99 
39.99 
39.99 
54.99 
49.99 
39.99 

Happ Pro 5000 Joystick Call 

18.99 Super MonocoGP 
8.99 Super Thunder Blade 
18.99 Target Earth 
37.99 Thunder Force II 
379.99 Tommy Lasorda Baseball 55.99 

Truxton 39.99 
49.99 Zoom 34.99 

tba pc Engine 
Core Grafx zz».t» 49-99 Tffclty 

49-99 son of Qiweula 
49.99 Wortd Booch Vofieyfoaii 

Hurricane 

52.99 Bean Ball Benny (Feb) 49.99 Burnt 

Osumatsu 
Batman Call for price. 
New Zealand Story 
Rastan Saga II 

NEW GENESIS TITLES 
29-99 Andromeda Mission (TBA) TBA 
54-99 Atomic Robo Kid 49.99 
54.99 Budokan 49.99 
49.99 Burning Force 49.99 
39 99 Colorado (TBA) TBA 
42.99 Curse 44.99 
54.99 Cyberball 49.99 
42.99 Fire Shark 46.99 
44.99 Mondus Fght Palce 49.99 
54 99 Pheltos 49.99 
29 99 Populus 49.99 
54.99 Shadow Blaster 49.99 
49.99 starbladeJTBA) TBA 
39.99 Targhan (TBA) tba 
42.99 Trampoline Terror 
42.99 Zany Golf 

RBI Baseball 3 
Buster Douglas Boxing 
Dick Tracy 
Mickey Mouse 
Dynamite Duke 
Joe Montana Football 
Wrestle War 
Strider 
Shadow Dancer 
Storm Lord 
Phantasy Star 3 
Vermillion 

39-99 Bimini. , 
54.99 Wings of Wor 
49.99 D J. Boy 

42.99 
49.99 
49.99 

Sword of Sod an 49.91 
Battle Squadron 49.9! 
John Madden Football 49.9! 
Musha TBA 
Gain Ground 
Twin Hawk 

TBA Hell Explorer 
TBA Operation Wolf 
TBA Die Hard 
49.99 Rabio Lepus Special 
49.99 Formation Soccer 
49.99 Golola Speed 
49.99 W-Ring 
49.99 Batman 
49.99 FI-Circus 
69.99 Okinawa 
£5 SuperStarS0** 

TBA Chase H O. 

W BlT 

Honey In the Sky§| 

CD ROM 489.99 

Mew Mega Drive 

gstisr*, 
Rainbow Island 
Junction Mt 
~ ' 2 89.99 

uu nwivi <iss.ni ■ _ ••• 
Super Grafx CO Adapter 79.99 Darius 2 88.99 

“issss™-. . iSsLi, 

-B Harold Murder 
TBA Champion Wresttar 

Core Grafx 229.99 
~ stick 59.99 

Joystick 79.99 
HE Joystick 99.99 
i Cable 17.99 
re Memory 49.99 

_.lap 39.99 
Turbo Pad 39.99 
Super Joypad 49.99 

Mega Drive aii are 79.99 
Mega Drive 189.99 
Darwin 4081 

62.99 
42.99 
39.99 
62.68 
42.99 
29.99 
54.99 
29.99 
42.96 

49.99 

45.99 
44.99 
54 99 

54.99 
54.99 
54 99 
45.99 
49.99 
45.99 

Power Golf 
Ordyne 
R-Type 
Side Arms 
Shanghai 
Space Harrier 
Takin’ It To The Hoop 
Victory Run 
Vigilante 
World Class Baseball 

Court Tennis _ 
NEW TURBO TITLES 

Aero Blaster 54.99 
Battle Royal 
Bravoman 
Camp California 
Chew-Man-Fu 
Devil's Crush 
Double Dungeon 
Dragon's Curse 
Drop Olf 
King Of Casino 
Legendary Axe 2 
klinja Spirit 

sycosis 
.6.1. Baseball 3 

Simistrum 
Splatter House 
Super Star Soldier 
Super Volleyball 
Tiger Road 
Timeball 
Tricky Kick 44. 
TV Football 54. 
Sonic Spike 39. 

TURBO CD GAMES 
Valis II 49. 
Last Alert 49. 
Mag Oinsaurs Tout 49. 
Final Zone II 49. 
Super Darius 49. 
Y's I & II 49. 

SEGA GENESIS 
Genesis System 
Power Base Converter 
Control Pad 
Power Stick 
Beeshu Genesis Striker 
Beeshu Genesis Gizmo 
Genesis Stack Rack 
Afterburner II 
Alex Kidd 
Air Diver 
Auto Place 
Columns 
Crack Down 
Death Duel 
E-Swat 
Forgotten World 
Ghosibusters 
Ghouls 'n Ghosls 
Golden Axe 
Golf 
Herzog Zwei 
Insector X 
Ka-Ge-Ki 
Last Battle 
Moonwalker 
Mystic Defender 
Pal Riley's Basketball 
Phantas " 

CALL THE ULTIMATE GAME CLUB S TIP LINE 

1-900-TIP-LINE 1-900-TIP-LINE 
-A COMPLETE LISTING OF ALL JAPANESE GAMES & SYSTEMS AVAILABLE WITH DESCRIPTIONS! 
-NEW RELEASE DATES FOR ALL NEW AMERICAN & JAPANESE GAMES & SYSTEMS! 
-THE CURRENT BUYING AND SELLING PRICES FOR ALL NEW & USED VIDEO GAMES! 
-NEW HINTS. TIPS. & PASSCODES FOR ALL THE NEWEST GAMES OUT! 
-THE SOUNDS AND VOICES OF THE NEO-GEO! 
-A COMPLETE LIST OF EVERY GAME COUNSELOR LINE. To order call 1-203-388-6741 or 

-A FREE MEMBERSHIP WHEN YOU CALL! I 1-800-TQY-CLUB_N^inSt^S^ 

179.9! 

46.99 
TBA 
29.99 
49.99 
TBA 

USED SPECIALS 
Nintendo Action Sets 
Sega Master System 
Light Guns' 
Atari Lynx 
NES Advantage 

New PC Engine 
Over Ride All $79 99 
Outrun Populous 
Tatsujin 
Puzzle Boy 
04 Champion 
Avenue Pad 3 39.99 

1 Island 

New Mega Drive 
Magical Boy AU$79 
Super Volleyball 
Aero Blasters 
Monster Lair 

Master ol Weapon 
Crackdown 
Gain Ground 
Midnight Resistance 
Dangerous Seed 
Mega Pads 39.99 

Turbo Grafx Used Safe 
Alien Crush 
Blazing Lazers 
China Warrior 
Dragon Spirit 
Dungeon Explorer 
Legendary Axe 

Victory Run 

Japanese/American CO 
Games 
All 79.99 
Super Darius 
Crazy Car Racing 
Last Armaaedon 
Phantasy Soldier 2 
Legion 
Professional Basel 

VaHcelH aSB"e 
Avenger 
Golden Axe 
~ 1 Rom Stadium 

Arms Special 
“i is Carmen Sandiego 

Jof 3Heros 
1/2 

Japanese/American CD 
Games are made in Japan bui 
play lr» English. All games are 
guaianteed loWCirk in your 
Turbo Grafx CO Player! 
yjnii»|B|rI in 

UGC Catalog Video Tapes Featuring EVERY video game 
and system known! From 19.99-39.99 
Super Grafx, Neo Geo, Mega Drive, PC Engine, Genesis, 
Turbo Grafx, Nintendo, Super Famfcom. 

Order The Ultimate Hint Book Now with over 1000 hints, 
tips, codes & strategies for almost every video game ever 
madel $9.95 tor Membersl ($14.95 for non-members) 

Ikari Warriors II 
Gyromlte 
Iron Tank 
Jackel 
Karate Champ 

Legend of Zelda 
Legendary Wings 
Mach Rider 
Major League Baseball 
Metal Gear 
Metroid 
Operation Wolf 
Platoon 
Rambo 
Section Z 
Simon's Quest 
Skate or Die 
Spy Hunter 
Spy vs Spy 
Star Voyager 
Tiger Hell 
T & C Surf Design 
Trojan 
Urban Champion 
Wizards & Warriors 
Wrestlemania 
Xenophobe 
Xevious 

Bad DudesK J 1 ^ 
Balloon Fight 
Dragon Power 
Gum Shoe 
Ice Climber 
Iron Sword 
Ninja Gaiden 
Pro Wrestling 

Nintendo Used Games 
All 24.9911! 
Defender of Crown 
Elevator Action 
Mario Bros. 
Soccer 
Ultima 

Mntendo New Game Sale 
All $14.99 
Vindicators 
Rescue Embassy Mission 
Alien Syndrome 
Fantasy Zone 

Neo Geo-American 
System 399.99 
System w/ 2 Contr, Nam 
'75 or Baseball 599.99 
Extra Controller 49.99 
All Games Are 199.99 
Ninja Combat 
Baseball Stars 
Magician Lord 
Nam 75 
Top Player Golf 209.99 
(Wing Hero 

mS/E 
Boxing 
The Supempy 209.99 
League Bowling 
Memory Card 29.99 
Carry Bag 39.99 
Headphones 14.99 
We buy used Neo Geo 
games. $100 

Nintendo New Game Sale 
All $29.99 
Air Fortress 
Abadox 
Dynowarz 
Flying Dragon 
Iron Sword 
Mad Max 

Super Grafx 
System 359.99 
Battle Ace 79.99 
Grand Zot 89.99 
Ghouls 'n Ghosts 109.99 
Strider 99.99 
Out Run 99.99 
Darius Plus 99.99 

Game Genie, Super Famicom, 
Game Gear, Japanese 
magazines-Call for info!! 

Now play Mega Drive games on 
your Genesis with Genesis 
Converters. Only $29.99 

Ultimate Game Club 
1491 Boston Post Rd 
Old Saybrook, CT. 06475 
1-203-388-6741 

Famicom 159.99 
Call for Famicom & 
Disk Drive gi 

Famicom!! 

19.99 
24.99 

Systems 119.96 
Used Nintendo Sale 
All $9.99M! While Supplies Last! 
Adv Bajau Billy 
Anticipation 
Baseball 
Bionic Commando 
Blaster Master 
Castlevania 
Commando 
Deadly Towers 
Double Dribble 
Gauntlet 
Goonies II f 

All $14.99 
Adv of Link 
Alpha Mission 
Break Thru 
Contra 
Dragon Warrior 
Double Dragon 
Faxanadu 
Legend of Kage 

45.99 
55.99 
39.99 

Phantasy SI 
Rambo III 
levenge of Shinobi 
Shove It! 

We dp not accept COD orders, Cpll for postage rales on orders 
missing instructions, $1 for missing box or sip cover, $2.50 foi 

exchanges are subject to a 5% handling charge or $3.50 whichevei 
merchandise credrts or exchanges without prior authorization. All__ 
games can only be exchanged tor the same game. We make no guarantees ... ,_._ 
preorder must be paid in advance. You must be a member to buy and sell games at club prices, or e 

Legend of Zelda 
Silent Assault 
Starship Hector 
Super Pitfall 
Willow 

All $24.99 
Heavy Barrel! 
Hydllde 
Bajau Billy 
Monster Party 
Fllver City Ransom 
Three Stooges 

Lynx Games 
DC Adapter,Sun Vosor, AC 
Adapters, Carry Cases- 
Call for priceslfl 
Blue Lightning 34.99 
Chip's Challenge 34.99 
Crystal Mines 2 34.99 
Electrocop 34.99 
Gates of Zendocon 34.99 
Gauntlet 39.99 
Klax 39.99 
Ms. Pacman 34.99 
Paperboy 
Rampage 
Road Blasi 

„ 129.99 
Contrl Pad 34.99 

Gen. 29.99 

Turbo Grafx Accessories 
Freedom Ftemote Joystick 39.99 
Superstick 29.99 
Bonk's Joystick 34.66 
Happ Pro Joystick 24.99 

Genesis Accessories 
Remote Joystick 39.99 
Superstick 29.99 
HAPP Pro Pad 24.99 
HAPP Pro STAR joystick 19.99 

Games 
el (Mar) 59.99 
>r (4/91) 49.99 

iOlition Derby (Feb) 

right to change policies, prices or specials a) an 
ie is warranted by manufacturer only. All used 

responsible (0 
is In this ad may not be In slock when you read this ad. All games that are preordered cannot be 
30 days lo process. Memberships are non-refundable. Acffexplres 2/30/91. UGC 1491 Boston Post 
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FROM THE EDITORS OF ELECTRONIC GAMING MONTHLY m 
•a 

Q, 

The Ultimate ALL-SEGA Magazine! 
Finally, a magazine made 
exclusively for owners of the 
Sega Master System and 
Sega Genesis! Introducing 
Mega Play, the first full-color 
publication with all the tips, 
tricks, reviews, and pre¬ 
views a Sega fan could ever 
want! Each quarterly issue 
of Mega Play is packed with 
behind the scenes info and 
photo-spreads of the latest 
8-Bit and 16-Bit sensations. 
And since it’s from the edi¬ 
tors of EGM, you know Mega 
Play is a magazine you can 
trust! . To get the most out 
of your Sega system, you 
NEED Mega Play! 

mQm; I iiSsjSjr; • m 
ttVMHM 

HONEST MULTI-REVIEWS BY 

FOUR TOP PLAYERS! 

FIRST-LOOKS AND PREVIEWS 

OF NEW MASTER SYSTEM 

AND GENESIS GAMES! 

TIPS, TRICKS, AND SECRET 

STRATEGIES ON YOUR 

FAVORITE NEW GAMES! 

plus GAME MAPS, NEW INFO, 

GOSSIP, HIGH SCORES and more 

for your SMS and GENESIS! 

f*r 
* t 

•i*ri 

I WANT MEGA PLAY! 
Please start my introductory subscription to MEGA PLAY - 
the ALL-SEGA GENESIS and MASTER SYSTEM magazine! 

Name 

Address 

State 

Please include $14.95 for your subscription and mail to: 
Sendai Pub., 1920 Highland, Suite 300, Lombard, IL 60148 

Make check or money order payable to Sendai Publications. Canada and Mexico add $10.00. 
All other foreign add $20.00. Please allow 6-8 weeks for your first issue. Bi-Monthly issues 

will be mailed thereafter. 
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^ PACT-FILE ^ 
Manufacturer:Sega 
Machine: Genesis 
Cartridge Size: 2 meg 
Number of Levels:31 
Theme:Quest 
Difficulty: Avg. 
Number of Players:1 

^Available: Feb. '91_^ 

CHANGING MAZES! 
Fatal Labyrinth is 

Sega's first attempt at a 
low cost 2 meg quest 
game. In this there are 
30 levels and a final 
confrontation with the evil 
boss dragon. While not 
exceptionally difficult, 
what makes this soft 
unique and worth consid¬ 
ering though, is the fact 
that EVERYTHING chan¬ 
ges each time you play 
the game. The mazes 
are arrayed randomly 
from a master list. The 
weapons and spells also 
have a bit of randomness 
built in, for, in one game, 
a red cane will be good, 
and the next time you 
play it the red cane will 
be useless. Some things 
are consistent. Scrolls 
and canes found in a 
room with enemies indi¬ 
cates that they can be 
safely used against mon¬ 
sters in that room. The 
rest is up to you in this 
bizarre, ever changing 
quest game! 

LIKE A RAT IN A SEGA MAZE! 

The mazes change from game to game adding variety each time you play! 

DISCOVER SECRET DOORS! 

Some pathways seem to be 
Hit your C button to reveal secret doors. 

KEEP TRACK OP STATS! 

R03-Floor 
you are on 
HP -Current 
hit points/ 
hit points 
F-availabl 
food PW-attack power 

Ranger- 
charachter 
classification 
G-total gold 
AR - Armor 
class 
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THE MAGIC AND POWER AT YOUR DISPOSAL! 

CANES RINGS 

The canes are 
used for attack. 

SCROLLS 

Cast a spell in 
combat. 

The folks at SEGA have come up with an intriguing 
adventure/quest game in Fatal Labarynth.Sega has 
designed this game to change every time you play. 
Each time you plug this game in, it is different. The 
layout to every level changes. So ,to, do all the power- 
up items. For example, a blue cane could be a 
powerful weapon the first time you play, but the next 
time it could be cursed. The red ring you find the first 
time out could strengthen arrmor in this game, but in 
playing on another day, it could throw you into 
darkness. We know that canes and scrolls are attack 
tools that have the potential to render powerful 
monsters helpless or annihilate them completely. 
Rings and potions help your character in many ways. 
They could just boost your power a little bit, or they 
could replenish your hit points totally. However,these 
items could also be cursed, causing you to lose all of 
your food or make you move around uncontrollably. 
They could still darken entire levels on other 
occasions. 

Use the ring to 
power-up. 

m 

Use a potion to 
restore energy. 

ARMOR AXE BOW HELMET SHIELDS 

Protects you 
from damage. 

Weapon for 
close fighting. 

Kill the enemy 
from a distance. 

Gives defen¬ 
sive power. 

Repels enemy 
attacks. 

SAMPLE POWER-UP USES: 

CANES 
Blue- "lighting" attack weapon 
Black- "anti-magic" 
Purple- "curse1 dance around 
Yellow- kills monsters instantly 

SCROLLS 
Brown- "search" items appear 
Pink- "chaos" monsters helpless 
Red-'Appraise" identifies items 
Black- shoots flames 

POTIONS 
Green- replenishes hit points 
Yellow- increases power 
Brown- lose all food 
Grey- total darkness 

RINGS 
Grey-increases power 
Blue-Increases armor 
Red-increases attack 

NOTE.The uses will vary from game to game. 
These uses show what is available for you to use. 

The Shinobi steals I The crystal shoots A 
things from you! ice beams at you. 1 

His magic puts you 
to sleep. 

Besides mazes, weapons 
and spells that change, 

so do the enemy! _ 
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A 
FACT-FILE 

Manufacturer: NuVision 
Machine: Genesis 
Cart Size: 4 Meg 
Number of Levels: 6 
Theme: Action 
Difficulty: Average 
Number of Players: 1 
Available:Feb 91 

ENEMY BOUTS ARE RUTHLESS! 

Dr. Orca's henchmen are 
waiting around every bend! 
These boats are slow, but they 
fire continuously. Use the 
Banshee's speed to zip past 
these dangerous enemies. 

KENJI, COME IN! 
A new cart from NuVision Enter¬ 

tainment, Bimini Run combines the thrill of 
a racing game with the non-stop 
excitement of a shooter! 

Kenji O'Hara is the owner and driver of 
Banshee, the fastest gun boat in Bimini 
Bay. His twin sister, Kim, has been 
kidnapped by the nefarious Dr. Orca! 
Kenji's mission: rescue Kim and put Dr. 
Orca out of business for good! 

Luckily, Kenji isn't alone; Luka, his loyal 
friend, is the expert marksman who will 
blow Orca's men sky-high! In the two- 
player mode, a friend can star as Luka, 
and then team up to rescue Kim and 
destroy Dr. Orca's dream of world 
domination! 

Dr. Orca won't be sitting idle, though. 
He has launched his own forces to stop 
Kenji and Luka before they even leave the 
dock! Using the Banshee's onboard 
machine gun and bazooka, Kenji and Luka 
must blaze their way to Dr. Orca's lab. 

Of course, getting there is another 
problem; the lab is hidden deep within the 
Bimini Zone, a warped area that defies 
reality. Inside the zone, Kenji must dodge 
blood-thirsty sea monsters and poisonous 
fog to reach Dr. Orca's lab. Naturally, 
your compass and radar are useless, so 
follow the mermaid to safety! 
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HELICOPTERS ARE EVERYWHERE! 

As if boats weren't enough, Dr. 
Orca has launched his air 
squadron of attack helicopters! 
These flying fighting machines 
are fast, but not accurate. Blast 
them quickly and continue on. 

BEWARE THE SEA MONSTERS! 

Instant Bermuda Triangle! Dr. 
Orca's Bimini generator has 
shrouded his lab in fog and 
unleashed frightful sea 
monsters to stop Kenji. Follow 
the mermaid Marlyna! 

THE CHARTS ARE YOUR GUIDE! 

The Local Chart shows 
the immediate area. 

$ % 

C: m 
/: 
V 

r#- Ift 

— 

The Radar Map shows 
the entire area at once! 



Hot Pursuit 
Kenji! Dr. Orca's hench-men 
have kidnapped Kim and are 
rushing off to his hideout in a 
power boat! Capture them by 
using the gas bomb. 

The Stealth The Banshee 
The boat was a decoy! A 
helicopter has transported Kim 
to a nearby island. Watch out 
for Orca's men and destroy the 
radio tower! 

Chapter 2 ** * Radio Tower! 
# 

ST 

“—|f——||—||-1| 

High Seas Encounter 
Dr. Orca has Kim on his yacht! 
Follow him closely until he 
reaches his secret island 
hideout. Be careful not to shoot 
the yacht. Kim is aboard! 

Luka The Yacht! 

The Rescue 
Dr. Orca has hidden Kim! Find 
the island with her cell and save 
her from Dr. Orca's clutches! 
Destroy guard towers to obtain 
valuable clues of her location. 

Into the Bimini Zone 
Kim is safe, but the world isn't! 
Plunge into the Bimini Zone and 
destroy Dr. Orca's lab! Only 
Marlyna the Mermaid can guide 
you safely to the lab. 

Dr. Orca's Demise 
This is it! Follow Dr. Orca to his 
secret island hideout and dodge 
vicious enemies along the way. 
Destroy the B.A.M. transmitter 
to rid the world of his threat! 
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Manufacturer: Renovation 
Machine: Genesis 
Cartridge Size: 8 Meg 
Number of Levels: 7 
Theme: Shooter 
Difficulty: Hard 
Number of Players: 1 
Available: Feb 1991 

CAN YOU SAVE 
'THE EARTH? ' 
In 2176 the Earth has been 

turned inter an environmental 

wasteland by the carelessness 

of limans. An intergalacjj^ 
terrorist organization known as 
Gulfer is planning on invading 
Earth and using the toxi^waste 
to build weapons to conquer the 
galaxy with. The United Star 
federation of Leezaluth, the* 
governing empire of ttoe galaxy* 
sent a warning to the people of 
Earth. It said "You humans 
must stop Gulfer, if you cannot, 
then we will be forced to super¬ 
nova your sun and destroy the 
Earth to stop them." Earth is jn 
no condition tcTfight against the 
Gulfer, but an Earthling named 
Dan D-are and a Leezaluth 
najjied Alexis team up to take 
on the m^ni^cal Gulfer ajjd 
restore the Earth andlhsure the^ 
survival of the human race. 

The TOZ is your scout 
ship, launch it out and 
capture enemy ships to 
gain special weapons. 
Keep zapping the same 
type for more power. 

Here's the 
Giga Beam 
in the 1st 
power level. 

Zap the 
enemy 
again for 
level 2. 

WEAPONS Iff- 
1. Ion Cannon z 
2. Quark Missile ~ ... 
3. Horizontal laser — 
4. Vertical laser - 
5. Rolling Collidere r_-- 
6. Energy Smash ™ ^ • 

7. PlasmaTtannon ## • ^ # 
8. Giga Beam • .3, £ ' - 
9. Summer Sault Laser 

10. Tektite Missile 
11. T- Braster mm* ^ , ■; mi 
12. F- Formation ^ «J 

13. T- Vulcan U . * [1 
14. A- Bullet 
15. Break Defender ♦ : ll» 
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LEV£L 1: FLOATING CONTINENT 
Blast off from the Space Attacker station 

and maneuver through an asteroid belt. 
This is a good time to get acquainted with 
the TOZ, try learning different weapons by 
zapping the mvarious enemies at tne 
beginning of the stage. Fly through the 
massive floating cavern and you'll meet 
Galudia a very ruthless and huge 1st boss. 

LEVEL 2: GLACIAL PLANET 
As you enter the atmosphere of 

the planet watch out for the laser 
cannons and be sure to zap the sat¬ 
ellites with TOZ, you 'll get the Somer 
Sault Laser, a very effective homing 
weapon. Watch out for the icebergs 
while plunging into the Arctic ocean 
to face Oesmarina, boss of level two. 

BOSgTWO ' 

LEVEL 3: SPACE SANCTUARY 
In the first part of this level, you engage 

in super intense space combat while 
traveling at lightspeed. When you come 
out of lightspeed you'll enter a huge 
castle where youj^have to deal with giant 
swinging maces and razor sharp 
guillotines. Go for the menacing Death 
Ghetto£ head, it'^his weak point! 

BOSS THREE 

r LEVEL 4: SPACE COLONY 
VPass through a space graveyard, dodge 
Ete debris and space rubble to get to the 
wntrance of the space colony. Once inside 
you'll face all types of biomonsters and 
aliens. Deeper yet, you must squeeze 
through a narrow passage into the 
chamber of the vicious boss Guzalik. 
Attack his core when he stops spinning. 

BOSS FOUR 

The last two levels 
are eypn more 

intense than the 
others, this is where 
the Gulfer hits you 

with everything 
they've got! 
Good Luck! 

LEVEL 6: ULTRA 
DEFENSE FORT 

Enter the Ware- J 
house where a « 

fierce battle awaits 

LEVEL 5: SOLAR ENCOUNTER 
Get ready for a furious fire fight above the 

flareups of the burning sun. You'll 
encounter huge enemies in this level. It 
takes quick reflexes to battlelhe manf mini- 
bosses while dodging^ the falling chunks of 
spac^crystal. Prepare to face the mon¬ 
strous Golden Dragon, he's very tough and 
it'll take some perseverance to beat him. 

leader! 

|"iC-uT • 0 zls 0 iStt <;• | 
- a Lfc VcL r: 

m} • GULFER CORE 

p x f 
__ 

;i. • ifETb is«: '■-'TssTi- 

J.— — : 
You must face all 6 
previous bosses 

before facing their 
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GAME WATCH NEWSLETTER 
YOUVE HEARD ABOUT 50 TO 100 GAMES IN ONE CARTRIDGE, NOW LEARN ALL THE 
DETAILS. GAME WATCH NEWSLETTER IS THE SOURCE FOR THE LATEST UNDERGROUND 
NEWS ON NINTENDO* AND OTHER GAMES AND ACCESSORIES. IT IS A UNIQUE NEWS 
SOURCE THAT PULLS NO PUNCHES AND GIVES THE LATEST GOSSIP AND NEWS THAT 
CANNOT BE FOUND ANYWHERE ELSE. 

★ LEARN HOWTO BUY NEW GAMES, BEFORE OFFICIAL RELEASE, BELOW RETAIL 
AND EVEN WHOLESALE PRICES 

★ FIND OUT ABOUT OVERSEAS SOURCES FOR GAMES IN THE ORIENT AND 
ELSEWHERE 

★ SEE HOW SOME PEOPLE ARE PAYING AS LITTLE AS $2.00 TO $4.00 PER GAME 

★ GAMES LIKE TETRIS II, SUPER MARIO INVISIBLE FANCY, STAR SOLDIER, DEVIL 
WORLD, GOONIES, NINJA ADVENTURE. AND MANY MORE. 

★ DISCOVER WHAT IS HAPPENING BEHINDTHE SCENES AND IN OTHER COUNTRIES 

A 70 MINUTE VIDEO MPfSHOWING AND DESCRIBING MANY OFTHE ABOVE GAMES IN 
ACTUAL ACTION, MULTIPLE GAME CARTRIDGES, AND MORE IS ALSO AVAILABLE FREE 
WHEN A TWO YEAR BIMONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION TO THE GAME WATCH NEWSLETTER IS 
PURCHASED. THE VIDEO TAPE IS A $24.95 VALUE AND IS AVAILABLE IN VHS ONLY. ORDER 
BOTH NOW BY CALLING: 

1 -900-990-0606 $16.50 PER CALL 
BUY A SIX MONTH SAMPLE SUBSCRIPTION TO THE NEWSLETTER WITHOUT THE TAPE BY 
CALLING: 

1-900-990-0707 $5.00 PER CALL 
REMEMBER, THE ABOVE CHARGES WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY ADDED TO THE PHONE BILL OFTHE PHONE 
FROM WHICH THE CALL IS MADE. WHEN CALLING, BE PREPARED WITH YOUR FULL NAME, ADDRESS 
(INCLUDING STREET, APARTMENT NUMBER, AND ZIP CODE) 

OR OBTAIN BY USING THE ORDER FORM BELOW. FOR CUSTOMERS IN NEBRASKA, ADD LOCAL SALES 
TAX OF 6'/2% ALL TELEPHONE ORDERS ARE SHIPPED POSTAGE PREPAID WITHIN 48 HOURS. MAIL IN 
ORDERS TAKE 7 TO 14 DAYS. NO COD ORDERS. U.S. FUNDS ONLY. 

DON’T WAIT!!! THESE INTRODUCTORY PRICES WILL NOT LAST! 111 
•NINTENDO IS A TRADEMARK OF NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC. 

FOR FREE INTRODUCTORY ISSUE AND MORE 
INFO SEND 250 FOR POSTAGE TO: 

GAME WATCH NEWSLETTER, INC. 
5078 SOUTH 108TH STREET, SUITE #126 

OMAHA NEBRASKA 68137-2314 

PLEASE PRINT: 

Name:_ Age: 

City:_ State: 

Zip:_Phone: ( )- 
CIRCLE #132 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 



FCI Phone Counseling 

OTLINE 
(708) 968-0425 

8 am - 7 pm Central Standard Time 

• Get the latest tips, scores and 
info about FCI video games 

• Find out about new FCI games 

• Put your name on the FCI 
mailing list 

FCI© 
Fujisankei Communications International, Inc. 
150 East 52 Street, NY, NY 10022 

Dr. Chaos, Zanac and Lunar Pool are trademarks 
of Fujisankei Communications International, Inc. 
Ultima is a trademark of Richard Garriot. MagMax 
and Seicross are trademarks of Nihon Bussan 
Co., Ltd. These games are all licensed for play on 
the Nintendo Entertainment System® 



/ \ 
FACT-PILE 

Manufacturer: CSG Imagesoft 
Machine: GameBoy 
Cartridge Size: 1 Meg 
Number of Levels: N/A 
Theme: Adventure 
Difficulty: Average 
Number of Players: 1 or 2 
Available: March 1991 
v_ J 

The Lifesfone is missing! 
A new Gameboy game from the makers 

of Solstice, Dragon's Lair-The Legend, is 
the "jumper" fan's dream. The levels are 
huge (Level One is partially shown here), 
and jumping skills are a must. With 
numerous pits, spikes, platforms, and acid 
pools, this game requires superb timing, 
technique, and reflexes. 

The object of Dragon's Lair-The Legend 
is to collect 194 pieces of the Lifestone, 
which have been scattered throughout the 
kingdom. Although unguarded, these 
pieces are usually out of reach or hanging 
dangerously above sharp spikes or 
electrified rails. Luckily, the plants and 
animals will help carry Dirk over or around 
such pitfalls. 

Once Dirk has collected all the Lifestones 
pieces, he must journey to the knight 
waiting deep within the incredible Dragon's 
Lair, the largest and most difficult area of 
them all. 

The main challenge in t 
Upper Forest is timing i 
jumps from the movin 
ledges and platforms 

The Lower Forest is full of spikes 
and long falls. The friendly animals 
help Dirk pass dangerous obstacles. 

LEVEL f - 

PERT a 
LOWER 
POREST 

LEVEL f - PART 3 
MIME TUNNEL 

Some lifestones can only b< 

***** 
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he 

he GATHER THE LIFESTONE PIECES 
Dirk must collect all 194 Llfestone pieces before going to the 

knight in the Dragon's Lair. It is possible to reach all the 
pieces without losing a life, so be patient and plan your journey 

wisely! If Dirk gathers enough Lifestone pieces or lands on a sprite, 
he may fall a little farther too. Hurry, Dirk! The Princess is waiting! 

LEVEL f - PART f 
UPPER POREST 

LEVEL f - 
PART 5 

THE LAIR 

* W , 
v * * 

GAMES & 
MORE 

SEGA GENESIS 

NINTENDO 
TURBOGRAFX 

GAME BOY 

ATARI - SEGA 

INTELLIVISION 

COLECOVISION 

THOUSANDS OF NEW & USED 

GAMES IN STOCK 

CALL US FREE! 
_(Orders only please)_ 

1-800-365-MQRE 
GET THE GAMES YOU WANT! 

For FREE price list 
or information about our 

GAME EXCHANGE PROGRAM 
call: (313) 683-6040 

or send a self addressed, stamped envelope to: 

Games & More Showroom 
953 W. Huron • Waterford, MI 48328 

3 collected in one direction - take your time and study the layout of the Mine Tunnel. CIRCLE #165 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 
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/ \ 
PACT-PILE 

Manufacturer: CSG Imagesoft 
Machine: GameBoy 
Cartridge Size: 1 Meg 
Number of Levels: N/A 
Theme: Adventure 
Difficulty: Average 
Number of Players: 1 or 2 
Available: March 1991 
V_ J 

The Lifestone is missing! 
A new Gameboy game from the makers 

of Solstice, Dragon's Lair-The Legend, is 
the "jumper" fan’s dream. The levels are 
huge (Level One is partially shown here), 
and jumping skills are a must. With 
numerous pits, spikes, platforms, and acid 
pools, this game requires superb timing, 
technique, and reflexes. 

The object of Dragon's Lair-The Legend 
is to collect 194 pieces of the Lifestone, 
which have been scattered throughout the 
kingdom. Although unguarded, these 
pieces are usually out of reach or hanging 
dangerously above sharp spikes or 
electrified rails. Luckily, the plants and 
animals will help carry Dirk over or around 
such pitfalls. 

Once Dirk has collected all the Lifestones 
pieces, he must journey to the knight 
waiting deep within the incredible Dragon's 
Lair, the largest and most difficult area of 
them all. 

The Lower Forest is full of spikes 
and long falls. The friendly animals 
help Dirk pass dangerous obstacles. 

The main challenge in the 
Upper Forest is timing the 
jumps from the moving 
ledges and platforms. 

GATHER THE LIFESTONE PIECES 
Dirk must collect all 194 Lifestone pieces before going to the 

knight in the Dragon's Lair. It is possible to reach all the 
pieces without losing a life, so be patient and plan your journey 

wisely! If Dirk gathers enough Lifestone pieces or lands on a sprite, 
he may fall a little farther too. Hurry, Dirk! The Princess is waiting! 

LEVEL f - PERT f 

UPPER POREST 

LEVEL f - 

PERT 5 
THE LEER 

LEVEL f - 

PERT 2 
LOWER 
POREST 

LEVEL V - PERT 3 
MINE TUNNEL 

Some lifestones can only be collected in one direction - take your time and study the layout of the Mine Tunnel. 

The mines require great jumping skill 
to retrieve the lifestones. Only by 

jumping forward can Dirk stay alive. 

LEVEL f - 

PERT E 
SKYWEY 
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GAMES & 
MORE 

SEGA GENESIS 

NINTENDO 
TURBOGRAFX 

GAME BOY 

ATARI - SEGA 

INTELLIVISION 

COLECOVISION 

THOUSANDS OF NEW & USED 
GAMES IN STOCK 

CALL US FREE! 
_(Orders only please)_ 

1-800-365-MORE 
GET THE GAMES YOU WANT! 

For FREE price list 
or information about our 

GAME EXCHANGE PROGRAM 

call: (313) 683-6040 
or send a self addressed, stamped envelope to: 

Games & More Showroom 
953 W. Huron • Waterford, MI 48328 

CIRCLE #165 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 
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r FACT-PILE 
Manufacturer: Atari 
Machine: Lynx 
Cartridge Size: 1 Meg 
Number of Levels: 6 
Theme: Shooter 
Difficulty: Average 
Number of Players: 1 to 4 
Available: Now 

v J 
Take No Prisoners!! 

War has broken out between the two 
industrial powers of the universe, the 
Merdicants and the Zarlors. Although rich 
beyond belief, neither side has an military 
powerful enough to destroy the other. 
Recently, the Zarlors have attempted to 
enlist outside help their war efforts. After 
a quick deal, you have agreed to pilot your 
ship through the Merdicant lines and 
cripple their armies. You are the Zarlor 
Mercenary! 

A new game for the Atari Lynx, Zarlor 
Mercenary takes the phrase, "every man 
(or woman) for himself," and runs away 
with it! Nobody is safe, as even friends 
can be enemies in this non-stop free-for- 
all! With a super option of four-person 
simultaneous play, Zarlor adds a new 
dimension to shooter fun. 

Since the object of the game is to make 
money while destroying the Merdicant 
installations, blast everything! Anything 
that moves is a target, and most buildings 
are usually fair game. In fact, in the two or 
more player modes, mercenaries can steal 
from each other! 

Each destruction is worth a certain 
amount of Zarbits, which can then be 
traded for improved weaponry or defense 
mechanisms at the Mercenary Mercantile 
at the conclusion of each level. Even 
weapons can be traded at the Mercantile! 
Be sure to pick up lots of extra ships. 

YOUR LAST SHIP 
PLUMMETS TO THE 

CHURNING 
BATTLEFIELD.. 

CHOOSE PROM SEVEN 
DIPPERENT CHARACTERS! 
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Of course, with six heavily guarded 
levels to penetrate, you're going to 
need all the help you can get! When 
in the multiple-player modes, the 
mighty Backstabber weapon will keep 
greedy companions in line by 
damaging their ship only. Only a 
group of mercenaries acting as a team 
can defeat the Merdicants! 
Sometimes, teamwork is very 
beneficial. For example, in the 
Mercantile, players can trade Zarbits 
with each other. 

Unfortunately, the Medicants are 
waiting for you with huge end bosses 
and blistering firepower! Be sure to 
get the Power Globe and numerous 
extra ships. Despite this, all sorts of 
booty can be found anywhere at 
anytime, so keep a eye out for the 
various icons floating in space. 

After all is said and done, its war! 
Only the best mercenary will conquer 
the last level, Cedmite City, and 
receive the reward at the National 
Vault. Good Luck!! 

r m FF SCORE -1 
■ SHIPS LEFT -=■ 

_ -r «T.rr 7/773 

HEALTH - 
R: FIRE HI55ILE5 
E: FIRE LR5ER 
QPTl: tIEGR EDflE 
DPT2: HU5IC nn.-'DFF 

LL 

Let the on screen tutor show 
you the way! 

Buy and sell supplies at the 
shop after each level! 

Level f 
Here, in Level One, you 
must destroy the Cad- 
mar Desert pipelines! 

BOSS til 
The mysterious Mendi¬ 
cant Super-weapon fills 
the entire screen!! 

Level 2 
In Level Two, guide your 
ship through the Mesort 
Swamp with care. 

BOSS 211 
This huge warplane is 
no match for your awe¬ 
some flying ability. 

Level 3 
The Mendicant water 
factories are the main 
targets in Level Three. 

BOSS 311 
Big as it is, this enemy 
boss can't withstand 
your ship's firepower. 

BUY OR GRAB THESE 
ROWER UR ITEMS! 

Wing Laser 
Cannon Beam 

Mega 
Bomb 

Back 
Shot Shot 

The lup is 
a very val¬ 
uable item. 

Extra 
Ship 

The Power 

Globe will 
give you a 
shield! 

Power 
Globe 

Speed 
Up 
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ADVERTISER INDEX 1 
Advertiser Reader Service Card No. Page No. 

Acclaim Entertainment 150 9 
American Sammy 118 29 
Arcadia 115 75 
Asmik 160 27 
Atari Corporation 122 18-19 
AV Distributors 136 120 
Bandai America 119 41 
Chips and Bits 134 126 
CSG Imagesoft 120 50-51 
Data East 116 57 
Die Hard Game Club 131 103 
Electronic Arts 111 36-37 
FCI 121 17 
Game Train 133 126 
Game Watch Newsletter 132 114 
Games and More 165 117 
HAL America 110 21,23 
HO/RC Hobbies 163 126 
HOT-B USA 128 93 
Hudson Soft 109 25 
IGS 127 58 
Irem America 158 6,7 
Jaleco 147 IFC-3 
Japan Video 135 120 
Namco America 140 47, 49 
Natsume 126 BC 
NEC 101 TC 14-15 
NTVIC 106 15 
NuVision 162 39 
Play-lt-Again 129 95 
RazorSoft 104 12-13 
Renovation 113 53 
Sage's Creation 112 55 
Sega of America 107 32-34 
Seta 117 76-77 
SNK Home Entertainment 114 43 
SNK of America 105 11 
Sofel 102 5 
SunSoft 164 IBC 
Taito 161 31 
Tecmo 123 45 
Ultimate Game Club 130 106 
Vic Tokai 125 79, 81 

FREE CAME INFORMATION!! 
Plus Your Official Entry Form For ECM's 

$10,000 Great Game Give-Away!! 
Circle the appropriate Reader Service Numbers to receive FREE in¬ 
formation on the games and products in this issue! Then complete the 
Survey Questions and you'll be automatically entered into the first 
drawing of EGM's $10,000 Great Game Give-Away! 
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DO YOU PLAY VIDEO GAMES?? 
THEN YOU MUST SUBSCRIBE TO 

Each big issue of 
ELECTRONIC 
GAMING MONTHLY is 
loaded with behind- 
the-scenes info, 
previews of un¬ 
released games, and 
cart reviews that you 
can trust! 

Also get exclusive 
U.S. National Video 
Game Team endorse¬ 
ments, contests, high 
scores, secret code 
trading cards, and tip 
booklets that have all 
the tricks and 
strategies you need to 
amaze your friends 
and play like a pro on 
all the newest games! 

You get all this and 
more in each full color 
issue of ELECTRONIC 
GAMING MONTHLY... 
THE video game 
resource! 

•SHI. SWt> 30 

THCK. FlIR 630 

PNU. ARMR 1S000 

P)\ 

ELECTRONIC 
GAMING 
MONTHLY 

* FULL COLOR! 
* TIP BOOKLETS! 
* PREVIEWS! 
* HIGH SCORES! 
* CODE CARDS! 
* CONTESTS! 
* PLUS MUCH, 

MUCH MORE! 

I WANT TO PLAY LIKE A PRO! 

□ YES! I want to subscribe to ELECTRONIC 
GAMING MONTHLY for the low price of 
$23.95 for a full year (that’s 12 incredible 
issues for 50% off the cover price). 

CITY STATE 

To order, Send the above form, with check or money order for $23.95 to: 
(Canada and Mexico $34.95. All other foreign orders $80.00) 

SENDAI PUBLICATIONS, INC. 
1920 Highland Ave 
Suite 300 - Dept. A 
Lombard, IL 60148 
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U. S. National Video Came Team's 

l/PEI? PU1K 
SUPER 

STRATEGIES 
FOR WINNING 

BIG! 

cowmbuncm dudesh 
The Turtles are back and ready for action! Shredder's up to his old tricks 

again and has kidnapped both April and Splinter. It's up to you to rescue your 
comrades from the notorious Foot Clan and put an end to Shredder's mayhem. 
This translation of the coin-op hit is so good it's hard to believe you're playing it 
on the NES! This cart features a whopping 4-Meg and MMC3! Turtles 2 takes 
NES to the limit, with great graphics and animation, parallax scrolling 
backgrounds, and 10 action packed levels of challenge. The whole gang is here 
Leonardo, Raphael, Donatello, and Michelangelo. T.M.N.T.2 is a fantastic game 
and the crew here at EGM has mapped out the entire game for you! Add in tips 
and strategies from the one and only U.S. National Video Game Team, and 
you'll be face-to-face with that tinhead Shredder in no time! 

April's 
apartment 
is on fire! 
Rush to 

her rescue! 

Cinema 
Displays 

are 
featured 

throughout 
the game. 

Use the parking meter 
and hydrant as weapons! 

How much for the 
Shredder in the 

'indow? 

Don't fall in the 
manholes. 
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Stay at the 
bottom of the 

screen to avoid 
being flattened 
by the falling 
billboards. 

/ Use the jump & 
slash technique on 

the boomerang 
throwing Foot Clam 

The Robo-dogs make These guys wield 
their first appearance huge hammers, 
here, if they bite you, use jumpkicks to 

shak'em off beat them. 

Watch out for 
falling gates, use 
timing to get past. 

Here you'll meet 
Baxter Stockman 

lurking in the sewers, 
he's not a very tough 
boss. If stand to the 
far left you'll defeat 

him with being injured 
by his Robo-dogs. 

Don't be distracted by the 
pretty girl on the 

skateboard. 

Again, you must use the 
jumpkick to defeat this boss. 
Rocksteady puts up a tough 
fight so strike fast and hard. 

Once he's defeated jump 
into the manhole. 

It is vital that you get 
the pizza whenever 

it appears, you'll 
need health for the 

battle with the boss. If you use 
jumpkick on the 
these enemies, 

you'll avoid being 
blasted by the 

dynamite. 

Some people need practical 
advice, so watch out for falling 

boulders, manholes and don't get 
run over by the plow. 

These snowmen aren't so 
jolly, after a few hits their 
true identity is revealed. 

Jump & slash works best. 

Dodge the 
boulders that Tora 
throws at you and 
when they pass 

overhead, 
jumpkick your way 

to victory! 
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Now that 
April is 

safe, lets 
go get 

Splinter! 
Use the cones 
to wipe out the 

Foot Clan. 

Watch out for the 
cars, they rush 

out very quickly. 

More enemy are 
waiting in ambush 

in the vans. 

Baxter is back again, be sure to eat 
the pizza, then jumpkick him. Stay 
at the far right or left when he fires. 

This the level is 
pretty straightfor¬ 

ward , the main 
thing is to stay at 

the top so you 
don't get run over. 

Hop om your jet powered skateboard and take on the Foot Clan at full speed. When facing the Helis stay to the 
far right of the screen and use the jumpkick. Use the jump & slash technique to dispose of all other enemies. 

Use 
jump & 
slash 

on the 
Hies. 

Stay near the top of the 
screen and jumpkick 
your way through, 

don't miss the pizza! 

They only way 
to beat the 

Rock Soldier is 
with jumpkicks. 
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The scorpions 
are very 

aggressive, 
& slash is 

most effective. 

You"ve finally made it to the end of this 
heavily booby-trapped do jo only to meet 

Shogun, one of the toughest bosses in the 
game! It'll take many wicked jumpkicks to 

beat him. 

Many opponents appear from 
inside the wall through 

revolving doors. Keep your 
guard up they're everywhere! 

These robotic apes attack in 
an unpredictable manner, so 
you the jump & slash as soon 

as possible. 

Stay at the 
top, and keep 
jumping over 
the bamboo 

spikes 

The Tecnodrome is the Foot Clan's last line of defense, it's jam-packed with ceiling 
lasers, wall lasers, and freeze gas boobytraps in the floors that spring up in the 

most unexpected moments. As soon as you arrive you'll be greeted by all kinds of 
Foot soldiers in greater numbers than ever before! You must then fight a 

stronger Rock soldier before entering the chamber where the last battle will be. 

Don't get < 

the be, 

Stay at the lower 
right hand corner of 
the platform to avoid 

be hitting by the 
giant bowling 

balls. 

Now you must face Shredder himself! 
Keep moving around the screen and stay 

in air using jumpkicks as much as 
possible. You must knock the helmets 
off both Shredders to beat them. Only 

then peace will be returned to New York 
City, or will it??? 

After defeating the 
robot, Krang will jump 
out of its stomach, and 
fly around the screen 

boasting of his 
invincibility. 

Use a combination of 
jump kicks to the 

head and the jump & 
slash technique to 
get rid of Krang's 

huge robot disguise. 
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CIRCLE #163 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 

CHIPS & BITS 
NEO GEO $380 • GAMES $175 

SEGA 

GENESIS 
GENESIS System $179 Lakers vs Celtics $ 46 TurboExpress $249 King of Casino $ 40 
Arcade Power Stick $ 43 Last Battle $ 45 TurboGrafx 16 $149 Last Alert $ 47 
Control Pad $ 20 Madden Football $ 46 Turbo CD Player $359 Legendary Axe $ 39 
Power Converter $ 32 Mickey Mouse $ 42 TurboBooster $ 29 Legendary Axe II $ 41 
After Burner II $ 42 Mondu's Fight $ 42 TurboBooster Plus $ 46 Magical Dinosaurs $ 47 
Air Diver $ 44 Moonwalker $ 42 TurboPad $ 19 Military Madness $ 47 
Alex Kidd Castle $ 35 Mystic Defender $ 48 TurboStick $ 37 Monster Lair $ 47 
Atomic Robo Kid $ 44 Phantasy Star II $ 59 TurboTap $ 19 Moto Roader $ 41 
Baseball Lasorda $ 52 Phelios $ 45 Alien Crush $ 39 Neutopia $ 47 
Bball Pat Riley $ 42 Populous $ 46 Blazing Lazers $ 47 Ninja Spirit $ 49 
Boxing B Douglas $ 42 Rambo III $ 45 Bloody Wolf $ 49 Ordyne $ 47 
Budokan $ 44 Revenge Shinobi $ 52 Bonk's Adventure $ 47 Pac - Land $ 39 
Burning Force $ 45 Shadow Blasters $ 44 Boxyboy $ 37 Power Golf $ 47 
Columns $ 29 Shove It $ 37 Bravoman $ 47 Psychosis $ 39 
Cyberball $ 42 Soccer $ 35 Chew Man Fu $ 39 R-Type $ 56 
Dick Tracy $ 42 Space Harrier II $ 45 China Warrior $ 37 Shanghai $ 34 
Dynamite Duke $ 42 Strider $ 56 Cratermaze $ 39 Sidearms $ 45 
E-SWAT $ 42 Super Hang-On $ 45 Cyber Core $ 47 Sonic Spike $ 37 
Final Zone $ 44 Super Hydlide $ 47 Deep Blue $ 39 Space Harrier $ 56 
Fire Shark $ 43 Super Monaco GP $ 42 Devil's Crush $ 47 Splatter House $ 49 
Football J Montana $ 42 Super Thndr Blade $ 45 Double Dungeons $ 47 Super Volleyball $ 39 
Forgotten World $ 48 Sword of Vermillion $ 59 Dragon Spirit $ 41 Tactical Gladiators $ 47 
Ghostbusters $ 42 Target Earth $ 47 Dragon's Curse $ 39 Takin' It to the Hoop $ 39 
Ghouls 'N Ghosts $ 48 Techno Cop $ 47 DropOff $ 39 Tiger Road $ 47 
Golden Axe $ 52 Thunder Force II $ 48 Dungeon Explorer $ 47 Timeball $ 40 
Golf Arnold Palmer $ 46 Thunder Force III $ 49 Fantasy Zone $ 37 TV Sports Football $ 47 
Hard Driving $ 47 Trampoline Terror $ 39 Fighting Street $ 47 Vallis II $ 47 
Hell Fire $ 43 Truxton $ 48 Final Lap Twin $ 47 Victory Run $ 29 
Herzog Zwei $ 39 Whip Rush $ 44 Final Zone II $ 47 Vigilante $ 47 
Insector X $ 44 Wrestling $ 42 Galaga '90 $ 29 World Baseball $ 29 
Kageki $ 54 Zany Golf $ 46 JJ and Jeff $ 39 World Court Tennis $ 39 
Klax $ 44 Zoom $ 38 KLAX $ 43 Ys Book 1 & II $ 47 

TURBO 
GrafX 

No Surcharge for Mastercard or Visa. Shipping by UPS Ground or US Mail $3, UPS 2 Day Air $5, CODs $3 
TURBOGRAFX16: We buy Used at $25 less than our new price. We sell Used at $10 less than our new price. 
SEGA GENESIS: We buy Used at $30 less than our new price. We sell Used at $15 less than our new price. 

ALL ADVERTISED PRICES ARE FOR NEW CRARTIDGES. 

PO Box 234 Rochester VT 05767 • CALL 802-767-3033 

CIRCLE #134 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 
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ENTER TO WIN ONE OF 
THESE GREAT GAME 

SYSTEMS! 

Get set for the 
most spectacular video game 

contest ever! EGM is giving away more 
than $10,000 worth of video games and 
equipment throughout 1991! We're giving 
away a slew of hard-hitting hardware and 
game softs to FIVE lucky readers in not 
one, not two, but THREE special draw¬ 
ings! Great prizes like a Sega Genesis 
System, a NEC TurboGrafx-16, an Atari 
Lynx and special sets of 10 hot titles for 
the Nintendo Entertainment System! 

And the excitement doesn't stop there! 
EGM is giving away a super GRAND 
PRIZE, a full-sized arcade video game, to 
one of these 15 champions! 

Entering the EGM $10,000 Great 
Game Give-Away is the easiest part of all! 
Simply detach the Reader Service Card 
from this issue, circling the appropriate 
reader service number for FREE GAME 
INFORMATION, and send it in for auto¬ 
matic contest entry! 

Rules: All entries must be postmarked by March 31,1991 to be eligible for the first drawing. All entries received after March 31,1991 will automatically be registered for the second draw¬ 
ing. All previously accepted entries are eliminated after each drawing is completed. The decision of the Judges in the selection of the winners is final. Neither EGM nor the judges will be 
liable for lost or misdirected mail. No purchase is necessary to enter. Multiple entries are allowed, but only If sent under separate postage to: EGM Great Game Give-Away, 1920 Highland 
Avenue, Suite 300, Lombard, IL 60148. The specific titles of the Nintendo game paks contained in the Nintendo game packages is up to the judges. Employees and families of Sendai 
Publications, Inc. are not eligible to enter. Deadline for second drawing is June 31,1991. Deadline for third drawing is September 31,1991. Grand Prize Winner is selected at random from 
the previous 15 winners on October 15,1991. The title of the arcade game awarded is up to the judges. Void where prohibited. * $10,000 value based on MSRP of all products awarded. 
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TOR SCORE CLUB 

VIDEO COME 
HIGH SCORES 

Effective December, 1990 

Came of the Month High 
This Month's Game... 

Super Monaco CP 

Alex Martinez a, 
2. Brian Gatti 
3. Steve Swetz 
4. Dan Lee 
5- Shawn Laird 

Sena Scores For... 
Thunder Force 3 

% 
Z 
E z 
i 

Came Score 
nil entries hy March 3 Player 

Abadox 
After Burner 

88,000 
14,335,970 

Mike Miller 
Jeff Yonan WIN BIG 

Bad Dudes 999,999 Stephan Krogman WITH 
EGMU 

Batman 6,802,500 Jeff Arensmeyer 
Burai Fighter 242,100 Josh Winter 

Contra 6,553,500 Josh Winter Now you can show off 
Double Dragon 346,450 Jeff Benson your game playing 

Double Dragon 2 399,680 Chris Hoffman skills with your very 
Godzilla 9,861,740 Jason Turka own U.S. National Video 

Guerilla War 219,400 Stefan Zarzynski Game Team jackets and 
Kamov 534,500 Ralph Mendes T-Shirts. Each month 

Marble Madness 147,100 Jason Turka the top score on our 
Mega Man 9,999,700 Jason Sinclair Game of the Month will 

Metal Gear 2 Finished Sergid Strugar be awarded a Team 
Paperboy 191,300 Glenn Stockwell jacket and a cart of 

P.O.W. 311,500 David Wright your choice. Four 
Rad Racer 61,296 Glenn Stockwell runners-up will receive 
Rampage 81,900 Leslie Ford official Team T-Shirts! 

Road Blasters 999,999 Ralph Balbagallo Get your high scores in 
Rolling Thunder 92,100 Ray Severence today! 

Sky Shark 1,043,570 Jeff Yonan P.S. Martin can't enter 
Star Soldier 4,290,000 Edowland Charbonneau the Thunder Force 3 

Super Mario Bros. 3 9,999,990 Sergio Stugal contest, so get your 
Tetris 382,716 Gasabed Kendikian scores in today! 
TMNT 2,184,100 Chris Hoffman 

Wizards and Warriors 639,500 Jim Killy 

Rules - All scores on Thunder Force 3 must be received by March 31,1991. If maximum scores are reached, the first five entries 
will be awarded prizes. All scores must be submitted on official Team entry forms and be accompanied with a legible photo. 
Void where prohibited. Send SASE to High Scores, 1920 Highland Ave., Suite 300, Lombard, II 60148 for an official entry form. 



CALL fl-TOO-SIC-iMAT POP 
aa i it©^^3 1 cp «5c»© pip ci i^ kins S5 •! 

came 
After Burner 

Altered Beast 
Double Dragon 

Missile Defense 3-D 
Out Run 
Rampage 
Rastan 
R-Type 
Shinobi 

Space Harrier 
Thunder Blade 
Time Soldiers 

Score 
9,704,000 
234,400 
610,370 
659,000 

55,626,340 
795,460 

2,828,800 
1,128,500 
1,165,750 

26,012,900 
3,054,000 
7,437,700 

Player 
Jeff Yonan 

Alex Stamos 
Brian Gaudreault 

Joe Tadder 
Dan Lee 

Gerald Breheny 
Brian GauDreault 
Brian GauDreault 

Todd Bustillo 
Christopher Sims 

Bob McGuire 
Rob Siegmann 

Sena your 

High Scores 

to the Pros 

at the U.S. 

National 

came 
Alien Crush 

Blazing Lazers 
Bloody Wolf 

Bonk's Adventure 
Cyber Core 

Dragon Spirit 
Fantasy Zone 

Fighting Street 
J.J. & Jeff 

Monster Lair 
Side Arms 

Victory Run 

Score 
999,999,900 
24,523,070 
2,348,300 
849,080 

9,999,900 
639,670 

98,265,100 
547.600 

10,175,650 
378.600 

3,848,600 
18 min. 44.16 sec. 

Player 
Barry Bowman 

Jim Hakola 
Ken Shulin 

Jason Walinske 
Jim Hakola 

Randy Lewis 
Brandon Fish 
Sergio Strugar 
Chris Camera 

Mark Discordia 
Mark Discordia 
Jerry Tischler 

uHffic 

Team ana 

win your Bia 

tit video 

immortality! 

Came 
After Burner 2 
Altered Beast 

Air Diver 
Curse 

Forgotten Worlds 
Ghouls and Ghosts 

Ghostbusters 
Revenge of Shinobi 

Target Earth 
Thunder Force 3 

Truxton 

Score 
23,550,010 
4,682,500 
77,077,000 
10,560,300 
1,694,100 
1,559,700 

12,371,000 
6,029,800 

79,172,540 
6,222,600 
3,331,050 

Player 
James Bryat 

Lee Venteicher 
Scott Wimpari 

Jeff Yonan 
Tony DeSilvy 

Glenn Stockwell 
Parrish Spinoso 
Bradley Miksa 
Randy Lewis 
Jeff Yonan 

Tony DeSilvy 

1 Enter Our 

Competition 

ana Send 

Your Scores 

to the Mag 

Came Score Player that Ranks 
1943 2,947,360 Brian Chapel 

After Burner 68,588,000 November Kelly 
APB 1,002,324 Greg Gibson the Best 

Diner (PIN) 89,220,000 Steve Ryno 
Double Dragon 130,900 Brian Chapel 

Hard Drivin1 529,800 Jerry Landers 1 § 

Klax 3,205,000 Leong Su Chin 
Out Run 49,050,270 Dan Lee 

Smash TV 12,624,000(1 Play) Greg Gibson the world! 
Super Contra 10,640,310 Martin Alessi 

CALL THE U.S. NATIONAL VIDEO CAME TEAM 
TODAY FOR YOUR "TOR lOO" RANKING ON EVERY 
CAME (BOTH NOME AND ARCADES) EVER MADE! 



CAME OVER! 

Once inside the Orn Core 
you must fight this nasty 

guardian boss belore blast¬ 
ing the Bio-mechanical 

Mother Brain. 

Time to Save the universe 
Thunder Force 3 is the ultimate in 

shooting games for the Genesis. An 
absolutely incredible game featuring^ 
phenomenal graphics and an audio 
soundtrack that has yet to be 
equaled. Superb gameplay and 
f^power of incredible proportions 
make this game so good it's hard to 
find an equal, even in the arcades! 
You must blaze your way through 8 
intense levels before reaching the 
inner sanctum of the £rn Core and 
facing the havoc-wreaking Mother 
Brain. Three difficulty levels let you 
challenge yourself and try to set new . 
high scores. Get reacf^for the^ 
explosive ending of this magnificent 
game, olfcy in EGM. . * J 

Eboosters and bail out of 
base before it explodes! 
lent scaling effects!!! 
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Nintendo^ 

The Sunsoft Blasterz™ Club is your ticket 
to the inside. Get a 1 year membership, 
3 issues of the Sunsoft newsletter— 
"Blast-On' plus on official membership 
cord, erasable score card with marker, 
ond Blasterz stickers. All for just $5. 

fHliltmMlil) 

State ZIP 

Mail this coupon with a check to: 
Sunsoft Blasterz Club 
11165 Knott Ave. 
Cypress, CA 90630 

Please allow 8-10 weeks for delivery. 

CIRCLE #164 ON READER 

SERVICE CARD. 

THE VIDEO GAME 

JE V 3 
ft a a 3 



AMAZING PENGUIN 
THE ATTACK IS ON! 

Join Pendrich, the Prince of Penguins as he 
battles the enchanted armies of the wizard 
Borbon the Great. The evil magician has sent 
scores of animated erasers, metal clips, 
crayons and pencils to block the passage¬ 
ways of the Penguin Realm. 

Attack with mighty kicks that blast the ene¬ 
mies across the screen. Reverse their direc¬ 
tion by bursting the power seals. Clear all the 
panels to progress to the higher levels. 

Split-second timing combines with the chal¬ 
lenge of multiple mazes in this action-strat¬ 
egy game. It takes quick reflexes and keen 
tactics to help Pendrich win back the Pen¬ 
guin Realm from Borbon's invaders! 

• 40 levels of non-stop action! 

• Password feature returns you to your last 
completed zone. 

• Unlimited "continues" gives you 
Portable Penguin Power. 

I GAME BOY. 
■came pak 

To receive a free Natsume T-shirt, 
snd 2 UPC labels from any Natsi 

product with $2 
(for postage and han< 

CIRCLE #126 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 


